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INTRODUCTION 
The I n s t i t u t e made steady progress In a i l the research p r o j e c t s 
undertaken dur ing the year 1977, The Impartarnt reault ig pind h i g h l i g h t s 
o f the work done are summarised below. 
Marinc fish prpductlon 
•ml . iMiTn II iBWii - II rii If i n nm-f ir mi i iTi- i- im' -
The total marine fish landings In Indie during the year 
1977 was provisionally estimated at 1J2£f544 tonnes as against 
1352855 tonnes during 1976 showing a decline of S30?11 tonnes 
representing a decrease of about 17^# Except in Kerala and 
Karnataka the total landings declined in all the maritime states of 
Indie. 
Charecterlstics of the major fisheries 
Oil sardine catch In 1977 showed a decrease of about 13% 
over that of the previous year. This decrease was reflected 
along the coasts of '^ erala and Kernataka which are the main centres 
of oil sardine fishery* This fluctuation may be sttrlbutcd to 
the unsuccessful spawning and recruitment to the fishery whereas 
In the offshore fishing conducted off MangoJorc and Karwar, the 
purse seines netted good catches of o U sardine. 
The catch of lesser sardines and enchovles also showed 
a 'declining trend during the year. The coastal belt between Cape 
Comorln end Qullon hes been found to be the most productive region 
for Anchovies. There Is a possibility of Increasing the catch of 
this fish between Qullon and Ratnaglrl by extending the fishing 
operations to offshore waters. 
Mackerel fishery during the year showed « m?H'ginal decrease 
during 1977 as comoared to 197S, The recruitment aieipted earlier 
In the south then In the north along the west coeist* The landings 
of mackerel along the east coast was 501o less then thfut of 1976, 
The one-year old fish dominated the catch along the west coHgt 
except In southern observatitjn centres where n-^year old predominHi"" 
ted, A review of the mackerel fistmry In the coumtry durlnq the p9<^ l. 
t? decades showed that the fish shoals remain in tne sheit" 
waters throughout the year hut mostly confinr^^ to shijllov region 
below 30 metres depth. The bulk of the catch in the country 
comes from th|gr. region CJuilnn to Ratneglrl on the west coast. 
^ 31 -
The afinuol rivertiqe c-=itc wns ewt im. j te- gn 7fJ,fl!M tonnes which 
farms about -"i fjer cent o f the .^vcraqe mnrins f i t^lt orarJuction 
I n the r »un t r / . 
The r.-itcn l u r u n i t .}r«"i HBc;m«i to be h'xqhnt ol 1 
Knrnatuika nn-i Ma'i'^rarshtry than t i n t of Keri^^ln* An :>|}ite of 
C.i ' i t i t iUKis e x ' j l ' t i t o t i o n of t h i n species du r i nq the l a s t fou r 
decodes the~G 5Reifl5 to he -lo chaoQR in the ove r rd ' s i ze cor.riofi i-
| , inn of the r;.-}tche::i. The s lock oBGCBument sturl iRs made by the 
| n n t l t t i t e a n ' t'-^s ncr iaJ riUrveys conducted by the PFP i nd i ca te thf 
the finnu'*! lol.t;;^ti^^l v/ ie ld la ground 1,P7,nf.'n tonnes. In the 
f^rer.ROt. are.T of e 'H- i lo i t - i t lnn ttie f Ish inr i e t f o r t is nesr inr j the 
fi«?iximum I C V B I ^nd henci t o r b e t t e r y i e l d s , the r i s b i n g ooerci t lon 
should be cxtandB;) to o i ' s t o r R waters , o r e f c r ^ b l y i n the A o r i l 
to Heotender serinnn. 
I n tens i ve obnerw>'"»tlons on the r ' iourccs of tunr-^s and 
itel ' i tc; . spRci'?3 t»l:onq the west cori5)t h.?)-e «tiown th i i t centres 
l i k e Manqaloru pjr»'; C a l i c u t *3re olcsn impor tant f o r ca tch of 
tunos and b i l l f i s h e s . The c i t c h of s » i l t i s h i n the Cg i t cu t 
reg ion has aiiown qons idc rab lc i n : rense dur inn the year . 
The s c i ^ n t i a t s ot the I n a t i t u ' e p o r t i c i n r i t e d i n the 
I ndo -Po i i sh liur^ey; coniuctBf l of/!^ombay 'iourashtr-ri c o o i t , Pre-
I j lminyry ano l ys i s of the df?t;i showed tha t t.he t o t ^ l co tch and 
catch ra tes were b e t t e r by ^ pe inq i c i.rawi than the bottom t r a w l s . 
T he demerS'il f i s h l n q opo r ' i t i ons Bt Kakinado and Wnlt.- i ir ohowed 
th'Tt ^bB ca tch ro te was b t i t t s r dur lnq the 'e?ir .^ s comp?ired to 19/6 
Mif^ricul t u ro 
i TfiB In t l t u t e iifide f u r t h s r progress in develoning and 
lim.irovinq the techhinues of c u l t u r i n q marine f i s h e s , orowns 
mblluric--. and 5C'-iweedr>, i . ' l thout much cnmpl i cn ted rnana:)emcnt n ro -
r.if dures, c u l t u r e of aoecicr? such BS m u l l e t s and mi lk f i s h w i t h s 
n r ' i duc t l on r i i i e of;B'vy,:S kg/ha/annum ,-js mole o o - s i l i l e on a 
demonst r^ t inn has i * ! . L i n o t of nur co'>imerciall y impor tant pf'iwns 
iia'C bi^en su;ce^i'3l w i l y re-'sred frnm eqn tn marketo le s i ze under 
ffpntrollpd c ' i n d i t l p n s . I t hns a lso been demon t ra ted th>H by 
i 0 t c <5lve cuItuPB Of sn-ie of these soecing on s c i e n t i f i c l i n e s . 
I t W'Vild be p o s s l b t e to ra ise them a t a ra te of 1 to 1 .h 
i f 
- I l l -
thousand kg/he'annum*i 
tftw system <^ f rear ing nrnwn larvaet 
A new ayit4lii of rear ing prawn iPirvae has been developed 
• t Narskkal. using 8 ' jdiameter p l a s t i c pools i l luminated with 
f luorescent tujbe lighti.s. In th i s sysiem thp arnwn larvae and 
food or^^enisms are ci^tured together in senwater f e r t i l i s e d 
u l th ni t ra teSf phosphites and s i l i c a t e s , the tube l i gh t s 
provide the n«|cess«ryj l igh t Bnergi| for photosynthesis . 
i A mfithod o f i co l l ec t i ng and purifying the eqys of 
ArtemJ|B groyn as t co«|»tinuoua cul ture a t Maraukal has been 
devslt^ped. 
Polyci^lture | 
i 
j At f|arakkil» Chanos stocked with prawns vit a density of 
2K300 flng«rllriqs/h« grew rapidly , without any a r t i f i c i a l food 
from 45 mm to'33U mm in a period of about 3]r months and yielded 
a harvest of 435 kg/hp with a surs/iv.al rote of BO-TOf« 
1 
Spawning of Pi^naeus semtaulcatusi 
i 
For ' the f i r s t t ime, the Drawn, Penaeus semisu1catus 
spawned under controllcil nnaj l t ions in the f ie ld Irjboratory 
a t Kovalam near Madras, The og 's were reared upto pnigt larval 
stage* The larval development was comoletud within 13-14 days. 
Open sea green mussel cu 1 ture ; 
At r.ol lcut» H) ra f t s covering an area of -^ '.lO sn.'^. 
were moored in iha open sea. 633 ropes each a net re long were 
sjeedeo, with 4 kg. of spnts of mussel&v nnrt ^^ere suBpended 
from November n.i'?6. ''hen harvested in Mav 197? the average proH 
diuction was 36 kg/Hm rope qiving approximately on yield of 
10 mstrlc tonnos. This demvinsi r a t e s tha t green musr.el culture 
In tha open coas ta l Haters is economically f e a s i b l e . 
Similar ly good nrogress was shown in the mussel cul ture 
l^ erm at Kovalam near Madrus and at Vizhinjam, 
-Iv-
EHihle qy^ te r c u l l u r p 
In the K^rappad crtn?l< n«cir Tuticox^in, exper iments 
have bien cnnrtuctsii on the fBrminq of RJ ib le n y s t e r , 
C r ••!'. •-•; 0 s t r e q mft d r a sen s i s with s i g n i f i c a n t r e n u l t s . The o y s t e r s 
were reflre-J in r e c t a n g u l a r i ron frjmed t r ays with nyion n e t t i n g , 
s e r i a l l y i r r a n q e i on r^icks masle up of casur inn polco c r e c t d i 
acrosa the c r e e k . Thttse o y s t e r s .vere c o l l e c t e d from na tu ra l 
beds when they were only eiS-'/ib mm In ler»]|th. These o y s t e r s 
rpr j la tered f a s t e r r a l e of growth th^n those in the n a t u r a l 
beHs and wi th in ''n' montha they rcachud the marketable s i z e of 1U0-
110 mm in lenrj th. The m o r t a l i t y r a t e w iich i s as hig'i as 
rT'-.'^'v" in na tu rn l be .'s was b rnu"h t down to b'v, in the c i l t u r e farm 
and f u r t h e r the nerccntf^iie of e r i i b i l i t y wr»s PJIMO enh:=»nced. Tiiis 
i s the f i r s t time t h a t rm atte-not i s m^Ae in India to rrjise 
commercial q u B n t l t i e s of od ib l e n v s t e r s by c u l t u r e methods. 
Other mollurjC3 c u l t u r e d : 
Exnerlmcnta ' c u l t u r e of the clam, ^1eretrix.c>-]strT in woodei 
raiTes h?3«; been i .'d<en un al Por to 'lovo. Growth r a t e WAS ob.'ierved 
to be b e t t e r t.nan th-^t in the natu'-fil h e J s . '^^ t '\ikinai)'T, the 
cock le , jingjd^a^ Qranosa is being c u l t u r e d in I n t e r n type caqes 
nus'iended from ror)-;a in the hay . 
Pen c u l t u r e 
!>en c u l t u r e hrjs b^en i n t rn iuce ' j -^t llun<ianam Camp 
nod T u t i c o r i n , Ihe pt^ ni^ ri ore :..iiiirjle in dus iqn , with the 
enclo!,ure b u i l t of (Jnublc l - j /ered seusona-; spl i t-bitoboo 
bcr enu w^iich are ; outenc.l tonn ther with n t r o p s . The pen^ 
i s u s u a l l y square vi th no encloged nren of nii-out r^ Qf' sq,m, 
Tbe whule r t r u c t u r e i'i we ' l jrnoped un witli ca sua r ine po les 
i]nd the submersiljle n o r t i o n nre coc3ted with ro^ l t f i r . Thfj pens 
3re at present" s tocked with Ch j^no?:; chanos . ihe f i n t j e r l i m s of 
t ' l i s specier . are ava i l ab le in qood number;:; in the co^'jr.tal waters 
and t u i s f i s h qrows ffist and i t t -^ ins a weight ot one kg. in a 
yea r . 
•'•^m 
«.v*> 
As t h e f a rmlnq depf^nds uaon ivy c n l l n c t e i i f r a n i i t t ^ J f ^ l w a t e r a , 
t h e r e i-i t he l o s y i b i l iLv of :!!.:veIo ing a n c l l l ^ f / i ' l d u a t r i e s In 
.which L r a i n e i women a n ) : ;h i l '1 ' t ;n crm be om;Tinyr:!il fo r i ry 
c o l i e c t i o n as in " h i l IpnlnBs, Trjlwan .ind tndones ia . .Umil'ir 
pens have been s e t up a t ''•^ovalafl (near Madra:i) ond Hulki near 
Mangalor»3. 
Seaweed C u l t u r e : 
The se-iwaed c u l t u r e a t "lanianam in nrnqresoinci 
very wf»!i, i t i^ S e l t t^iat nttaweeu could he,- c i l t u r e d on a 
l a r le r.*- a le on l.ne p e r i p h e r a l a rens in a sys t ema t i c manner. 
Experin^ental c d t l v ntlon of n r c t c i l a r i n ed'.il^ i{> un c o i r frames 
has s'lorfn t h a t the y ie ld would i.ie '.,h kq of f r e sh sft'swHed per 
inU'ire metrR of r o p e . In t h e CBSR of ';rirn?j':.surti a irowth of 
lil-'^P en . • rTrn an i n i t i a l hBiijht of lOcm. was oh-ierve 1 in 
t o r t y dovs . Gel id l e i l a ocej;;Q3B r e o l a t e r u i a nrowtn of 3 kg 
from Bi i n i t i a l welqht of 1 kq~ in 77 driyg. 
Anchovy c u l t u r e : 
^t Vizhlnj.i'n experl 'ntjnts h.ive be«n i n i t i a t e d to 
c u l t u r e anc'-.oviBs in caqes mtide of nylon m ;sh r e in fo rced with 
frstie work made of cone, r^irji c iqe c^n hold uoto .JUDO 
anchovies and these ac& auapendei from r a f t s in the bay. 
The Euccet^ri of t h l a exner i u«nt wauld (save the way for supplyinr} 
b a i t f i s h e s for he tuna l i v e h a l t f i s h e r i e s of U^kshadweep i s l a n d s 
where the re i s i c a r c l t y t o r b l i t f i s h e s . 
'U ending sea i arming w j t h t r id 11 i ori a I c ap t u r e,, f i a ^ »a r i e. s 
Althnuq*^ marine f l r ihe r i e s ' l e ' e lopmint m th» country 
has baen I ' lo ress ive lur ing the jBJst 30 y e a r s , i t i;j » e l t t h a t the 
b e n e f i t s accrued have not hclDv^d the ooor fishermen enrianed 
in s n a i l sCflle indlqen>us f i s h e r i e s whose o e r - c a p i t n income has 
hard ly Improved, In o rder to b e n e f i t the fishermen and t h e i r 
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familyfmembera whose labour potent ia l has not been ful ly uttUlaed, 
i t i s conceived tha t bltnujing of cu l tu re f l she r i a s with normal 
capture f i sher ies w uld g r e a t l / help to ejnhsncc the nroductiona*i 
the egrninqa of the rurnl comtiunlty, ^r\ Operational Research 
Project has been drawn ui for implementing t h i s nc^mG at 
Kovalam near Madras. Thir, v l l lnqe has 175 families liomprising 
a to t a l of 915 fir.hermcn. The per -cap i ta Income la Rs, 3B9 per 
annum. The project will tr<*»in the fishernen in the methods of 
marlculture of fishes* ?irawn<9 and molluscs so that these cauld 
be undertaken along wi t i capture f i s h e r i e s . This would also 
create a s^ense of Invol'^'ement Dod pa r t i c ipa t ion in the searnrmlng 
techniques evolved by the I n s t i t u t e and demonstrate the scope 
'or overall improvement of socio-economic conditions of the area . 
The Integrate 3 approach to bfe'ending cul ture f i she r i e s with 
capture f l sner les for rural development is a new concept In 
marine f i sher ies sec to r , 
N||tional tagqlng pr^qfammei 
iJuring the ya*r 4268 oil wrdlneg, >12 mackerels and 4l2fl 
prawns were Uggsd and vQlam&i in Lho aea •IT Oochln. In the backwaters 
7794 prawns were taggsi. Cat riuhaa were also tagged and released off 
•«altalr. 
' ' a l lu t ion mon|j.toringt 
The nc ine t i s 53 of the I n s t i t u t e invesicjated the 
causes of mortal i ty of fl&fiFjs In Vhe -hnliyar *Uver near '^aliut, 
T he nrnanic ^aste discharged Irom the Mavoor R.iyon nulp f iclory 
irtto Chaliyar r iver c rea tes nigh ROn during nummer mantis when 
the flow o§ waiter In the r iver is nengre, [xperiments conducted 
on phyto- toxic l ty using M^methods showed that t px i c i t y extended 
to 16 ki« down str«««^^and the effect of po l lu t ion gets dlai l -
Dated only dufing monsoon months when the r iver flow Improves, 
M, 
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Brief history of the Institute 
111 miiiiw I I III I -Mmi " inr —T -rr— in i"T - - ' " — f-M-TT"- -—f-i mrir 
The Central Marine Fl'^herlBs Reaearch Institute 
was established in February l']47 under the Union Ministry 
of Food and Aqriculture, In nctoi3ef V.}Q1 the administrritlve 
^ control of the Institute was transferred to the In lien 
Council of Aqriculturol Research, New Delhi, 
Objectives ^of the Institute 
1) To estimate the catches of marine fishes c^ nd 
other animals from the seas around India 
throughjut the year by different types of 
vessels and gears and the effort expended, 
ii) to conduct researchHS on m.irine fisheries 
resources in order to step up thalr 
t? production to the rngximum oossible extent. 
H i ) to locate new fisUng grounds and untapoed 
resources! to conduct environmental studies 
in reletldn to fisheries, 
• Iv) to recommend measures for the rational exploita-
tion of the variria resourcest 
v) to develop techniques for the culture of suitable 
species of marine animals and plants for augmen-
ting natural oroduction, and 
vi) to organise suitable education, extension and 
training progreimmes 30 as to transfer the 
technology to the masses. 
Oronnisatlonal set up 
The Institute has five dlvisionji, viz. Fishery 
Resources Asse- sment. Fishery Hiolngv, Crustacean Fisheries, 
,^  Molluscan Fi heries and Fisiiery Environment, The subordi-
nate establishments include Heqional Centre at Mandaoam 
Camp and 'Research Centres at Veraval, Homhay, Karw«r, Manga-
lore, Calicut, Vizhinjam, Tuticorin, Madras, Waltair, Kaki-
nada, Minicoy and Port flialr; and 3U Field Centres along the 
east and west coasts of India, 
Vill 
During the year» the Indian Journal of risherlea Vol.22 
io9 1 & 2 and CHFRI Mews letter Nos. 5 and 6 were published. 
About S61 books Bnii 600 new numbers of periodicals vere 
idded to the library. As usual the library facilities were 
itiliied by different Universitiesy Instittitsa, Central and 
itate deoertmcnts 9ntl interested Individuals* 
raining offered 
earl culture techniclent training course» 
At Tuticorin a six-month training course in pearl culture 
as successfully conplated during the year. The nine trainees 
ainly comprised of those sponsored by the governments of Gujarat, 
Brala and Tamil Nadu, The trainees were given full theoretical 
id Operative training on all aspects of pearl culture and all the 
rainees were able to produce cultured pearls by themselves and are 
1 a posHion to take up the work independently in their respective 
»a vSS • 
Another batch of 8 trainees were imparted a short-term 5 
)ek course on pearl oyster farming and production of cultured pearls, 
te intensive training concluded on 23rd September, 1977 and the 
'ainees expressed that they have attained sufficient proficiency in 
!Brl culture operations* 
ishi Vigyan Kendrat 
The '^rishi Vigyan Kendra set up at Narakkal completed a one 
nth training course to the first batch of 10 fish farmer trainees 
tha methods of mariculture of fishes, prawns and molluscs so that 
ty doold take up this work in their own fields or farms. Subse-
entiy two more batches of fish farmers were trained, 
wmeft Institute in breeding and rearing marine prawns: 
A Summer Institute in breeding and rearing of marine prawns 
» conducted at Cochin between nth May and 9th Juns, 1977, The 
stitute was attended by 16 participants sponsored by various State 
vernments. Universities and other institutions. The programme 
ix 
included lectures in taxonomy, biolog/ and ecology of the 
cultivable species and practical demonstration and training 
in the collection of spavners, the!" identlficition, transportation 
and breeding and rearing of eggs and larvae. The/ vere also 
familiarised with various aspects of industrialised farming* 
Deputetion abroad 
Or* E.G. Silas, Director proceeded on deputation to 
Philippines to participate In the Intern^ itional Seminar on 
Finheries Research Mansgement organised by the Aquoculture 
Oept. of the South East Asian FlsherilsOevelopment Centre 
during Decembir 1977, 
Or. G.Luthert Scientist vas deputed to undergo 
training on board R»V, Explorer, a research vessel of the 
Oept. of Agriculture anti Fisheries for Scotland during her 
voyages in the west cosst of Scotland end the North sea 
during October-A^ovember 1977, 
Advisory/Consultency service provided 
1. Or. E.G. Silas, Director, servdd est 
1. ICAR representative on the General Council and 
Executive Committee of the Kerela Agricultural 
University, Mannuthy, Trichur. 
2. Member on the Joint ICAR - ICS R Scientific 
Panel for Social Sciences and Agricultural 
Extension. 
" • • 
3, Member, Programme ^^^lorltle3 and Cruise C; mmlttee 
for the N.Ttlon»l Institute of Uceanography, Goa,' 
A, f^ember. Research Advisory Committee of the Kerala 
Aqrlcultural University, Trichur, 
5, Member, Kerala State Fisheries Research Committee, 
6, ?"1eraber, Central Advisory Committee on Exploratory 
Survey of Marine Fisheries. 
7, Member, Tanll Nniu State Fisheries Research Council. 
H, Member, Reqlonal Comnlttee No,8 (constituted by the 
Governing Oody, ICAR) 
• 9, Member, Scientific Paincl for Fisheries Research, ICW, 
10, Member, Kerala State Fishery Advisory Hoard, 
n . Member, High Level Aquarium Committee - Construction 
of a Marine Aquarium at Cochin, 
12, Member In the Committee on Fisheries and other 
Aq'j«tlc Resources of the State Committee on Science 
and Technology, Kerala, 
13, Member, Central Government Exployces Co-ordination 
committee. Cochin, 
14, Member, Faculty of Marine Sciences, University of 
Cochin, 
15, Member, Executive Council and Vice-President, Indian 
Society of Ichthyologists, Madras. 
16, Member, the Board of Management of Konkan Krlshl vldya-
peeth, Da'ioil, Mahfirashtra. 
17, Member, Technical Committee of the Marine Products 
Export Development Authority, Cochin, 
I8«i Member, Board of Studies In ZoologyCfoat-Grtaduate) 
and ZoologyCGeneral ^^ nd Pass) of the University of 
Madras for a period of three years from 2CJ-3-76. 
ig„ Member, Expert Committee of the Ma 'ural University, 
Madural, constituted for tramlng the rules, regulations 
and syllabus for E3^ .Sc., Marine Science, 
>^ 
Advisory service provided (conW) 
Or. C,S. Gopinadha Filial, Scientist of the 
Institute ettended the Third International Symposium on coral 
Reefs held et Hieml, riorlde during May 1977. He served as an 
Advisor to the Symposium which was sponsored Jointly by the 
University of Miami, U.S. Geological Survey and Smithsonian 
Institution,U.S.A.* 
The Director nominated Or. P.V.Ramachandran Nair 
Scientist to assist Central Co-ordinating Authority for 
dealing with major oil spillages In seas. 
Oirector has nomineted Or* P.Vedavyasa Rao, 
Scientist, to represent the Institute es a Member of the 
Sub-Committee on Exploratory Survey of Merinerisheriea, 
Government of India, in the place of lete Or. K.V. Sekharen. 
The Institute wes consulted by the Pondicherry 
Industrial Promotion Development end Investment Corporation 
Ltd., for technical advice regarding the setting up of^  a prawn* 
culture ferm in Pondicherry. Shri M,S•^^thu and Shrl S^RaJan, 
Scientists of the Institute, were deputed to visit ell the 
estuerles and backwaters in the territory to select suitable 
places for the farm sites. 
The Institute rendereri its consultancy 
service to a number of interested individuals and orga-
nisations on many problems relating to capture and cul-
ture fisheries. 
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F i s h i n g CommunltlBS, lA'VHn(.3/E),Colombo, H-'e-ll 
5. Dr . Leo ttijavec, UNHP/FAd Pe lag ic F i s h e r i e s P r o j e c t , 
Cochin, 10-2-77 
6 . Hr , R.L, K ' jushal , V i ce -Chnnce l l o r , A g r l c u l t u r i l t J n l v e r s i t - , 
JabPilpore, ^c ' -2-77, 
7, Commander fJarendra S ingh, d i r e c t o r (ncc jmooryohy) , 
Dcpt , Of " c ience <*« Ttjch-iolnfiy, New ' l e i h i , i ia-c i -77. 
n , Hr . Rudolph Prakop, fJept. of Pn laeon to lony , ! f lnt i<inal 
'luseum, "r?jgye, Czejckoslovi ik la, 1 ' i -3-77, *^ 
Hr . Vaclav P f l « g e r , Jept, o f Zoology, 
9, ^ l r . J . n . Joys ingh , Hewber- ' lecru tary , ' o te r i ' o U n t i o n 
Cont ro l Board, t r i v a n d r u m , 18-3-77, 
lO.Mr. J . V i d a l , C/o UMHP, l a h r a l n , 21-5-77 . 
I t . M r . JloHn K. Harwer. A t to rney t»t Law, nun Ilnrbour 
I n d j s t r i e n , C a l i f o r n i a , on PB-4-77, 
and d 
1.'!.Mr, n.t. •Chap'ian,/Bun Harbour I n d u s t r i e s , ' : a l l f o r n i a , on 
;./1-4-77. / 
^ H r . Henry '^ U Br?»nstet ter , 
13,Mr. Fbrnhlm -^hdul Rahlm, ^i3^^eriB3 ResourceR 'bureau, 
n n h r a l i , on ,>3-4-77. 
14,Hr, T. Ze lnk ieve r , Fx-AfJvlnnr, ' ' o U s h Con: iu lnte, 
rj i^ibay, on 1H-'^i-77, 
15,Mr. .lohn E.Frazer , ' j t a f f . / r l t e r . Readers n i g e s t , on 
^•".-5-77. 
IB .Dr . Robin M i l l as, lORC, fUnqanore, on 10 -6 -77 , 
17,Dr. A.C.Wlnaor, FA'^(inp) mme, B-7-77. 
IB .Mr , A i i i l yc i r lan ^e le r ) f ^ t l ^^ c o n s i s t i n g of >lr, K,Kutzanov, 
B u l i f i r l a , Mr. T .V. ' l oko lo r , H u l q a r i a i Mr, Va l tohann, 
Ju lqar lan Embass/, MRW ! f : l h l ; ind Mr. J . 8 . iUi ryHni , 
New n e l h l , on ^ 6 - 7 - ' 7 / , 
1!;\Com'nodore T a l i b u d d l n , fJaVal O f f i c e r , on n-B-77. 
c^o.Mr. Moher Mnurmi n h a f i k , Ca i ro , Cgypt ?, Mr, Mimdouh 
Thobet Khe l r , Egypt ori ^3-11-*77, 
r^l.Mr, A . ' l , " radhnnan, Moln '^hah f^ K .R.Keshara ' , ^ j c l e n t i s t s , 
Napal on 2 4 - 8 - ' 7 7 , 
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\t^ Mr* 0« Bakeraa* Chief Fisheries Officer* togos» Nigeria* 
on 17-9-77# 
>3» Mr, 5uran<iranath Raaigooianit Mauritius* on 19-9-77. 
•4, Mr. Gordon M, M^dford* Ministry of Education and Culture, 
Barbados, on 19-9-77, 
H A six-inan delegation from the Aquaculture Oept. of the 
)Outh Cast Asian Fiaheries Oevelopment Centre, I l o i l o , Phillopines 
risited the Research Centres of the CMFfll at Madras, Tutlcorin, 
/l^hinjam and also the Pratin culture Laboratory at Narakkal in 
:he month of November* 
iKhibitit^na 
The Insti tute participated in exhibition organised by the 
yCRl at Kasargoda (^etveen 27-10-TO 9n^ B-1-77 in connection with 
:he Diamond Jubilee of Coconut research in India* The Inatitute 
)articlpeted in thej exhibition organised on Ute occasion of the 
'oundation laying of the Fresh Water Fish Culture and training 
:entre at Ohauli duHng January, 1977* 
Calicut Reaejirch Centre of CMFRI nas awarded Gold Medal 
^ 'or their exhibits ^t the Calicut Health Education & Industrial 
•xhibition, 1977, 
In connection with the Silver Jubilee celebrations of the 
tntagrated Fisheriea Project et Cochin, an *Open House* and Fair 
i^s organised by thkii in which the Inst i tute eiso perticipated* 
There was ani exhibition and a seminar on Integrated 
Jevelopnmnt Plan fo^ Malappuram and F i f th Anniversary of Farm 
md Home Program-ne bf All India Radio held at Malappuram between 
28-11-76 and 5-12-715* The fisheries part of the exhibition and 
laminar included coastel f isheries in which the Inst i tute was 
:^epresented by Calibut Research Centre* 
% The Institute was represented by the Goa Research Centre 
til the exhibition oh Fisheriea conducted under the euspices of 
ihiri Damodar College of Commerce end Economics, Goe* 
The Inst i tute also participated in the exhibition in 
sOnnection with th«^  Centenary celebrations of the 'leharaja's 
|i | l iega, Crnaiculem in January, 1977, 
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The Institute projected its research and development 
activities in the ICAR pavilion of the "Agri-Expo 77" held at 
New Delhi in November 1977, 
These exhibitions attracted large crowds and were visited 
by man/ distinguished personalities and the Institute depicted 
its activities and achievements especially in the fields of 
mariculture of flshta* prawns^ molluscs and sea weeds* 
Seminars 
th In connection with the V session of the Indian Ocean 
Fisheries Commission held at Cochin during October, 1977, 
Or, E.G. Silas, Director servo'^ i as one of the advisers in the 
Indian delegation. He Introduced the subject on the ' Present 
knowledge of the fishery resources of the Indian Ocean' under 
the Agenda Item on 'Effects of extended Jurisdiction of fisheries* 
and led the discussion on the subject. 
On this occasion a technical document entitled 'Indian 
Fisheries, 1947-77 Vas brought out. The Director of the Institute 
was the Convenor of the Souvenir aub-committ.ee for the preparation 
of this document and was also its Chief Editor* The ^dentists 
of the Institute contributed to various chapters of this book* 
A seminar on 'Marine Algae' was held under the ausolces 
of the seaweed Research and Utilization Association of India 
at the Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp on 17-1-77 and 
the scientists of the Regional Centre participated In the 
seminar and presented papers also. 
Or. K.Alagarswaml, Scientist of the Institute gave a talk 
on pearl culture in Tamil over the All India Radio Madras, 
on 4-10-77, He explained the various aspects of pearl culture 
and answered queries raised by the villagers who also parti-
cipated In the Rural Radio science gathering. 
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')r , •"•I.S. 'iwfwinathan, F'?-, 'li rec tor-Oent^ra l , IC'^ T 
performed the formnl. keni liiyinq certimnny of the F i s h e r i e s 
Tesearc ' ' Vessel --it the yard of n;irden ' I d c h nhiphui l i Jers and 
^Of^lneerSf '•^al-tti'to on i'^S-c'-t 977, The 107' vesnel i s designed 
for m u l t i p l e tyoe of f lahlnrj o p e r a t i o n s and re•^e•Jrch, e . g . 
trawl inq "• rjurse s e i n i n g and t i s i i e r i e s h i o l o q i c a l and environmental 
r e s e e r c h . 
Cadalmin II 
n r , ' l . S , !:jwamin3than has a l so formally inaucjuratod 
the I n s t i t u t e ' s -V- foot Research 7e.s';el, Ca ?almln 11 a t 
Mmdapam Camp on ' i - G - 7 / . The ves el was b u i l t by the Tamil Nadu 
S t a t e r ' i ' i he r ies t'leveloamt.Mt i :or | inrntion a t the Mnndapam Boat 
n u i l d i n i yard and in dMSi-med for conduct ing e x p l o r a t o r y f i sh ing 
and enviranm^ntal I nves t i r ^g t i ons . I t has a small l a b o r a t o r y 
and arcomo la l i tn (o r seven persons inc lud ing s c i e n t i s t a . 
Ohltuari 
It is recorded with profo ind grief the suriJen demise 
of nr, K.V. 'lekharan, i^cientist-.T 3 on e5-:3-1977. Hr, Sekharan 
was heading the Fishery nioloqy Division of the Institute 
Since his aj-iolntmaut as Senior Fishery '^dentist In 1972, 
He joined the Institute in IPfjl and has served in various 
carjaclties almost continuously except durinrj a short period 
when he Wris on foreign service at the University of Aqricul tural 
•^ c^lcnces, Danqf^lore and Vw University of Calicut, He has made 
notpihle contributions In the field of fishery bioloqy. 
The 5«d demise of Or. H,K, Panlkkar on ^4-6-1^77 
is recorded with qrlef. nr, Panlkkar was a former Oirector 
of the Institute from T""")! tn VWl, fir, Panlkkar has served 
the Govt,of India as the Fifjheries Oevelonment Advisor, He 
was the 'Urfctor of the Nin till his retirement nnd later the 
Vice- Chf^ncellor of the Cochin University, 
mOGHBSS OF HB5EARCH 
FISaiBIES BESODRGES ASSESSMENT DilVISIQN 
Salient feataree 
The provisimal estimates of All India marine fish 
landiniPB were 1,12 million metric tmnes in 1977 against 1.35 milli-
on t<mnes in 1976» showing a deerease of about 17^- Reoonoiliation 
of estimates obtained by the Institute and that by State Govemn^nts 
is being initiated so as to arzrive at the final figures shortly. 
The series of cyclones along the east ooast during 
November paralysed fishing operations especially in the Krishna 
district of Andhra ilradesh and Tanjore District of Tamil Nadu, 
Purse seine fishery for pelagic species is fast 
developing in the Samataka region with a catch of about 24 < 000 
tonnes d^ing the year. 
Coding and punching of fishery data have been initi-
ated at the Natic»ial Fishery Data Centre and the Gomputor Centre at 
Cochin Shipyard Ltd** has been apptroaohed for processing the data. 
Out of 21 vacancies for the Field staff, 17 have been 
filled up and action has been taken to recruit suitable staff for 
remaining vaoewicies of field staff. Punch Card Operators and Computors. 
Sample sutvey for estimatipn of marine fish Taroduotion and the "^  
effort exi»nded ( FSS/PHA/PS 1.1) 
..1 K, Alagaraja, S.K. Qiarmaraja, Wl. Dayanandan, 
C.H. Stenmugavelii, Vaa?ug©se PhilippoSe, K. Narayana Kurup, B.ftMisanna 
Kumarl, K. Balan, U.K. Satyavan, K. Vljayalakshmi, Vargeae Jacob, 
K. Nandakumaran, G. Bal^dcrishnan, Cmputors and other Field staff. 
Ai^ nyal Tgoduotion of marine fish 
The total marine fish production in India during the 
y«ar 1977 W M provisionally estimated at 1122,544 tonnes as against 
1352t855 twmes during 1976 showing a decline of 250,311 tmnes 
% • 
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representing a decrease of about 17^ as compared to the estimates for 
1976. ^cept ing in Ker;ila, Kamataka and Andamans the to ta l landings 
declined in a l l th» maritime States. The statewise marine fish 
landings in India during the years 1977 and 1976 are shovm in Table I . 
T S L ^ ^ l ^ - . 1 
Statewise Marine Fish Landings in India (in tonnes) 
State 1977 1976 
1. West Bengal 5,266 25.411 
2. Qrissa 12,468 29.823 
3. Andhra Pradesh 100,625 131,321 
4. Tamil Nadu 205,735 226,078 
5. Pondicherry 6,462 10,123 
6. Kerala 339»578 331,047 
7. Kamataka 96,175 95»283 
8. Ooa 24,559 34.968 
9. Maharashtra 188,729 293,601 
10. Gu;iarat 159,233 171,294 
11. ibdanans 1,499 1.334 
12. Lakshadweep 2,215 2,572 
Total 1122,544 1352,855 
West Bengal 
The total landings declined shaupply by 20,145 tonnes 
(Table I ) . This was mainly due to the poor fisheries of soiaenida, 
nrm-penaeid prawns, penaeid pirawns, Harpodcn nehereue. other olupeids 
^^^ ^cissooles I the reduction in the landings of the above 
fisheries being 3,354 tames , 2,490 tcames, 1,685 tomes, 1,405 tonnes, 
1,206 tonnes and 1,(^3 tonnes respectively. 
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Mssa 
A reduoti<»i in the total landings to the tune of about 
17»000 tonnes was noticed in th is State during the year 1977. (Table I ) , 
^ A substsuitial decline in the landings of pomfrets, Hllsa i l i sha . 
elasmobranohs, oa't fishes, lesser sardines and seer fish by 9»9?4 tonnes, 
3,276 tcxmes, 1,730 tcames^ 1,095 tonnes, 430 tonnes and 396 tonnes 
respectively accounted for the sharp decline in the total landings. 
However, an increase in the landings of other Hllsa, other clupeids, 
inohoviellra and penaeld prawns ty 247 tonnes, 15J tonnes, 147 tonnes 
and 100 tonnes respectively was also noticed. 
Ti» total leadings decreased by about 30,700 tonnes. 
(Table I ) This may be due to the effect of cyclone in the State 
in November 1977f particularly in the d i s t r i c t s of Nellore, Erakasam, 
Bast Godavari and Krishna. The fisheries of lesser saurdlnes, other 
clupeids, penaeld prawns, ribbcn fish, Anfihoviella. pomfiret, 
* polynemlds and laajskerel suffered a set back the reducticn in their 
landings being 12^354 tonnes, 6,047 tonnes, 3f975 tames, 3»897 tonnes, 
2,362 tonnes, 1,559 tonnes, 1,115 tames and 1044 tames respectively. 
The catch of non-penaeld prawns, Leioanathus spp, perches, Harpodon 
nebereus and Sauj^dft & Saurus. towever, showed an Increase by 4f242 
tonnes, 2,027 toines, 976 tonnes, 746 tonnes and 709 tonnes 
respectively. 
Tamil Nadu 
A reduotiai to the extent of about 20,000 tcnnes in 
the total landings was noticed (tCable l ) . The cyclone which 
affected the east coast of India was responsible for the significant 
f a l l In the total landings as was seen in Andhra Pradesh. The 
* landings of ribbon fish, other clupeids, Leioanathus spp, crabs and 
other crustaceans, mackerel, elasmobranohs and flying fish sharply 
declined, Hxe reduotiai being 14»461 tonnes, 13»200 tonnes, 
11,890 tonnes, 5*395 tonnes, 4,814 tonnes, 793 tonnes and 706 tonnes 
mi A m» 
respectively. An increase in the landings of cat fishes, Anohoviella. 
soiaenids, seer fish per^es and lesser sardines by 10,169 todies, 
3f519 tonnes, 5tl94 tonnes, 2,641 tonnes, 2,502 toimes and 1,069 tcsmes 
respectively, was also noticed. 
Tti0 t a t a l landings decreased by 3»66l tonnes. The 
fisheries of oaolEeirel, lesser sardinesi psrohes, ribbon fish, crabs 
and other crustaceans, soiaenids and Leioflnathoa spp were comparatively 
poor, the reduotions in these landings being 1200 tonnes, 685 tmnes, 
578 t<xmes, 285 tonnes, 220 tonnes, 176 tonnes and 164 tonnes 
respeotively. Tiaa oyolone along the east ooast affected the fishing 
in this State aXsei. The lawdings of Anohoviella. elasmobranohs, 
]hri8?opj.eft and eat fishes, however, showed an increase of 570 tonnes, 
187 tonnes, 160 tonnes and 71 tonnes respeotively. 
Aa increase' of about 8,500 tonnes in the total 
landings was notioled in th^s State. The landings of lesser sardines, 
oil sardines, tvuraiies, oat fishes, seer fish, redwDullets, 
elasmobranohs and Ttyissocles decreased by 15f848 tonnes, 9»780 tonnes, 
6,196 t<»mes, 4f883 t<wme8, 2,927 tonnes, 2,357 tcxuies, 1,655 tonnes 
and 1,082 tonnes tespeotivoly. : ^ t this deerease was more than 
oompenaated by thei increase in the landings of perches, penaeid 
VcamiB, <?ayan3|:» ^aurjrda & Saurus soiaenids, Leioanathus spp. Crabs & 
crustaceans and p^mfrets by 10,979 txmes, 5f671 tonnes, 5f062 tonnes, 
5»010 tcnnes, 4,919 tonnes, 5>272 tmnes and 2,804 tonnes 
respeotively. 
Xarnataka 
Thft total landinffa marginally increased by about 
900 tcannes. A substantial increase in the landings of mackerel, 
elasi«>branoha, other olupeids, perches, cat fishes, penaeid prawns 
and seer fish by 5,758 tcames, 1,7t8 tonnes,' 1,178 tonnes, 1,055 
tonnes, 871 tonned, 566 tcames and 490 tonnes respectively was 
noticed. However, the landings of oil sardines, lieiognathus. 
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ribbon fish and soiaenids shoved a decline of 10,315 tonnes, 2,578 
tonnes, 887 tonnes and 554 tannes respectively. 
» New develeanenta in Purse-seine fishing 
Out cf the total of 96,000 tonnes in 1977 the 
purse-seine landings contributed about 24,000 tonnes, in Kamataka, 
forming about 255^  of the to ta l landings in this State. The pur&e-
seine landings at Uangalore, Iiblpe, Polipu, Mulky and Gangoli alcaie 
amounted to 22,000 tonnes. Mackerel (56^) and oil sardines (38^) 
contributed to tiie catch. 
Goa 
A decline of about 10,400 tonnes in the total 
landings was noticed in this State. The landings of lesser sardines, 
PKiaeid prawns, ribbon f ish, oil sardine, Lei<Mmathus. elasmobranchs 
ajid crabs and other crustaceans declined by 7.037 ttames, 5.207 
tonnes, 697 tonnes, 578 tennes, 438 tcxmes, 454 tonnes and 334 tonnes 
^ respectively. An increase in the landings of mackerel and Oaranx 
by 1,210 tCHines and 355 tonnes was however, noticed. 
MatlWpaghlira 
The to ta l landings declined sharply by abeut 
105,000 tennes. The principal fisheries of this State suffered a set 
back. A f a l l of 22,782 tonnes, 20,743 tonnes, 16,079 tonnes, 
6,620 tonnes, 5.786 tonnes, 4.166 tonnes, 3.166 teames, 1.721 tcaines 
and 1,675 tonnes in the landings of nm-penaeid prawns, penaeid 
prawns, Harpodwi nehereus. aoiaenids, panfrets, ribbon fish, cat 
fishes, eels and elasocbranchs respectively which cmsti tute the 
principal fisheries of the State was witnessed during- the year. 
An increase of 818 tonnes in the landings of perches was, however, 
# noticed. 
- 6 -. 
Gu-larat 
A decline in the total landings to the tune of 
about 32,000 tonnes was seen in this State during the year. This 
was mainly due to the failure of the fisheries of Harpodon nehereus. 
nwi-penaeid prawns, penaeid prawns, perches, ribbon fish, other 
clupeids and Saurida & aaurus the reduction in these landings being 
7,902 tcarnea, 6,578 twmes, 4f647 tonnes, 4,291 tonnes, 3,782 tonnes, 
3,722 tcames, 3»184 tonnes and 2,756 tonnes respectively. A 
substantial increase in the landings of sciaenids, eels, pomfrets 
cat fishes and elasnwbranohs was also seen* The increase being 
4468 tonnes, 4422 tonnes, 4291 tonnes, 4060 tames ai^i 2754 tonnes 
respectively. 
Variety Compositi^^ 
The speoieswise estimates of total marine fish 
landings in India during the year 1977 and 1976 are shown Table 2. 
T a b 1 e » 2 
The Camposition of Total Ifarine Fish Landings in India 
Juring 1977* as compared to that of 1976 (in Tonnes) 
SI.No. Name of fish 1977 1976 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Elas^iiobranohs 
Eels 
Cat fishes 
52,219 
10,836 
48,426 
54,605 
8,296 
43,540 
4. Chirocentrus 9,647 10,368 
5. (a) Oil sardines 147,073 169,262 
. (b) Other sardines 65,172 100,000 
(c) Hilsa i l isha 3,596 7,842 
* iPcoviaional 
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SI.No. 
(d) 
(e ) 
(f7 
(g) 
6. ( a ) 
(b ) 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13 . 
14- (a ) 
(b ) 
( c ) 
(d) 
( e ) 
( f ) 
Name of f i sh 
Other Hllea 
9?hrlssooles 
Other olupelds 
iw.p«>sl« n^ii9¥?w? 
Saurlda and Saurus 
%i?i|.?tlftB p^hi;f? and ^'i,o^e 
Flying f i sh 
Berohes 
Red mullets 
Polyaemids 
Solaenlds 
Blbbon f i sh 
Cai^ aiw 
ChorineijBus 
'^^9\m9W 
Other oaranglds 
CojfyPhapffl^  
Elagate 
1977 
11,928 
54,022 
9,689 
32,500 
62,404 
8,384 
2,327 
643 
30,583 
1,632 
3,510 
88,953 
36,282 
29,959 
3,910 
81 
219 
225 
428 
1976 
8,482 
30,069 
17,660 
57,164 
87,075 
5,292 
1,169 
1,459 
18,162 
5,216 
14,575 
87,581 
64,542 
25,745 
3,322 
55 
1,572 
261 
585 
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•w 
SI.No. 
15. (a) 
( b ) 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. (a) 
( b ) 
(c) 
( d ) 
26. 
27. 
Name of fish 
I«lo«iLathuB 
Gazsa 
Pomfrets 
Mackerel 
Seer fish 
Tunnies 
Spfeyi^ tftft 
Mu^il 
Bregi^acer^ 
Soles 
Penaaid prawns 
Non-Penaeid prawns 
Lobster 
Crabs 
Cephalopoda 
Miscellaneous 
T o t a l 
1977 
34.294 
61 
9.273 
26,801 
61,213 
18.875 
12,811 
2,547 
2,234 
19 
10,419 
86,069 
54,227 
995 
18,647 
9,249 
80,582 
11,22,544 
1976 
42,445 
966 
12,045 
37,701 
65,497 
20,159 
19.322 
2,388 
2,613 
380 
10,088 
114,640 
76,787 
2,532 
19,999 
10,826 
90,812 
15,52,855 
The off-shore oatoh data of the Exploratory Fishery 
Project vesaela were jrocesaed for the 9 bases Bombay, Goa, Mangalore, 
Cochinr TaticoiPin, Madras, Viahakapatuam, Calcutta and Port Blair. 
The oatoh details ate shown in Table 3* 
T a b i c ; : 4 
cmsus OF rsm^wp^m pcfpuusum turn WZSSWSG CRitfYs* 
St::a:te 
•Potal 
( 
*ctive 
flshexia«5 
2 . 5 9 5 
1 2 , 4 8 1 
6««593 
66,3X7 
3,TB5 
8 1 , 0 1 0 
1 8 , 8 3 
4 , ^ 9 
4 1 , 5 3 9 
2 
56 
416 
1 , 5 3 3 
47 
1 . 0 2 6 
1 ,044 
192 
2 , 0 3 4 
Boo f&ecliaiiiaecS 
I* itefffc Beiigal 3 , 6 1 1 3 , 2 4 2 
2 . or±»«a 1 4 , 1 ^ 1 4 , 0 4 2 
3. Ammra f»r»de»fe "^S, 558 7 2 , 2 3 5 
4 . Tsatail Haau 9 3 , 7 l 8 9 1 , 1 7 2 
5 . Pondicherry 4 , 6 7 6 4 , 7 ^ 1 
6 . Ker&la 1 2 5 , 4 4 3 1 2 5 , 1 2 2 
7 . K a m s t a k a 2C,36a 27,lOO 
8 . GO& S ,S8a 5 , 6 0 6 
9 . Kahsraj^xre 4 7 , 8 0 3 5 0 , 0 4 6 
10, o u j a r e t 29,7B8 3 l , O 6 0 
4,733 
8 9 , 6 7 7 
1 0 3 , 6 9 6 
6 , 9 5 7 
1 3 9 , 8 1 6 
34,857 
3 , 7 8 5 
1 0 3 , 5 7 4 
6 3 , 7 3 3 
1 1 , ^ 6 
4 9 , 4 9 6 
2 3 7 , 4 7 0 
2 8 8 , 5 8 6 
1 6 , 4 1 4 
J 9 0 , 3 8 l 
^ , 3 2 5 
1 6 , 2 7 9 
^ 1 , 4 2 3 
1 2 4 , 5 8 6 2 2 , 5 1 8 1 . 7 3 4 
331 
6 , 3 3 6 
2 6 , 0 0 4 
3 0 , 5 0 1 
1 , 7 6 7 
2 1 , 6 0 6 
5 , 3 4 5 
1 ,259 
8 , ^ 8 
4,20e 
T C t E 1 4 ^ , O i l 4 2 4 , 4 0 ^ 5':2,129 1 4 1 4 , 5 4 6 320,235 8 , 0 8 6 1 0 5 , 6 4 7 
^ P r o v i a l o n a l 
« 
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Bslagjo and Bemersal Groups of Fishes. 
The speoleswise estimates of toarine fish 
production in India during 1977 have been grouped into Pelagic and 
Demersal and analysed as follo«rst-
According to Jones and Ifenerjt (1968) pelagic 
group consists of O^irooen^rus. oil sardine, other sardines, Hilsa 
i i i i J ^ , otWr Hj.lsa. Anchovies and white ba i t s , other olupeids, 
BwDbay duck, H&n4yalBPl^ ^^  & Belt^^. flying fish, ribbon fish, 
carongids, scomberoids, Sptyrae^a. Mugil & Brsffpa^ros and the 
demsrsal group consists of elasmobr^johs, eels , oat f ishes, Sauyl^a & 
^SUSM-f perches, red millets , polynemlds, sclaenida, s i lver bel l ies , 
I / aQ^r i^ . pomfrets, soles, penaeid prawns, non-penaeld prawns, 
lobsters, other crustaceans and cep^lopods. 
As per the above grouping, the estinated catch 
of pelagic group of fishes during the year 1977 "ere 589i738 tonnes as 
compared to 746,885 tonnes during 1976. Similarly, the demersal 
group of fishes during 1977 were estimated at 532,806 tonnes as 
compared to 605,970 tonnes. 
The following salient features were noticed 
in respect of important fishes under this group. 
I* 0^1 say^ltn?. 
Total all India landings of oil sardine declined 
by about 22,000 tonnes (Table 2). This was due to poor fishexy in 
the States of Kerala, Kamataka and Goa during the first and 
fourth quartei«. 
2< Mackerel. 
The landings of mackerel during 1977 declined 
by 4»284 tonnes as oumpared to I976 (Table 2). While Kamataka 
and Goa recorded higher landings (iVth quarter), Andhra Pradesh 
(1st quarter), Tamil Nadu and Pondioherry (ist^kSd Ilird quarters) 
recorded poor landings during the year. 
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An o v e r a l l decrease of 24,671 tonnes in the 
landings wis no t i c ed dur ing 1977 as compared t o 1976 (Table 2 ) . 
This was due to reduced landings in the S t a t e s of Maharashtra 
(2nd and I^ th q u a r t e r s ) and Gujarat ( i s t and IVth q u a r t e r s ) . 
4« Lesser s a r d i n e s . 
The landings of l e s s e r s a r d i n e s showed a dec l i ne 
of about 3'j»,000 tonnes during t h e y e a r 1977 over t h e landings dur ing 
1976 (Table 2 ) . W^iiie Tamil Nadu ( iVth q u a r t e r ) accounted for 
h i g h e r l and ings , Or i s sa ( i s t and IVth q u a r t e r s ) , Andhra Pradesh 
( i s t q u a r t e r ) , Pondicherry ( l l i r d q u a r t e r ) , Kera la ( i s t and IVth q u a r t e r ) 
and Goa ( l a t suid IVth q u a r t e r s ) recorded poor l a n d i n g s . 
5 . Other c l u p e i d s . 
A dec l i ne to the tune of about 25,000 tonnes 
in the lanslings of o the r c lupe ids was n o t i c e d dur ing t h e y e a r (Table 2 ) . 
i iccept ing Karnataka ( i s t and IVth q u a r t e r s ) a l l the marit ime S t a t e s 
recorded poor landings of o the r c l u p e i d s . 
6 . iiibbon f i s h . 
The landings of r ibbon f i s h dec l ined by 
28,000 tonnes (Table 2 ) . This was mainly due to the poor 
f i shery in a l l the m.aritirae S t a t e s , b a r r i n g Or i s s a . 
7* Ti.inniea 
A d e c l i n e of about 6 ,500 tonnes in the 
landings of tunnies dur ing 1977 was n o t i c e d as compared t o 1976 
(Table 2 ) . This w.as iKiinly due t o l e s s e r landings in Kera l a 
dur ing I s t and IVth q u a r t e r s . 
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Jemersal groap of fishes. 
Under the demersal group, the salient features 
noticed in respect of the major fisheries were as follows: 
1. Penaeid prawns. 
A substantial decline to the tune of about 
28,600 tonnes was noticed during 1977 as compared to 1976 (Table 2). 
Poor landings of penaeid prawns in the States of West Bengal 
(ist & IVth quarters), Andhra Pradesh (llird & IVth quarters) 
Goa (llird quarter), Maharashtra (1st & IVth quarters) ahd Grujarat 
(1st & IVth quarters) accounted for the reduction in the total all 
India landings. Orissa (lat quarter), Kerala (1st,Ilnd and IlIrd 
quarters) and Karnataka (1st & IVth quarters), however, recorded 
comparatively higher landings during the year. 
2 . Non-penaeid larawns. 
The landings of non-penaeid prawns showed 
a downward trend, the reductions during 1977 being about 22,600 tonnes, 
as compared to 1976 (Table 2 ) . While Andhra Pradesh ( l lnd an4 I l I r d 
quar te rs ) recorded comparatively higher landings of non-penaeid 
prawns, West Bengal (1st & IVth qua r t e r s ) , Maharashtra (iVth quar ter ) 
and Gujarat (1st and IVth quartersj'recorded poor landings. 
?• Perches. 
A substantial increase of about 12,400 tonnes 
in the landings of perches was noticed during 1977 as compared to 
1976 (Table 2). This was possible because of higher landings in 
the States of Andhra Pradesh (1st & Ilnd quarters), Tamil Nadu,(1st & 
Ilnd:quarters), Kerala (1st & Ilird quarters), Karnataka (1st quarter), 
Maharashtra (1st & IVth quarters). But Pondicherry (llird quarter) 
and Gujarat (1st and IVth quarters) recorded poor landings. 
4. PoLvnemida. 
The landings of polynemids during 1977 showed 
a decline of about 11,000 tonnes (Table 2). Excepting Oriasa, 
all the maritime Stat^recorded lesser catches of polynemids. 
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5. Sciaenids« 
A marginal increase of about 1,400 tonnes in 
the landings of sciaenids was noticed (Table 2). While T^ m^il Nadu, 
Kerala, Groa and Gujarat recorded higher landings. West Bengal, 
Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Pondicherry, Karnataka and Maharashtra 
recorded poor landings. 
6. Silver bellies. 
The landings of silver bellies showed a 
decline of about 9,000 tonnes during 1977 as compared to 1976 (Table 2). 
While the States of Andhra Pradesh (1st quarter) and Kerala (llird 
quarter) recorded higher landings of silver bellies, Tamil Nadu 
(lllrd & IVth quarters)» Pondicherry (1st quarter), Karnataka 
(1st & IVth quarters) and Goa (llnd quarter) registered poor 
landings. 
7. Pomfrets. 
A decrease to the tune of about 11,000 tonnes 
was noticed in the landings of pomfrets during 1977 as compared 
to 1976 (Table 2). While the pomfret fisheiy was successful in 
the States of Kerala (llird & IVth quarters) and Gujarat (llnd & 
IVth quarters) a poor fishery was witnessed in the States of 
Orissa (iVth quarter), Andhra Pradesh (llnd & Ilird quarters) 
and Afeharashtra (llnd & IVth quarters). 
8. Lobsters, 
A minor decline of about 1,500 tonnes in 
the landings of lobsters was seen during 1977 as compared to 
1976. This was mainly due to poca: fishery in the States of 
Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Gujarat. 
Kerala and Goa, however, recorded comparatively higher landings 
during the year. 
9» Other crustaceans. 
The leadings of other crustaceans marginally 
declined by 1,400 ttaanes. While Orissa, Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry 
and Goa recorded poor landings of other crustaceans, Andhra Pradesh 
Kerala, Karnataka,. Maharashtra and Gujarat recorded higher yield. 
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Frame Survey (PSS/iBA/PS 1.2) 
M.S.Prabhu, M.JJharma Reddy, S.K. Dharnaraja, Varghese 
Phil ipose, K. Narayana Kurup, K. Balan, Varghese Jacob, and 
K-CYohannan. 
Excepting in some parts of Goa and Gujarat the frame survey 
work was completed in a l l the maritime States of India during 1977-
Table I I I gives the de t a i l s of fishermen populaticxi and f i sh ing 
boats , in the various maritime S ta te s . 
•Effect of Qyrclone. 
A se r ies of cyclones along the eas t coast during the moith 
of November, 1977 brought about complete stoppage of f i shing 
operations in Krishna Dis t . (Andhra Pradesh) and Tanjore Dist . 
(Tamil Nadu). There were considerable loss of l i f e among the 
fisherman population and a lso damage to f ishing c raf t s and gears . 
Hesumption of normal f i shing operaticois took se iRt ;^weeks . 
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table 5 
Catch d e t a i l s 
f . . . . .-i ' ,^ 
Name of Base 
1.Bombay 
2.Goa 
3.Mangalore 
4.Cochin 
5.Tuticorin 
6.Madras 
7.Vishakapatnam 
8.Calcutta 
9.Port Blair 
of Exploratory Fishery Pro.ieot 
prawns 
178 
535 
165 
694 
10 
41 
311 
4612 
m. 
Elasmo-
branchs 
18705 
12728 
918 
51199 
28649 
6684 
3183 
10488 
-
upto 40 m 
perches 
-
15253 
-
61043 
54902 
-
-
-
-
vessels during 1977 (in kg . ) 
depth 
cat f ish 
22199 
33523 
11887 
154884 
-
. -
17815 
15129 
-
others 
70298 
105447 
52515 
IO67299 
145690 
76566 
109910 
47523 
-
Total 
111578 
165286 
65485 
1515119 
229251 
85091 
151219 
75752 
-
Beyond 40 m depth 
1.Bombay 
2.Ck>a 
5.Mangalore 
4•Cochin 
5.Tutioorin 
6.Madras 
7. Vishakapatnam 
S.Calcutta 
9.Port Blair 
2 
-
1«'," 
90 
-
-
-
49 
3350 
-
-
7131 
-
-
-
1020 
12215 
28460 51792 
7281 15785 
8706 
45984 
11665 
I6926 
21096 
76269 
11665 
26701 
35309 
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Stock assessment and estimation of potent ia l y ie ld of commercially-
important fishes (FSS/PflA/FS. 1.3 ) 
M.S.Prabhu, Diliifeumar Gosh, S.K.Hiarmaraja, 
K. Narayana Kurup, K. Balan, B.Prasannakumari, 
K.- Viiayalakshmi. 
Data cxx length measurement of samples of commercially 
important f i shes v i z . o i l sardine , mackerel, Bombay duck and 
penaeid prawns were co l l ec ted . The data were analysed gearwise and 
the mean s izes of the above fishes during the different f i sh ing 
seasons were calculated. The data are being used for the stock 
assessment of the above f i s h e r i e s . 
National Fishery Data Centre. (PSS/PBA/ST 1.1) 
M.S.Prabhu, M.G.Bayanandan, C.R.Shanmughavelu, S.K. 
aiarmaraja, Varghese Phil ipose, K.Narayana Kumip, 
U.K. Satyayan, K. Balan, K.Nandakumaran, G.Balakrishnan. 
The AJDP system has been put in to operation a f te r proper 
coding has developed for the f ishing data col lected and received 
by th i s I n s t i t u t e . Cards are punched and action has been taken to 
analyse the same a t the computer cent re , Cochin Shipyard Ltd. 
The processed data are supplied to a l l nat ional agencies such as 
State Governments, Central Government and f ishing industry and 
in te rna t iona l agencies such as PAO. 
For recording of data collected by bigger f ishing 
vesse l s , Eroforma B has been prepared by t h i s I n s t i t u t e for 
dt ' is t r ibut ion to Exploratory Fishery 's ftrooect, Ptelagic Fisher ies 
Project e t c . so as to receive data from these agencies in the 
prescribed format for be t t e r ana lys i s . 
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FISHERY BIOLOGfY DIVISION 
During the year under report detailed Investigations on the Fishery 
and hiologioal characteristics of the fish resources which support commercially 
important fisheries were conducted under 24 research projects. Of these, 
15 projects, related to pelagic fisheries, 5 to demersal fisheries, 1 to 
other fisheries, 2 to marioulture and 1 to National Programme of tagging 
Oil sardine, mackerel and prawns. Three projects on 'The present status 
of the oil sardine fishery", "the present status of the mackerel fishery," 
and "the status report on the fisheries for Tunas and related species" were 
completed. The following are the salient features of the work carried out 
under the division. 
Oil sardine production in 1977 was lower "by 15^ over that of previous 
year. This decrease was reflected along the coasts of Kerala and Kamataka, 
the main region of oil sardine fisheiry* This fluctuation may he .~" .-„' 
attributed to the unsu<fessful spawning and recruitment to the fishery} 
whereas the purse s«in« fishery conducted outside the traditional grounds 
of Mangalore and Kaxwar yielded good catches. 
The fishery for lesser sardines and anchovies also showed declining 
trend during the year. The fisheries, as usual, were supported ly 0-year 
class. The coastal belt between Gape Comorin and Quilon has been found to 
be the most p3?oductive region for anchovies. There is a possibility of 
increasing the anchovy catch between Quilon and Ratnagiri by extending 
fishing operations to offshore waters. 
The mackerel fishery, during this year showed a marginal decrease 
.^j.j,.,,. 1-7-,- g^g compared to 1976. The recruitment of young fish started 
earlier in the southern region than at the northern centres on the west 
coast* The landings of mackerel along the east coast was 5t^ less than 
that of 1976. The one-year old fish dcmlnated the catch along the west 
coast, except in southern observation centre where 0-year class predomi-
nated. A review of the fishery for the past several years Indioated 
that the annual potential yield was around 1,27,500 tonnes of which the, 
fishery on an average yielded about 70,000 tonnes annually. The catch 
per unit area appears to be hii^er off Kamataka and Maharashtra than 
off Keirala. Inspite of continuous exploitation of this species over . 
the past several deoMrdasthere seems to be no change in overall size 
cjBtiflMailtiMnof the catches. Increased production is possible by the 
* 
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introduction of purse seining and 3:rfcending the operations to deeper 
areas especially during April to September off season as well during the 
l^ ak season. 
Intensive observations on the resources of tunas and related species 
along the west coast have shown that centres like Mangalore and Calicut are 
also Important for tuna and bill fish catches. 
Although the 1977 production of Bombay duck fishery was less than 
that of 1976 there was a considerable improvement in the fishery at Versova 
as a result of increased fishing pressure and of decrease at Nawabunder, 
Jaffrabad and Rajpara in Gujarat due to decreased fishing effort. The 
recruitment of young fish during the year was better than that of previous 
year. Preliminary studies based on 1976-77 data indicate a survival at 
rate of 52?S for the Bombay duck population. 
The scientists of the Institute have actively participated in the 
Indo-Polish industrial fishery survey conducted off Bombay - Sourashtra 
Coast. Preliminary analysis of the data showed that the total catch and 
catch rates were higher liy pelagic trawl than by bottom trawls. 
Although the all India production of Silverbellies was low in 1977 
compared to 1976 season, the fishery from Palk Bay was better during the 
previous year. The CPUE during the year was also twice higher than that 
of last year. Studies on the day and night fishing by trawlers indicated 
that the former operations were 4 times more productive than the night 
operations. 
Studies on the demersal resources during 1977 have indicated that 
the absence of da a, the relatively poor catches of eel and koth off 
North West Coast, a significant increase in effort, total catch, catch 
rate as well as prawn catch off Kakinada and a marked increase in the 
relative abundance of demersal resources off Waltair are the noteworthy 
features. 
Polyculture experiments conducted with milk fish, mullets and 
prawns have indicated a satisfactory growth rates(monthly growth rates 
of 50 nmi, 18 mm and 30 mm respectively) during a period of six months. 
Fish seed surveys of Rameswa3?am Island, Pamban and Mandajiam areas indi-
cated potential elver seed o^wirpig fdi' l.-^ rge ©cJfele ^ wi--ttJ9,tl^ 
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The fishery and resources characteristics of Oil sardine (FB/MF/1.1) 
M.H. Dhulked, V, Balan, G. Annlgeri, N. Gopinatha Menon, R. Reghu 
Salient findings: 
The production of the Oil Sardine Fishery during 1977 was estimated 
147f073 tonnes, showing a decrease of about ^^'fo over the last yearb catch. 
This decrease was reflected in the catches all along Mxe west coast, espe-
cially so in Kerala and Kamataka coasts, the main centres of oil sardine 
fishery. It was seen that the production during the current season was 
lower l^y 9,800 tonnes in Kerala and 10,?00 tonnes in Kamataka compared 
to 1976. The yield from the fishery at the northern ohservation centres 
Ullal, Baikampady and Karwar followed the same decreased trend off Kamataka} 
at the Southern centres such as Quilandy, Calicut and Cochin, the estimated 
catches showed a marginal increase unlike the decreased trend in production 
in Kerala, One of the important features was the successful development 
of the purse seine fishery for the oil sardine at Mangalore and Karwar Zones. 
The purse seine fishery at Mangalore was estimated to have cau^t as high 
as 1939 tonnes, in 1977. The breeding appears to have been delayed in 1977 
and the recruitment of juveniles was obseirved during the period September-
December along the coast. Recruitment of Juveniles appears to be better 
at the northern centres than at southern centres. Compardy;ive study on the 
relative abundance of 0-year class between I976 and 1977 indicated that 
the level of abundance of this group in 1977 fishery was low compared to 
1976. This may indicate a lower level of production in the following season. 
Progress of worki 
Monitoring of the fishery and biological characteristics of the 
oil sardine resource was done at the important observation centres on the 
west coast. 
The fishery at Karwar during the year was estimated to yield 96 
tonnes which is about ^  of the last yearb catch. Maximum landing was 
recorded in March. Of the gear employed in the traditional fishery, 
* Provisional 
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the beach seine, "reunpan" obtained the maximum catch (66 tonnes) and catch 
rate (3I8 Kgs), Purse seine fishery in September was estimated to laid about 
8 tonnes of oil sardine of 0-year class (mode 80-90mm), The bulk of the 
"rampan" and "yendi" catches were contributed by the modal sizes 180-185 mm 
and by 105 mm and 125 mm respectively. Pishes in advanced stages of maturity 
were recorded during May-Septaaber, Recruitment of young fish (mode 80-90 mm) 
was observed in September. 
A similar trend in the fishery was observed both at Baikampady and 
Ullal Centres at Mangalore, The production of oil sardine flsheiry in 1977 
by the indigenous gear at Baikampady and Ullal with an estimated catch of 
198 tonnes and 49 tonnes respectively showed considerable decrease over the 
previous y^ars catch of 408 and 155 tonnes recorded at these two centres. 
Highest catches were obtained during the first quarter at Baikampady and 
fourth quarter at Ullal, The maximum catch and catch rates were obtained 
by the "rampan" at the former and the gill net (ohalabala) at the latter 
centre. A significant feature was the development of a" successful purse 
seine fishery for the Oil sardine in the Mangalore Zone, During the year 
an estimated 19^9 tonnes of the species was caught "by the purse seine fishery 
at Mangalore, The bulk of the landings "by the traditional gear was composed 
of fish with modal sizes at 80-90, 155-140 and I7O-I8O mm, representing 
0-year, 1-year and 2-year, classes. The purse seine catches were contri-
"buted mainly ly the size groups 70-90 mm and 125-150 mm. Fishes with ripe, 
partially spent and spent condition were observed in the catches from May 
to October. Recruitment of Juvenile fish with modal sizes at 70-90 mm 
to the fishery was recorded during August-December period and the interesting 
feature was their continued occurrence till the end of December. A margi-
nal increase in the yield of the fishery at the southern centres Quilandy, 
"Vellayil (Calicut) and Cochin was recorded. The estimated catch of oil 
pardine at Quilandy was 5832 tonnes in 1977 as against 5220 tonnes in 1976. 
The highest catch was obtained in October. Maximum catch (5035 tonnes) 
and catch rate (379 Kg) were given by pattenkolli. The landings were 
mainly supported by the modal size of 75-95» 125-150 and 175-180 ram repre-
senting 0-year, 1-year and two year classes. In general, mature and spent 
fishes were abundant during May-Septem"ber period. The Juvenile fish with 
modal sizes 75-95 were abundant in the catches during October-November 
period. The fishery at Calicut (Vellayil) yielded 4214 tonnes in 1977 
as against 4OO9 tonnes during last year.I-ak landings ,• recorded in 
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July (729 tonnes) and in October {612 tonnes ^ Contributed mainly by l60-j/were 
180 mm, and 125, 160^170 and 190 ran sijse groups respectively. The bulk 
of the season^ catch (80^) was obtained by Pattenkolli with a catc]^ rate of 
520 Kgs. Juvenile fish of 90 mm and below were not much in evidence in 
the catches at Calicut, Scale studte to determine the age structure of the 
oil sardine i)opulation in 1977 were continued. 
The Sa]?dine fishery at Cochin was estimated to yield 3575 tonnes 
which is about I90 tonnes higher than the previousyears catch. Peak 
catches were recorded during August (549 tonnes) and December (76O tonnes). 
Of the gears employed Thanguvala obtained the maximum catch (5204 tonnes) 
and catch rate (552 kg). The fishery was mainly composed of 1-year old 
fish than the usual 0-year. During current year the former contributed 
to '-M^fo and the later only to 29^ of the catch. In 1976, 0-year class was 
found to contribute as high as Q2fo of the catch. Pishes with advanced 
stages of maturity and in spent condition were recorf^ ied mainly during May-
September period. The Juvenile recruits entered the fishery only in 
September, later than the usual period of July. 
Work Contemfplated t 
Studies on the fishery and resources characteristics of the oil 
sardine will be continued on the above lines at all the main centres. 
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Unit stocks of oil sardine (FBAIF/1.2') 
M.H. Dhulked, C.G. Annigeri, N. Gopinatha Menon and R. Re^u, 
Salient findings 
Studies on the variations in vertebral countsof oil sardine at 
Karwar, Mangalore, Calicut and Cochin have shown that the majority of 
individuals have vertebral counts 46 and 47 from all centres examined. 
Work done 
Investigations on the vsu^ iatlons in vertebral counts of the species 
to identify the unit stocks, if any, have progressed well in all the 
Centres during the psriod. In general the number of vertebrae was found 
to vary from 45 to 48 with maximum number of fish having 46-47 counts. 
The mean vertebral count, however, appears to be higher in the samples 
examined at Karwar, Mangalore and Cochin than at Calicut, 
Work contemplated» 
Observations will be carried out in greater detail on the 
problem. 
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Evaluation of resources of Lesser sardines, anchovies and other oluneoids 
G. Luther, P. Sara Bennet, S, Lazarus, R. Thia^arajan, C. Mtithaiah, 
P. Radhakrishnan Nair, J.C. Gnanamuthu, 
Salient findings 
The fishery for lesser sardines in 1977 showed a downward trend 
at Tuticorin and Vizhinjam, but yielded better catches at Mandapam, 
compared with last year. Similar decline in the catches of anchovies 
was also observed at all the observation centres. 
Work done 
Lesser sardines 
The lesser sardine catch at Vizhinjaqi was 126 tonnes which is 
about half the quantity landed last year. Gill nets brought the bulk 
(78.3?^ ) of the catch, Sardinella gibboaa and Sy sirm. in about equal 
proportion, have accounted for 85.8^ of the sardine catch. Peak land-
ings were recorded during May-June and October for S.gibbosatand during 
February-March and November-December for S.sirm. The fishery at 
Tuticorin was not good this year with an estimated landing of 1995 
tonnes, as compared with 2529 tonnes recorded last year. There appears 
to be a gradual decline in the lesser sardine catch from 1975* Gill 
nets landed all the sardine catch. Highest catch was recorded in December 
and lowest in May. Sardinella gibbosa and ^  sirm mainly supported the 
fishery with an estimated catch of 1231 and 354 tonnes respectively. 
The landings of lesser sardines at Mandapam during the year were about 
four times higher than last year's catch. About 405 and 120 tonnes were 
landed from Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar respectively and mainly by shore 
seines and gill nets. The Peak fishing season was April-July in Palk 
Bay and April-June in the Gulf of Mannar, g,.g-fhh9aa. in the former and 
S.albella in the latter areas were the predominant species, A total 110 
tonnes of lesser sardines was estimated to land at Madras mainly by gill 
nets.S,fimbriata. S.gibbosa and 5.day! were the predominant species. 
In all the centres the fishery was mainly sustained by O-yegr and 
1-year old fish. 
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Anchovies 
The fishery at Vizhinjam was poor this year compared to previous 
year, A total of 98 tonnes of anchovies was landed during the year as 
compared with 174 tonnes during last year. This fall in catch was 
attributed to the poor landings during September-October, the main 
anchovy season and to the poor recruitment of young fish during January 
to June, Boat seines, shore seines and gill nets were the main gear 
employed in the fishery. The fishery was supported mainly ty Stolephorus 
devise (30.59S), S.bataviensis (29.8^) and S.buccaneeri (57i9^). A total 
of 3 tonnes of anchovies was landed by shore seines at Panaikulam near 
Mandapam. Predominant species were 5,devi3i(44»5^), S.bataviensis (40,5^) 
^^^ S.indicus (l5.''?^ )« The fishing season was from January to August, 
At both the centres the fishery predominated by 0-year class with respect 
to all species. 
Studies on culture of anchovy for live bait pu]?pose have shown 
very high initial mortality for all species of anchovies. Thereafter, 
it was fairly low. S.buccaneeri was found to be relatively hardier 
than the other species. 
Other olupeoids 
These were investigated at Bombay Centre, The estimated landings 
of other clupeoids during 1977 were 420 and 251 tonnes at Sassoon dock 
and Versova respect ively. Trawl and 'Bol ' nets were the main gears used. 
Coi l ia dussumieri was the dominant species among the other clupeoids 
accounting for 3jfo in trawl catches and 54^ in ' do l ' net catches landed 
a t Sassoon dock and 78^ in ' d o l ' net catches a t Versova. Recruitment 
of Juveniles of the dominant species, ranging in length from 15 mm to 
110 mm took place during March-July period. Adult fish with advanced 
stages of maturity were recorded during January-March and in July. 
Growth s tudies showed a monthly growth of 10 mm at 60-90 mm s ize , 5 mm 
at 110-139 nrni s ize and 5,5 ram at 150-159 mm s i z e . 
"T>"1-
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Work contemplated 
Studies on the resource characteristics and biological characteris-
tics win be Bonit o«dat the existing centres and will be extended to 
other centres. Marking experiments will be conducted in Palk Bay on 
S.gibbosa and S.albella to find out whether these fish would migrate to 
Gulf of Mannar for spawning.i?roblems connected with capture, handling 
and transport of anchovies in live condition and stodkiiigc-HljhBni dn^oagea in 
the sea for longer periods will be investigated to use them as the live 
bait in tuna fishing. 
Oil Sardine fishery Atlas (FB/MP/1.4) 
P. Vijayaraghavan, Varu^ese Phillpose, R. Reghuk 
Landing data 05f all the maritime states of India have been 
compiled and classified into suitable form. Data on the distribution 
of eggs, juveniles, maturity and spawning pattern, life history and 
food has been compiled. Information on the biological aspects of the 
species In relation to the environmental factnrs influencing them is 
being collected. 
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The present status of the Oil sardine fishery (FB/MF/1,5) 
P. Vljayaraghavan, M.H. Dhulked, V. Balan, Varughese Philippose, 
G.G. Annigeri, N, Gopinatha MeTuon and^ R./J^ .'^ -a 
A detailed report on the status of the fishery of oil sardine for 
25 years upto 1977 is nearing completion. Based on the preli^ ilnary 
analysis of the data on recruitment during the latter half of 1976, 
compared to 1975» along Kerala (Calicut - Cochin) coast, it was predicted 
that off Kerala the oil sardine catches are likely to be higher in the 
first half of 1977 than it were in 1976. This has come true; the landings 
of Kerala being 32, I09 and 4576 tonnes respectively during the first 
half of 1977 and 1976, In the Kamataka Coast recruitment during the 
second half of 1976 was lesser and the prediction that landings in that 
region may be lesser in the first half of 1977 compared to the same 
period in 1976 has also been realised; the respective catches being 6,472 
and 4»812 tonnes. 
The comparative intensity of recruitment at different centres 
of observation during 1976 and 1977 indicates that the level of 
recruitment during the current year appears to be several times 
lower than that in 1976, It may hence be expected that the Oil sardine 
fishei^ in 1978 may be much less productive than in 1977« 
The present status of the fishery of anchovies (gBAlF/l.6) 
G. Luther, P. Vijayaraghavan, V, Raibamohana Rao, 
M.M. Meiyappan and R. Reghu, 
Salient findings; 
The coastal belt between Gape Comorin and Quilon is the most 
productive region for anchovies. There is a possibility of increas-
/and •^ "^  **^ ® anchovy catch between Quilon/^Ratnagiri by fishing in offshore 
waters, 
Work done; 
The monthly anchovy fishing data from eleven fishing survey 
zones along the southwest coast of India between Cape Comorin and 
northern boxindaayof Kerala coast was analysed and studied, . 
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The region between Cape Comorin and Quilon was found to be the most 
productive for anchovies, landing annually a little over 10,000 tonnes, 
forming JOfo of the anchovy catch landed along the southwest coast, 
Stolephoius devisi and S,batavien3l3 are the commercially important 
species in the region. There are two fishery seasons in the southern 
region, one during Januaiy-May and the other during September-November, 
There is a possibility of increasing the anchovy catch between Quilon 
and Ratnagiri by fishing in the offshore region. 
Fishery and biological characteristics of anchovies of Vizhinjara 
area have been studied. As the fishery is mainly supported by the 0-year 
class anchovies are to be regarded as annually renewable fishery resource. 
The species spawn over an extended period and have multiple spawnings in 
a year. The 'Nonnavu' fishery which takes a great toll of the young 
ones of Stolephorus spp. and its impact on large-sized anchovy fishery 
deserve detailed studies. 
Work contemplated; 
The project will be continued during 1978 also. The available 
anchovy catch data will be analysed and birought upto-date to assess 
the distribution pattern of -ttie anchovies in time and space. Besides 
this, information as the biological aspects of anchovies will be conso-
lidated and a report on the status of the anchovy fishery resources of 
the Indian region will be prepared. 
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Investigations on mackerel fishery resources (FB/MF/2) 
G. Seshappa, A. Foble, M.V. Pal, V. Balakrishnan, N.S.Eadhakrishnan, 
R.S. Lai Mohan, T.M. Yohannan, A.A. Jayaprakash, P. Nammalvar, 
K, Rajasekhaxan Nair, 
Salient findings 
The fishery remained almost at the same level as that in the 
previous year and as usual the recruitment started earlier in the south 
than the north along the west coast. The landings along the east coast 
w«$0 just half that of last year ,1 TI- rt^ . The one-year old 
fish dominated the catches along the west coast except the southern 
point where 0-year olds dominated. 
Progress of work 
The mackerel landings in the coiintry in 1977» stood almost at 
the same level as in 1976,j the respective figures for the two years 
being 61213 toimes (provisional) and 65497 tonnes (Pig,l), The catch 
along the east coast this year was just half that of the previous year 
(Pig,2), Along the west coast, the catch in Maharashtra was only less 
than half but in Kerala the reduction was just a little. On the 
contrary, in Kamataka and Goa the catch imprcQ?ed slightly and in 
Andamans there was 509^  increase. 
Excepting a small decline at Vizhinjam, the cpue (Table 5) along 
the west coast improved a lot and at Cochin it was considerably high. 
The distribution of year classes in the commercial catches indicate that 
the fishery in 1977 depended on 1-year old fish along the coast except 
at Vizhinjam where the 0-year old dominated. 
As usual the ^976 season continued to contribute to the catchea 
in the 1st half of 1977 also, 1!he recruitment in 1977 commenced, in 
May in the south (Vizhinjam) and later in the northern centres of the 
west coast. 
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An interesting phenomenon observed in this year was the occurrence 
of large quantities of mackerel in the shrimp trawls along the coast; 
and at Calicut where 8600 trawleirs operated, the cpue is calculated to 
be 58 numbers of fish weighing 5.8 kg. At Mangalore, the purse-seiners 
landed heavy catches of commercial sized mackerel in October and November, 
Investigations on the unit stocks (PB/MF/2.2) of mackerel were 
contlnudd. The variations in the characters of length from snout to anal 
and from snout to orbit and depth and thickness appeared significant. 
Mackerel with haemal braces from 14th veirtebrae onwards dominated the 
catches at certain time of the year, perhaps indicating the presence 
of a sub-population. 
The work on the mackerel fishery atlas (FB/to/2,5) is in progress. 
Figures depicting the distribution of the adults, juveniles and larvae 
were drawn and charts of landings in relation to environmental parameteres 
were also provisionally made, 
A detailed final report on the present status of the mackerel 
fishery (PB/to/2.4) is submitted; and it deals with the distribution 
and bionomics of the mackerel, its growth, fishing grounds, gears used, 
all-India catch, state-wise catch, landings in relation to other fisheries, 
seasons, fishing in relation to environmental factors, size, mortality, 
recruitment, migration, unit stock, stock assessment, and prospects in 
the coming years; and the most salient features are briefly straimarised 
as follows. 
The Indian mackerel is widely distributed in the tropical and 
central Indo-West Pacific but the highest catches occur in India, Distri-
bution of larvae and juveniles also have been noted, but no concentra-
tion of spawning fish or large quantities of eggs and larvae were 
noticed at any time of the year so far. The mackerel form distinct 
schools only from the size of 100 mm onwards. The fish remain in the 
shelf waters throu^out the year, but are abundant mostly in waters 
shallower than 50 m. 
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The "bulk of the catch in the country come from the region 
between Ouilon and Ratnagiri on the west coast. The fish is at present 
exploited only from the coastal waters with indigenous crafts and gears. 
The annual average catch is roughly 70,000 tonnes, varying from year to 
year between 16,4^ 51 tonnes of ^^56 and 204,575 tonnes of 1971. The 
mackerel forms 8^ of the country' s marine fish production. 
Though the catch is the highest in Kerala, the catch per km coast 
2 
and the catch per km seemsto be very high in Kamataka and Goa. In 
2 
the case of catch per km even Maharashtra seems to have a higher turn-
over than that of Kerala. It will be apparent from these that the 
variation in the mackerel catch of tha different states is not related 
to the extent? of fishing grounds each state has, but depends upon the 
availability of the fish and the density of their occurrence in the 
coastal fishing belt. In relation to other fisheries the mackerel is 
not the most important in Kerala, whereas it is of high commercial 
importance in Kamataka and especially Goa* 
Prom the studies on the size distribution of the commercial catches 
for the last 42 years it is apparent that inspite of the increased exploi-
tation that has been taking place in the recent past, there has practi-
cally been no major change in the overall size composition of the catches, 
the approximate prevailing commercial sizes or the mean sizes of the fish, 
though variations within the overall limits from time to time and place 
to place are prevalent. The fishery at Vizhinjam comprises mostly of 
0-vear olds (below 155 nm) and at other places 1-year olds (160-225 mm) 
which is the commercial size? and it depends on the survival rate and the 
shoreward movement of the fish in a year. The survival rate of the 
mackerel during 1970-76 period for the west coast where the instantaneous 
mortality is calculated to be 2,877 works out to be about 6'^ , indicating 
the death of most of the fish in the sea and the absence or negligent 
occurrence of old fish in the commercial catches. The stock assessments 
made by the acoustic and aerial surveys of PPP and from the catch data 
by the scientists of CMPRI average to be around 127,500 tonnes. The 
aveiage annual production of the mackerel in the country during 1950-
1976 is only around 70,000 tonnes and about 57,000 tonnes from the 
potential yield remains still untapped in the sea, and attempts should 
be made to catch them by exp^ anding the effort in time and space where-
ever they are feasible. 
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Studies conducted so far show that the mackerel shoals are 
confined mainly to the 15 km coastal belt during October-April period 
which Is the main season for it. This belt Is almost fully exploited 
In Kerala but not so In Karaataka and Konkan coasts; and according to 
our scientists we are almost exerting the maximum fishing effort and are 
nearer to the optimum yield, and further increase in the fishing effort 
in the area already exploited at present may fetch only marginal Increase 
In the catch? and the balance of advantage In the immediate future , 
therefore, appears to lie in taking steps to extend the fishing operations 
at least upto 15 km offshore in the coming few years during October-March 
period and also In the extension of the fishing activities during the 
April-September period, its Impact on the standing stock being closely 
watched, 
ELectrophoretic studies on the eye lens proteins showed hetero-
genlty of the mackerel population and the analyses of the serum proteins 
and Isoagglutinin tests of erythrocytes revealed the existence of 
genetically different groups In the south-west coast of India. The 
finding that before the commencement of the season along the west coast 
the shoals are confined mainly to the region between Ponnani and Mangalore 
support the south to north migration of the shoals during the season. 
Whether the shoals occurring south of Cochin form part of this stock has 
to be elucidated In future studies. 
Similarly identity of the Gulf of Mannar stock and its relation 
to the stock off Ceylon and Vizhinjam are also subjects which should 
receive urgent consideration. 
Work contemplated 
Investigations on the fishery and biology of the mackerel in time 
and space such as the age and rate of growth, maturity and breeding, 
recruitment and mortality, migration and exploitation, and catch and 
abundance to be continued. Preparation of the mackerel atlas to be 
carried on and the probe on the unit stock to be continued. 
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Table - 5 
!Phe cpue in numbers of the mackerel of different age groups at important 
centres of observations in the second half of 1976 and 1977. 
opue of different age groups 
Centre I976 I977 
and gear 0 1 2 3 | 0 
(1) 61 13 0 0 47 14 + 
1 0 58 591 0 
1J^ 0 25 1537 120 
108 0 0 3184 0 
1151 0 0 54021 0 
(1) Vizhinjam (boat seine) (2) Cochin (boat seine) 
(3) Calicut (boat seine) (4) Ullal (Pattabala) 
(5) Baikampady (Rampan) 
(2) 
(5) 
(4) 
(5) 
24 
420 
0 
100 
168 
363 
1201 
26415 
Resources of tunas and related fishes (FBAIF/3,1) 
E.G. Silas, M.B.K. Kuthalingam, M.S, Bajagopalan* V. Ealan* 
M. Devarajan, I, David Raj, Pon Siraimeetan, P. Livingston 
and others 
The fishery and biology of tunas and billfishes were observed 
from Mangalore, Calicut, Mlnlcoy, Cochin, Vlzhinjam and Tutlcorin. 
Mangalore: 
The tuna catch for the period July to December was estimated 
as 105.4 tonnes from drift gill net units employing 60-165 mm mesh 
types. The total effort was 12634 boat days and the cpue for tunas 
was calculated as 8.341 kg. The dominant species in the catch was 
Euthynnua affinis forming 90.35'^ » The peak period of occurrence 
was October. The sizes of J. afflnia ranged from 210-850 mm with 
five modal sizes. Thunnus tonggol ranged from 410 to 850 mm. The 
food of juvenile E. Affinis consisted mainly of Apetes and that of 
adults chiefly Stolephorus. In the case of T.tonggol. cuttlefishes, 
silver bellies and anchovies formed the Important food items. 
26 tonnes of billfishes landed in the Mangalore area from the 
same gear employed for tunas and for the same effort, the cpue for 
billfishes was 2,06 kg. The sailfish, Istlophorua platypterus ranging 
in length from 1475 to 1875 mm formed about 79^ of the catch and the 
rest by marllns (Makalra tenuIro stratus) with size range 1675 to 2375 ™i. 
The foo«a of sallfishes comprised of caranglds, Lactarlus., Anchovies 
and cuttlefishes. 
Calicut 
Tuna catches were mainly from drift net operations in depth 
zone 35-55 metres. Though E.afflnls formed the bulk of the catch 
during the year, T.tonggol. N. Macropterus Sarda orientails. Auxls 
thazard and Katsuwonus pelamis also yielded small quantitltes. 
The modal size range of different species was as followst 
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E. affinis 450 to 650 mm 
T. tonggol 450 to 700 mm 
N. macropterus 65O to 700 mm 
S. orientalis 200 to 500 mm 
A. thazard 200 to 250 mm 
K, Pel amis. 450 mm 
The landings of billfishes at Calicut improved considerably 
during the year with an estimated catch of 51.05 tonnes as compared 
to a meagre 800 kg during 1976, The modal size of sailfishes ranged 
from 1550 to 20000 mm. The catch of marlins comprising (M.indica and 
M. nigricans) amounted to 5.1 tonnes during the year and the sizes 
of these fishes were above 2000 nm. 
Cochin 
The All India total catch of tunas was provisionally estimated 
as 12,936 tonnes as against 19,522 tonnes during 1976 showing a decline 
of about 37'fo, About 5Cffo of this catch was contributed by Kerala, The 
state-wise estimate of tuna catches are as follows: 
Orissa 
Andhra 
Tamilna 
Kerala 
,du 
Kamataka 
(Catch in tonn 
-
-
-
-
-
es) 
37 
449 
5237 
6684 
622 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
Andamans 
Lakshdweep 
107 
249 
225 
57 
1291 
At Cochin, observations were made on the tuna landings from the 
IPP and PPP vessels. The catch during the year from 'Samudra Devi, 
Norind, M. boats and other vessels amounted to approximately to 
22.9 tonnes, T*.'na catches were mainly from purse seine operations 
in the areas off Cochin (9-76, ,10-76, 11-75» 12-74). Maximum tuna 
catch occurred during February to May and no catch during the 
second half of the year. E, affinis formed the bulk of the catches, 
Vlzhin.1am 
An estimated catch of 41,6 of tunas landed during the year 
forming about 15^ 4 total fish landing at Vizhinjam. Drift nets 
and Hooks and lines landed 9^o and 5.6^ of the catch respectively. 
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E. affinis formed 55'^  of the catch and A. thazard. 43^. The size 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g j ^ I i « i i i i i i i i n i i i - i r 
range of E.affinis was 520-700 mm, and that of A,thazard between 
300-459 nm. 
Tuticorin 
Tuna landings were in appreciable quantities during the third 
Tjuarter when compared to the other periods of the year. The catches 
were mainly from drift nets, troll lines and sardine gill nets. The 
size range of different species were: E. affinis-175-700 mm; A.. Ahazard 
310-470 mm} S,. orlentalis-144-200 m 
Stray catches of the sailfish, I. Platypter-s occurred during 
Januaiy, April, August and November, The dominant size group was 
2000-25000 mm. 
Minicoy 
The estimated tuna catch In the Lakshadweep islands was 
1291 tonnes. Investigations on the biology of K, pelamis and other 
tunas were continued, Tilapia has been cultured in experimental 
ponds with success and thiqi6ould form an alternate source of bait fishes 
for tuna live bait fishery in the island. 
Status report on the fisheries for tunas (PB/to/3«2) 
E.G. Silas, M.S. Rajagopalan 
Consolidation of the data on the tuna fisheries in the country 
is nearing completion. The status report which is being written up 
will include information on catch and effort, fishing grounds, species 
distribution, biological aspects and stock assessment. 
Tuna catches in the country has been steadily increasing 
during the past few years. 509^  of the catch comes from fishing 
operations along the Kerala coast and 25'^  from Tamil Nadu. Systematic 
observation made on the tuna fishery at Calicut and Mangalore has 
revealed that these centres are equally Important for tuna catches. 
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Resources of seerfishes (FB/IV1F/^,3) 
M.V. Pai, M. Devaraj, T.M. Yohannan and K. Srinivasa Rao 
Salient findings 
Morphometric comparisons of samples of juveniles of Scomberomorus 
^ttatua from five localities showed that highly significant differences 
are due to regression coefficients as well as adjusted means for all 
characters. Character by character comparisons of the means of morpho-
metric characters of the different samples show that the Kakinada and 
Bombay samples share certain common features compared to the Waltair 
samples. The Kakinada samples are the farthest removed from the Waltair 
Bimili complex with Madras and Bombay occupying an intermediate position. 
The extreme variations in the samples from Kakinada may be attributed to 
the tjrpically estuarine conditions in the locality. 
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Evaluation of the resources of Bombay duck and Ljzzard fishes 
(FB/MPM.1 ) 
S.V. Bapat, A.S. Kaikini, A, Kurian, M.2.Khan and 
S. Basheeruddin. 
Salient findings 
The fishery for Bombay duck during the year was 
considerably of lesser magnitude than that of last year. The 
estimated catch at Versova in 1977 was almost double that of 1976 as 
a result of increased fishing pressure, while at the three 
observation centres at Nawabunder, Jaffrabad and flajpara in Gujarat 
a decrease in oatch over last year was observed as a consequence of 
decreased fishing effort. The recruitment of young fish during the 
year was better than last year. Pteliminary studies, based on 
1976-77 data, indicate a mean survival rate of 3^° and the total 
mortality of 48?^  for the Bombay duck population. The fishery for 
lizard fishes at Madras was poor during the year. 
Work done t 
Bombay duck. 
The Bombay duck landings in India in 1977 was estimated 
at 62,404 tonnes showing a sharp decline of 2&fo from the landings 
of previous year) while there was a decline of about 16,000 tonnes 
in the catches of Maharashtra coast} a short fall of 7»902 tonnes 
was observed in Gujarat as compared with that of last year. The 
Bombay duck landings at Versova in 1977 were almost double that 
of 1976 with a similar increase in fishing effort. The landirgs 
were very encouraging in January but this trend of good catches 
was not maintained in the subsequent premonsoon months. The 
fishery commenced very well in October but proved to be failure 
in November and December due to rough weather conditions. The 
fishery in general was also at a low ebb at Amala after the 
monsoon. The proportion of juvenile varied from about 55 to 95?^  
in the catches. The average size of the species has shown an 
increase with 178 compared with last years size of I64 nm. 
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'Ihe fishery during the year a t the three observation centres a t 
Jaffrabad, fiajpara and Nawabunder in Gujarat was of lower 
magnitude with an estimated catch of 53»758 tonnes as compared 
with 55,000 tonnes landed in 1976. The f ishing ef for t was 
s imilar ly l esse r thaa l a s t year . Juveni les of 50-90 mm size 
const i tuted to 85-90?^ of the catch. A good recruitment of young 
f i sh was observed during February-March and October-November periods. 
The average size during the year was 10? mm as ocmpared with 
159 mm in 1976. Spawners were observed in the catches during 
December. 
Mature and r ipe ovaiies of Bombay duck from diffeirent 
s ize groups were analysed for t h e i r biochemical cons t i tuents . The 
r e s u l t s showed tha t the ova from f i sh of 245-265 mm length group 
had the highest (1 .5^) l i p id content. 
LiwftT.ri f ishes 
Studies on the fishery and biology of l i za rd f ishes, 
based on the data and material col lected from the exploratory 
f i sh ing vessels operating from Madras base were continued. The 
catches , mainly contributed by Saurida undosanamis, were poor 
with an estimated 742 kg. during the year . Almost 9C^ of t h i s 
catch was landed during April-May. The predominant s ize dxjring 
these months varied from I50 to 180 mm. 
Work contemplated 
Studies on the evaluation of the resources of Bombay 
duck and l i za rd fishes wi l l be continued. 
Unit stock of Bombay duck (FB/MP/4.2) 
S.V.Bapat, V.M.Deshmukh, M.K. George and A. Kurien. 
Salient findings 
Studies on morphometric characters in respect of samples 
from Dahanu indicated tha t the characters were non-signif icant . 
W' 
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Electrophoratic studies on the enzymes and nyogenes of Bombay duck 
indicated that the fishery off Maharashtra is supported by a . . 
homogenous population. 
Progress of work 
The morphometric characters such as standard length vs 
depth of caudal peduncle, depth through anal, depth through first 
dorsal, length of lower jaw, length of head were analysed in respect 
of two samples from Dahanu were found to be non-significant. 
Samples of Bombay duck collected from six centres were 
tested by staroh-gel electrophoretic technique to study mainly 
enzyme in muscle and liver and tetrazolium oxidase enzyme in liver. 
Distribution patterns of eastajaz-e enzyme and Aurido black proteins 
from three centres of Bombay area were also tested. As these enzymes 
are non-polymorphic they may not indicate anything about the 
population structure of Bombay duck. Other enzymes are being tested 
to find out suitable gene marker. Tests for tissue-wise distributions 
of the above enzymes indicated some tissue-specific characteristics 
of lactase dehydrogenase which is present in nine different tissues 
tested; whereas tetrazolium oxidase could be detected only in the 
liver. 
Lactate (dehydrogenase, eye lens proteins and muscle 
norogenes were analysed by gel electrophoresis, eletrophocussing and 
cellulose acetate eletrophoresia. The enzyne, LDH from the 
population showed two, three and five bands and this polymorphism 
is believed to be non-genetic. Based on this and earlier studies 
on niyogenes, it is believed that the fishery along Maharashtra coast 
is supported by a homogeneous population. Heady to use 
polyacrylamide gel plates which can be stored at room temperature 
were also developed. 
Work contemplated. 
Work on the above lines will be continued. 
Electrophoresis studies with reference to population structure 
will be extended to other commercially important species. 
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Studies on the resources of catfishes, perches and carangids (FB/DR/1.1) 
B. Krishnamoorti, P. Mojumder, V, Sriramachandramoorty, 
S.S. Dan, V.S, Rangaswamy, T. Prabakaran Nair and A.V.Srinivasan. 
Salient findings 
The catfish landings both at Waltair and Mandapam Camp showed 
improvement during the year compared with that of 1976. The fishery 
was supported by Tachysurus thalasslnus and T_. tenuispinis at Waltair 
and by T,. thalaasinus and T_. dussumieri at Mandapam Camp. The peak 
period of abundance was during the first and second quarters. 
The perch fishery at Kakinada was supported mainly by Nemipterus 
.iaponicus wh' 6h formed 55^ of the total nemipterid catch. The landings 
were supported by 0,^1, 2 age groups. 
There was a considerable decline in the carangid catches at 
Vizhinjam compared to last year. The common species in the landings 
were Megalaspis oordyla. Decapterus spp. and Alepes mate 
Work done 
Catfish investigations? Catch and catch per unit of effort, 
(gear-wise and month-wise) for the dominant species were calculated at 
Waltair and Mandapam, The maximum abundance was recwrded during the 
first and second quarters. At Waltair biological studies on the dominant 
species T_. thalassinus and T_. tenuispinis were under taken. Studies on 
the otoliths, opercular bones aiid size frequency data were undertaken to 
estimate growth, age and yield per recruit of the main species. Similar 
studies were undertaken at Mandapam on T.thalassinus and _T. dussumieri. 
Perch Investigations; Studies on the fishery and biological characterisbics 
of nemipterid3 were continued at Kakinada. The catch, catch per-unit-of-
effort, seasons of abunrtance were calculated. Studies on the breeding 
period, size composition, growth and age of the dominant species were 
undertaken. During the year an estimated 104t tonnes of nemipterids 
were landed by trawlers forming 1.59^  of the total catches. The fishery 
was mainly supported by Nemipterus .Iaponicus which formed 5A»5'f° of the 
HCTiipterld catches. Majority of the catchee, of the dominant species, 
were comprised of 0, 1, 2, age grpups. The species spawns in the area 
during Ai;igust-Maroh period. 
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Another species N. mesoprion occurred in the catches mainly 
during January-May, Females of this species in ripe condition were 
observed during January-February months. 
Carangid investigations; Catch, effort and catch per unit of effort 
monthwise, gear-wise were calculated. During the period a total catch 
of 251 tonnes of carangids was":obtaln«dv*whit}h-l«'l«OBcHh«n l-^  •'. •'• 
half of the last year's landings. Carangids contributed to 9?S of thj 
total marine fish catch at Vizhinjam. During the year Megalaspis 
gnrdvla. Decanterus eT>p. and Alepes mate formed dominant species in 
the landings, Bioloe'ical studies on Megalaspis cordyla were under-
taken. 
Work contemplated; 
Studies on the above lines will be continued and intensified 
in all the selected centres. 
Soiaenid resources of the east and west coast of India (FB/DR/1.2) 
T.Tholasilingam, V. Sriramachandra murty, K.V. Somasekharan 
Nair, R.S. Jadhav, 
Salient findings 
The total yield of sciaeaids at Kakinad? •^ .^ +h 2699 tonnes 
registered an over all increase on 33^ when compared to the catches 
of previous year. Maximum production as well, as the maximum abund-
ajice, were in May, During the year sciaenids formed about 1 ^ of 
the trawl catches. Although no species contributed to the fishery 
through out the year; A.nibe, J.vogleri and P.aneua together accounted 
for 875^  of the catch. The first two species appeal" to breed in the 
area over a number of months with a peak during February-June period. 
The bulk of the catches of the predominant ^ecies was sustained by 
the size group 140-179 mm. 
The fishery at Calicut showed a sharp decline in 1977 with an 
estimated catch of 76 tonnes which Is about half the landing in 1976. 
Maxlmxim catch and CFtTS were recorded during December-January period. 
The fishery was mainly supported by J.sina, 0.ruber and O.cuvleri. 
0-year and 1-year old fish mainly contributed to the catches. Both 
J.sina and 0.ruber spawn over a prolonged period with the possibility 
of two peaks during a year. Recruitment of young fish was- also observed 
over a number of months. The food consisted of teleosts, prawns, 
amphipods, sanilla and copepods. 
The fishery for Doma or the smaller sciaenid fishes commenced 
from September, The total landings of Doma at Veraval was estimated 
at 2541 tonnes. Highest catch was obtained during September, Important 
species of sciaenids in the catches were O.bminneust 0,argenteug. 
O.maculatuB and P.diacanthus. 
Work done 
Catch, effort and catch per unit of effort were estimated in 
all the Centres, Species oompositlon, length frequency distribution, 
sex~ratio, breeding, food components, age and growth of the oommercia-
lly Important species were studied. Biological characteristics 
were investigated in detail at Kakinada on A.nibe and J.vogleri; 
and at Calicut on Johnieopa sina. otolithus ruber and .lohnius 
dussmnierl. 
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Work contemplated 
Work on the fishery aspects and the biological characteristics 
will be continued at all the observation centres 
Studies on the resources of Silver bellies and ribbon fishes 
G. Venkataraman, Y. Appanna Sastry, P.T. Meenakshisundaram, 
J.C. Gnanamuthu, M. Badrudeen, 
Salient findinjEcs 
Silver bellies 
The fishery for silver bellies has yielded during the current 
year an estimated total catch of 54t355 tonnes (Provisional) which 
is less than that of previous year. However, the landings from the 
Palk Bay area off Mandapam during the year showed an improvement with 
an estimated catch of 3602 tonnes as against 2055 tonnes in 1976. 
The CPUE (catch per boai per 'day) during the current year was also 
higher with 156.5 "kg* which is twice that of last year. 
Studies on the day and night fishing for silver bellies 
showed that the catches and the catch rates during day operation 
were four and twenty times higher respectively than that of 
night fishing; the respective figures in that order being 2889 
tonnes, 754.7 kg. and 713 tonnes, 37*2 kg. 
The fishery was found to be good in the northern side of 
the palk bay as evidenced by heavy landings of silver bellies in 
zone during the year. 
The fishery on the Gulk of Mannar side was negligible with 
a catch of 22 tonnes landed in December by night fishing. The 
oatch per unit of effort was 19.2 Ig. 
Investigations on silver bellies resources of Rameswaram 
were initiated In 1977* The catches at this Centre were obtained 
from the Palk Bay and ly night fishing. The annual fishery at 
this Centre has produced an estimated catch of 4943 tonnes giving 
a oatoh rate of 100,5 kg. per night per boat. Maximum catches were 
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obtained during December & January. 
In the landings at Mandapam and Rameswaram Leiognathu'a .lonesi 
fcnatied th« predominant species with aa estimated catch of 3089 and 
3806 tonnes respectively. Other important species that contributed 
to the landings at Rameswaram were L.brevirostris and L.dussumieri, 
The estimated landings of silver bellies by mechanised boats 
at Kasimedu (Madras) were 645 nit, during the year and constituted 
16,45^  of the total landings at the Centre, Compared to last year, 
the catch during the year was good. Maximum catches and high catch 
rates were obtained generally during fourth Quarter. Monthly landing 
varied from 36 to 81 tonnes with an average catch of 53.8 tonnes. 
In January, July, August, October, November and December the landings 
exceeded the monthly average catch. Two species Leiognathus bindus 
and Ii_. dussumieri contributed to the bulk of the catch. 
Id.' Jonesi caught from Palk, Bay had modal size range from 30-95nffli 
at Mandapam and 30-110 mm at Rameswaram. The fishery was mainly supp-
orted by 0-year and 1-year fish. The studies indicate that the species 
breeds over a number of months with maximum spawning, during January-
April and September-December, Recruitment of young fish (30-40mm) 
into the fishery took place twice during the year. At Madras the 
dominant species was L^ . bindus which had a size range of 40-155 nim 
with a modal range of 65 to 105 mm. Young fish with modal sizes at 
40 mm were recorded only in November, Studies on the maturity 
condition indicated that a good proportion (40-65?^ ) of the fish, 
in January, May, June, October and November, was mature. 
Ribbon fish 
The mechanised trawl f ishery a t Kasimedu (Madras) has yielded 
an estimated catch of 175 tonnes during 1977 which i s more than 
twice the production in 1976, The landings were generally good 
during October - January period with Peak catches and catoh ra tes 
occurring in December, The main species c a u ^ t was Triohlurus 
l ep turus . 
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At Kakinada an estimated 2225 tonnes of ribbon fish were 
landed forming 9^ of the total trawl fish. There was more than two 
fold increase in the yield of 1977 compared to that of previous 
year with a catch of 632 tonnes. The catch rate during the current 
year was also higher with 5.4 kg. per trawling hour as compared with 
that of 1976. The fishery remained productive through out the year 
with two peaks of abundance during Pebruary-May and August-November, 
As at Madras, again T.lepturus dominated the trawl catches at 
Kakinada forming 93^ of the total ribbon fish catch, L.savala 
also contributed to some extent to the catches. 
The size of the T.lepturus obtained at Kakinada varied from 
17 to 102 cm, with dominant size at 25-40 cm and 64-73 cm. At 
Madras the dominant size ranged from 25-50 cm. The fishery was 
sustained mainly by 1 to 3 year classes. Fish in advanced stages 
of maturity were found during several months. 
Work done 
Investigations on the fishery and biological characteristics 
of the resources of silver bellies and ribbon fishes were continued. 
Catch, catch per unit of effort and species composition were estimated 
for the resources at the selected centres. Size and age composition 
and g3?owth of the predominant species under each resource, was 
investigated. 
Work contemplated 
Work on the above lines will be continued to monitor the 
resource characteristics. 
Evaluation of demersal resources of some selected areas (FB/DR/1,4) 
C, Mukundan, V.M. Deshraukh, M.K. George, C. Muthiah, 
G.S. Daniel Selvairaj, M.M. Meiyappan, M. Vijayakvimar, 
P. Sam Bennet, M. Devaraj, P. Natarajan, V.S. Rangaswamy, 
P.T. Meenakshisundaram, R. Sarvesan, M. Rajagonal, 
Y. Appanna Sastry, W. Venugopalan, B. Erishnaraurty, 
V.Ramamohana Rao, S, Reuben, S,S, Dan, P. Mojumdar, 
T. Appa Rao, D.B. James and o thers . 
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Salient findings 
The analysis of the data of the EFT trawlers off Bombay 
indicated that Meena Bharati obtained better catch (25.3 t.) and 
catch rate (322 kga./hr) from the area 17-72 than in oiher areas. 
Catfish contributed to the dominant catch. However, the highest 
catch rate (535 \cg,/hx) was given by 17-72). Tl^ at of Meena 
Samgahak showed that the square 18-72/5D gave the highest catch 
(4.9t.) but the highest catch rate (208 kg./hr) was given \^ 
I7-72/6D. The bulk of the catch was contributed by elasmobranchs 
(249S), dhoma (16^) and cat fish (l4^). The absence of dara and 
the relatiitly poor catches of eel and koth are noteworthy, Meena-
prapi operated in the areas 17-72 & 18-72 during first quarter and 
obtained 39.8 tonnes with a catch rate of I7I kg/hr. catfish contri-
buted to 50?S of the catch. 
Studies on the first four fishing cruises of the Fishery 
Research Vessel 'Muraena' during the year, off Bombay - Sanrashtra 
coast, revealed that generally the total eatch and catch rates were 
better by the pelagic trawl than "by the bottom tirawl. The founer 
obtained the highest catch (l02t) and catch rate (148O kg/^) during 
the second cruise from the depth zone 51-70m. The highest catch 
(21 t) and catch rate (202 kg/h) from the bottom trawl were obtained 
during the first Cruise from the depth zone 31-50 m. 
The trawling operations of the IFP &EPP vessels at Cochin 
showed that the maximum catch (l60t) and catch rate (223 kg/hr) 
were obtained by the larger vessel operated during the second 
quarter. 
The highest catch off Tuticorin was from 8-78/43 and the 
catch rate frcan 8-77/lF (223 kg/h). Perches and rays formed 
the dominant elemant in the catches. At Madras EPP vessels Obtained 
about 105 tonnes with a catch rate of 122 kg/hr. Thou^ the catch 
and effort were slightly lower this year than in the previous year, 
the catch rate was higher. The highest catch rate (421 kg/hr) was 
recorded from I4-8O/38 in July, Silver bellies and rays were the 
major oonstitutonts of the trawl landings. 
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At Kakinada there was a s ignif icant increase in ef for t , t o t a l 
catch as well as prawn catch. An estimated catch of about 245'i^rjiii&as 
f, tcaas . 
yttwlBrttng 60dt-x °^ prawn) was landed ty t rawls . The catch ra te for 
the to t a l fish and the prawns showed an increase over tha t of previous 
year. 
There was a marked increase in the relative abundance of 
demersal resources off Waltair during the current year with an 
estimated catch of I3I tonnes and catch rate of 112 kg./hr« Highest 
catch rates of 214 kg/hr in May and 215 kg/hr in February, were obtained 
by Meena Shodak and Meena Jawahar respectively. Compared with the last 
year, the catch of the private boats increased by 42?S, 
Progress of work 
During the year analysis of the Catch and effort data of 
mechanized vessels of the (Jovemmental and Private agencies operating 
at different centres, including the data of the Indo-Polish Industrial 
Survey 1977 off Bombay-Sanrashtra coast, was made. In addition, 
biological studies on the major demersal species were conducted at 
different centres. 
Bombay» The EFP trawler Meena Bharati fished for 5 months, Jaimary to 
March & June to July covering the areas 17-72, 18-72, 19-71, 19-72 & 
20-70. Area 17-72 gave the better catch and catch rate figures than 
other areas (25260 Kgs @ 321.78 Kg/hr), The dominant part of the 
catch was of cat fish (207.45 Kg/hr), The square 17-72/2B gave the 
highest rate of 535.2 Kg/hr. In other areas the catch rate varied 
115.7 to 162.8 kg/hr and squares 18-72/lB, 5o; 19-71/3C, 5A; 19-72/5B 
20-70/lP gave relatively high catch rates of 254.5, 223.42, 360,0, 
203.0, 220,5 and 307.13 kg/h respectively. 
Analysis of Meena Sangrahak data for January-November in 
areas 17-72, 18-72, 19-71 *> 19-72 showed that the square 18-72/5I> 
gave the highest catch (4947 Kg) while the highest catch rate 
(208 Kg/h) was given by 17-72/6D, Squares 17-72/6P, 18-72/6E,2P 
and 19-72/ID recorded nil catches. Apart from miscellaneous group 
which accounted for 59^ » elasmobranchs constituted 24?^ , dhoma 16^ and 
cat fish Mffa, The absence of Dera and the relatively poor catch 
of eel and koth are note-worthy. 
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M«ena Prapl fished in Bombay waters only during the I quarter 
(as i t shifted operations to veraval l a t e r ) trawling- in areas 17-72 
& 18-72 and catching 59, 844 J*»x. «r 171.38 kg/^* Cat f i shes (50?S)were 
dominant. 
The Indor-Polish Indust r ia l Fishery Survey was concluded during 
the year in the Bombay-Saurastra waters . There were s ix cruises 5 
using bottom trawl and 3 midwater & Pelagic t rawls . Analysis of 
r e s u l t s of cruises I to 17 covering depth zones of 31-50m, 51-70 & 
71-200m showed* 
Gear 
I Or.Bottom T 
Pelagic T 
U Cr.Pelagic T 
III Cr.Bottom T 
Pelagic T 
IV Cr,Pelagic T 
Depth Z I 
C C/E 
20817/202.4 
6794/262.95 
89579/489.5 
2455/113.16 
84951/627,58 
20583/142.71 
Zone II 
C C/E 
8065/150.17 
8162/532.4 
102478/1479.8 
12758/505.58 
1297/127.55 
259/5.66 
Zone I I I 
C G/E 
2549/73.98 
2199/95.61 
42725/1206.58 
5083/287.66 
182.21.65 
1035/24.57 
Iii addition to the catch analysis biological observations were made 
on the following species: Tachvsurus magalatus. Femipteinis .laponicus 
Pampus argentius. Cy-blum guttatus^ 
Cochin: Analysis of the data from the trawling operations of 
vessels of the IPP & EPP was carried out during the year. While the 
medium boats trawled in the close shore waters, the larger IPP 
vessels - Klaus Sunnana, Velameen, Tuna and Samudradevi fished in 
the deeper areas. The medium boats trawled only during the I 
quarter of the year. The EPP vessel Meena Utpadak fished off 
Cochin in shallower regions though occasionally in deeper waters 
(250m). In the last quarter Meena Sachatak also took part in the 
trawling operations. The details of catch, effort etc., are given 
below: 
Med. Boats 
C C/E 
I Or. 28.17/592/21.02 
I I Qr. Nil 
I I I Qr. Nil 
IV Or. Nil 
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IFP Vessels 
Larger vessels 
E C C /E 
650.99/97771/150.19 
718.82/16015^/222.77 
727.8I/IO2046/I4O.2I 
753.15/87674/116.41 
Trawlinff deep water 
E G G ; 
II6.65/I3550/II6.I6 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Area covered: 7-77, 8-77, 8-76, 8-75, 9-76, 10-75 & IO-76. 
EFT Veiiels 
Shallow Region 
E C C/E 
I Or. 84.82/15527/159.29 
II Or.I56.55/56I54/264.66 
III Qr. 6.0 / 477/ 79.5 
IV cir.215.25/51450/147.48 
Area covered: 9-75» 9-76, 10-75 & 10-76. 
Deeper region 
E C 
Nil 
Nil 
29.0/5385/185.69 
Nil 
C/E 
Tuticorin; Three EPP vessels Meena Niryantak, Koena Niryantak, 
Meena Saudagar and M.F.V. Jheerga trawled in areas 8-77» 8-78, 9-78 
landing 219-8 tonnes in 2278 hours at 96.5 kg/h^» Both 24 and 20 M 
trawls were used. The highest catch was from 8-78/4B and the catch 
r a t e from 8-77/lF (222,6 kg /h r ) . Perches and rays were the dominant 
par t . Prawns and Lohsters were never c a u ^ t . 
Meena Niryantak 
Meena Saudagar 
M.F.V,Jheerga 
Total 
24m Trawl Net 
E C C/E 
I6I7.67/6345O/IO2.7 
648.42/66754/105 
271.55/29185/107.7 
20m Trawl Net 
E C C /E 
145.75/12646/86.6 
225.08/15242/59.4 
572 /54566/92.9 
1557.42/159589/105.67 740.85/60454/8I.6 
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Kf!»>ii-ag.s Of the two EFP -vessels tha t fistwacl -ofY Matlras Meena S l ta ra 
fished for 11 months and Meenagaveshak for 10 months. Together they 
caught 104,620 kgs in 558 hrs at a r a t e of 121.84 kg/hr . The areas 
fished were 10-79f 11-79f 12-80, 13-80 & 14-80. Though the catch and 
effort were s l i gh t l y lower t h i s year than in the previous year the 
r a t e has shown an increase. The highest catch ra te of 421.2 kg/hr 
was caught from I4-8O/3B in July and the poorest (lo33 kg/hr) from 
I3-8O/4B in May. S i lver be l l i e s and rays const i tuted the major 
par t of the catch, 
Kakinadas An estimated 24572 tonnes of catch (including 606i tonnes 
of prawns) were landed hy trawlers f ishing off Kakinada. There was 
during the year a s igni f icant increase in e f fo r t , t o t a l catch as well 
as prawn catch. The t o t a l catch r a t e and the prawn r a t e showed increase 
over that of the previous year. The r a t e for a l l f ish was 46.6 kg/hr 
and for prawns 10.2 kg/h in 1976 and in 1977 they were 55.5 and 13.2 kg/hr. 
The de t a i l s of catch and effort a r e . 
Pahlo 
E C G/E 
I Or.16068/842083/52,41 
I I Qp.16992/781614/46.0 
IIlQr.11640/495152/42,37 
Pomfrets & 
Royas 
E C C/E '• 
139767/7318750/52.56 
92106/5537692/60*12 
58828/2625057/44.62 
IV Qr. 9612/275748/28.48 64214/2595175/37.5 
Sorrahs 
E C C/E 
19254/1759634/91.39 
20672/15I6234/76.25 
12792/622496/48.66 
12752/406328/51,86 
Waltair; The two EPP trawlers fished, Meena Shodak and Meena Jawahar, 
off Vishakapatnam in areas 16-81, 16-82, 17-83 and 18-84 catching 
131221 kgs in 1177 hrs at a r a t e of 111.5 kg/hr . The corresponding 
catch and ra t e for 1976 being 120017 kg and 72.7 kg/h, t h i s reveals 
an improvement in the r e l a t i ve abundance of demersal resources during 
current year which was par t ly due to increased catches of Meena 
Jawahar (83754 kgs at the r a t e of 110.9 kg/h as compared to 72275 kg 
at 81,6 kg/h in the l a s t yeax) overcoming even a s l igh t decrease in 
the other vesse l ' s catch. The highest catches were in January (11588kg) 
the highest catch r a t e of 214,2 kg/h was revealed in May for M.Shodhak 
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and corresponding values for M. Jawahar were 18171 kg in February and 
215 kg/h also in February. Miscellaneous-small group of fishes con-
tributed to the bulk of the landings (60^) (abundant particularly in 
January, February and July-August), Cat fishes formed 16"^ , 
M. Shodhak 
E cAi 
I Or. 125.51/18831/150*04 
I I Or* 135.09/17200/120.24 
I I I Or 150.92/11031/ 75.09 
IV Or. 12*17/405/33.3 
M. Jawahar 
E C C /E 
244.I5/44693/I83.O6 
232.4/24198/104*12 
199.52/12152/60.97 
79.5/2711/34,1 
421.69/47467/112*56 755.57/85754/110.88 
1177*06 / 151221 /11.48 
Private Boats of the 5 categories Pablos, Royyas and Sorrahs together 
landed an estimated 2219 tonnes during the year of which 61^ was by 
Royyahs, 32^ by Sorrahs and the r e s t by Pablos, Compared with the l a s t 
year the catch of the pr ivate vessels increased by 
Royya 
C 
Sorrah 
E C E C/^ :  C/E 
I Qp.16384.58/173169/10.57 9285.15/98890/IO.65 
I I Or.18089.46/521516/28.82 9208.42/266447/28,94 
IHQr. 17506,71/227168/12.98 90^5.6/141217/15.65 
IV Qp.22029.56/428915/19*47 8066.01/206660/25.62 
Total 74010,51/155066/18.25 55593.16/715214/20.04 
Tota l : 120832,59/ 2219082 / I8 .36 
Pablo 
E C C/E 
2790.56/16952/6,07 
2225,62/42051/18.91 
2672,55/26246/9,82 
5542,41/70075/19.78 
11229.12/155502/12.85 
Port B la i r ; Owing to delays in the rece ip t of data from outside 
organisations the account of the f ishing operations off Andamans i s 
incomplete. The completed account would be incorporated as early 
as received. 
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Work contemplatedt 
Studies on the evaluation of the demersal resources on the 
above lines will be contibued at the selected Centres, The analysis 
and the evaluation of the data of the remaining cruises (Vth and VI) 
of the Indo-Polish Industrial fishery survey will also be undertaken. 
Studies on the resources of flat fishes and Pomfrets (FB/!DR/1.5) 
6. Seshappa, J.P. Karbbari, 6. Nandakumar. 
Salient findings 
The production of Malabar sole (Cynoglossus maorostomus) 
at Calicut during 1977 amounted to 274 tonnes which is about 28^ 
less than the average catch for the past eight years. The bulk of 
the landings of this species were obtained 1:^  mechanised trawl 
boats. Maximum landings were obtained in DeoOTiber, The fishery 
was supported "by the size group 60-140 mm. , About 86 tonnes of the 
species have also landed at Puthiyappa, Recruitment of young ones 
was observed In May, 
The fishery for £. maorolepidotus at Mandapam was more produ-
ctive in 1977 with an estimated catch of 24 tonnes from Palk Bay 
yielding a catch rate of 1.4 kgs. Maximum catch was obtained in 
January. The modal size was 150-340 mm. The species appears to 
breed during the late winter and early summer months. 
The pomfret fishery at Veraval during the year was not so 
good as the previous year with an estimated catch of 1282 and 1887 
tonnes respectively. The fishery was supported by fish of 20-55 om. 
Glllnets and trawl nets were the main gear employed in the fishery. 
Work done 
Flat fishes 
The estimated total landings of Malabar sole at Calicut during 
1977 amounted to 274 tonnes as against 485 tonnes In 1976. This 
year's production was about 28^ below the average production for 
the past eight years. The main landings were obtained by the 
mechanised trawling Units, 'w^'&i^eAe of 24.8 Kgs, The landings /catch 
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by these units were best in December, the next best being in February. 
The trawl fishery at Puthiyappa has yielded a total catch and catch 
jtate of 77 tonnes azid 14,2 Kg, respectively. About 4.4 tonnes were 
also landed by 'Pollenkolli' Units, Fairly good quantities of C.dubius 
were landed at Puthiappa, T3ie size varied from 4 -1? cm. The smallest 
size (40-49 nmi) was recorded in May* The modal groups ranged mainly 
between 6.5 and 10,5 cm, during pre-monsoon period and between 12.5 and 
14.5 during September - December period. 
A total of 24 tonnes of large scaled tongue sole (C_. macrolepidotus) 
was landed at Mandapam, from Palk Bay, by mechanized Units, with a CPDE 
of 1,4 Kgs, Both catch and the catch rate was better during the current 
year as compared to proceeding year. Highest catch (5.2 tonnes) and 
catch rate (3.5 kg.) were recorded during January. 
The size range during the year was I4I - 450 mm for females and 
141 - 390 mm for males. The smallest modal size (I5I-I60 mm) for both 
the sexes was noticed in April, Fishes in advanced stage of maturity 
were noticed in March, The spent females fonned 40^ In March, 2T^ in 
April, 8^ in May and 1?^ in June, 
C.bilineatus was also recorded in stray numbers having a size 
range of 155 - 360 mm, 
Promfret 
The pomfret (Pampus argenteus) fishery at Veraval during the 
year was not so good with an estimated landings of 1282 tonnes as 
against 1888 tonnes obtained in 1976, Gill nets and trawls were the 
main gear employed in the fishery. The size varied from 200 mm to 
354 nun, with the highest average length (296 mm) in November and lowest 
(261 mm) in May, Females out numbered males in the catches and fishes 
with mature ovaries were more in nxambers than those with immature 
ovaries. 
Work contemplated 
Work on the commercially Important flat fishes and Pomfrets 
at the selected centres will be continued to monitor the fishery and 
biological characteristics. 
Studies CKX the commercially important elasmobranoh resources 
(PB/OF/1) 
M.D.K.Kuthalingam, H.Soundarsirajan, M.E.Rajapandlan, 
P. Uevadoss, S.G. Vincent. 
Sal ient fin^^i^s 
In general there was s l igh t decline in the f ishery for 
sharks and rays during the current year a t a l l the observation centres . 
Sharks and rays const i tuted the predominant group in the landings. 
Highest catch of elasmobranches was obtained a t Sakthikulangara 
(Neendafcara) than a t other cent res , forming 47?^ of the t o t a l Marine 
f i sh landings. Ilarift nets contributed to the bulk of the catches 
a t a l l the observation cent res . Analysis of the gut ccxitents of 
Sttorma lewini, revealed that i t feeds mainly oa. cephalopods and 
maokeral. I h i l e Amphotistlus Kuh l^ mainly feeds on polychaets and 
small crabs, A.lmbrioatus feeds on Small Prawns, f ishes and squids. 
Smbzyonio s tudies a t Oaliout Indicated tha t Sooliodon latioaudua. 
Himantura maoloti and ^ . lewini oaii produce 10-16, 2 and 20 embryos 
and during the period J uly-JTovember, September and September-
October respect ively . 
I^Offlfes? of ygpts 
Studies on the f i shery and biology of the commercially 
Important elasmobranohs were continued a t the Calicut , Neendakara, 
Vizhinjam, Tuttoorin and Mandapam cen t res . 
The estimated oatoh of sharks, rayis^and skates was 
107 tonnes forming 3.99^ of the t o t a l f i sh oatoh a t Vizhinjam. The 
oomjBosent of sharks was 83 tonnes ^represented by Cayoharhinus Sp. 
Lpyp'^ Qft maororhinus and Spo^odon latioaudua» that of rajs was 
17 tonnes the bulk of which was contributed hv Himantura bleekerl* 
Skates with 6.7 tonnes were represented mainly by Hhynchobatus 
d.il(^densls. Drift nets contributed to 89^ of sharks, 83^ of rays 
and QQ^ of the skates landings. 
The elasmobranoh fishery a t Neendakara produced an 
estimated oatoh of 3716 tomes forming 47^ of the marine f ish 
landings, Itrlft nets contributed to the bulk of the catch. 
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Of the total catch; sharks contributed 1213 tonnes, rays 2292 tonnes 
and skates 211 tonnes. Sphvrna lewini among the sharks; 
Amphotiatiua imbrioatus. Rhinoptera .javanica. Gymnura Sp. , 
Himantura, bleekeri and H.Uarnak among rays and Rhvnohobatus 
d.1iddensis among the skates were the dominant species. 
S.lewini contributed to 48?& of the shark landings. 
Fish of sizes 4I-70 cm formed the bulk of the catches during the 
first quarter. The size in the annual fishery ranged from 41 to 
240 cm. Females dominated the catch. Analysis of stomach contents 
showed that the species feeds mainly on cephalopods and mackerel. 
A total of 185 tonnes of rays were estimated to have 
landed at Mandapam by Trawl(»>. The maximum catch was recorded in 
the first quarter and the minimum during the third quarter of the 
year. At Pamban a total of 63 tonnes of sharks were caught by sail 
boats using drift nets from Gulf of Mannar. Predominant species were 
AmiAiotistiuB kuhlii and A. imbricatua which had a size range of 
115-335 mm and 115-225 mm respectively in the fishery. While the 
later feeds .OB small Prawns, fishes, Squilla and squids; the later 
was found to feed on Polychaets and small crabs. 
A total of 224 tonnes of sharks were landed from 
Tuticorin area, while skates and rays were landed from Alanthalai, 
Manapad, Vaipar, Tuticorin and Punnakayal fishing Centres. Drift 
nets were the main gear employed through out the year at all centres. 
The dominant species of sharks landed were Carcharius limbatus and 
Loxodon macrorhinus. They ranged in size from 77 to 120 cm. 
Detailed biological studies on the later species are in progress. 
Among the females examined 6&fo were pregnant. The size of the 
embryos measured from 78 - 450 mm in length. 
The fishery for sharks and rays at Vellayil (Calicut) 
produced an estimated 108 tonnes during July-December period. 
They were caught mainly by drift nets and Hooks and lines. Work •, 
on the biology of Scolidon laticaudus. H. macloti and Rhinoptera 
.javanica is in progress. The number of embryos in the case of 
S_. laticaudus varied from 10-to l6Almost in all cases both the 
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uter 11 are funetj onal. I t i s observed tha t while H. macloti 
produces 2 embryos; £ . lewinl produces 20 embryos. Based on the 
embryos col lec ted i t i s indicated that the above three species 
l ibera te the young ones during July - November, September and 
September - October periods respect ively . 
Work on the above l ines wi l l be continued on a l l 
commercially important species a t the selected cen t res . I t i s a lso 
proposed to i n i t i a t e biological s tudies on Hhynchobatus diiddensis 
a t Vizhinjam. 
7. Tholasillngam, G. Venkataraman, P* Bensam, 
V. Hamamohana Rao, T. Appa Bao, S. Rueben, 
M.H. Ihulked, fi. Mariohan^^, K.M.S. Ameer I&msa, 
P. Nammalwar. 
Saltan* I'4n44nf;'? 
Tta ailkfish, Chanoe <^anos. was found to grow 
rapidly and to reach a marketable size within Aii to 5 months. 
Preliminary experiments on Induced breeding of the sand whiting, 
SlllagQ Bllyama. by injecting pitultoxy harmones Indicated rapid 
matuiratlon of the oraxy. 
Woyjt dofie 
Ebcperiements on the culture of marine fishes were 
carried out mainly from the Research Centres at Jfangalore, 
Tuticorin, Waltair and from the Regicaxal Centre, Mandapam Camp. 
Field experiments on the culture of Slllago sihaaa 
were carried out in the fish farm at Mulky and Coonadapur 
(South Kanara District). At the Mulky farm (0.2 ha area), 
1800 fingerllngs (5-7 cm) of the species, collected from the 
Coondapur estuary and transported over a distance of 60 km to the 
farm site, were stocked by the end of January. Harvesting of the 
stocked Sillago was conducted after four months, in May. Although 
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the production rate was low, some of the fishes had shown good 
rate of growth as indicated by the size and weight which varied 
from 70 to 229 mm and 3»5 to 99 gm respectively, A second 
experiment was conducted in the same field from June to the middle 
of September with the milkfish, Chanos chanos. 5OO fingerlings 
(50-60 mm) collected from Coondapur were stocked in the field. 
When they were harvested after 4 months, they attained a size, 
ranging from 244 to 262 mm and weight varying from 100 to 120 gm. 
In the farm at Coondapur (0.I7 ha), experiment on 
the culture of Sillago was started in December 1977 with the 
stocking of 1175 fingerlings. 
Attempts were made for induced breeding of S.sihama 
by injecting pituitory extracts of the fresh water/marine catfish. 
Although Sillago responded to the harmonic injection, on two 
occasions, they failed to liberate viable eggs. 
At Narakkal, Chanos fingerlings (45 nun) collected 
from the fish seed ground at Vypeen Island, were stocked along with 
prawns in 0.1 ha pond. The culture operation was carried out 
without providing any supplementary feed, but they were found to 
feed actively on the blue given alga , Anabaena sp, growing in the 
pond. At the end of 4it months of culturing in the pond, the fish 
attained a marketable size of 450 mm with an average weight of 
420 gm. The percentage of survival was 70. Culture of this fish 
for larger duration of over five months, indicated that the growth 
rate leveled off after 6 months. 
Polyculture experiments with P.indieus. Chanos chanos 
and Mugil macrolepes were conducted at Tuticorin for a period of 
8^ months in a fish farm of 0.28 h.area. The stocking was done 
at a rate of 5'1»1 in respect of P.indicus. milkfish and the 
mullet. The result of the experiments was although poor in terms 
of yield due to the presence of several predating animals, the 
growth rate of the prawn and the fish cultured were found to be 
satisfactory. 
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At Mandapam, fishes such as mullet and milkfish, 
and the prawns like Penaeus sp. and Metapenaeus sp, were 
cultured in pens. Two pens measuring 9ni x 9ni and 18m x Sra and 
enclosing an area of 81 and 162 sq.m respectively were fabricated 
with bamboo screens and erected in the inshore water in the Gulf 
of Mannar. A special barricade with Cassurina poles and stones was 
provided, on the seaward side in order to c^ rrest the direct wave 
acticxi on the pens. 3288 fingerlings of Mugil. 77 Chanoa and 690 
prawns were stocked in one of the pens in March 1977« In the other 
pen, 1227 Mugil, I90 Chanos and 1845 prawns were stocked during 
September - December. The stocked fishes and pirawns were fed with 
the measured quantities of minced fish meat and oil cake. In June 
and July, heavy mortality of the fishes and Prawns occured due to 
the blooming of Trichodesmium thiebauti. Those survived showed 
a growth increment of 18.3 mm, 50 mm, and 50 mm respectively for 
mullet, milkfish and prawns during a period of six months. 
Besides the above experiments, 90 eggs of the turtle, 
Olive Hideye (Lepidoohelys olivacea) collected from the natural 
nesting places of Hare Island, were successfully hatched and reared 
for further culture experiments in pens. 
A survey of the Bheemunipatnam backwaters to assess 
the availability of suitable resources and sites for coastal 
aquaculture was undertaken. During January - February and 
July - September zooplankton dominated in the backwaters. 
Phytoplankton was seen to be abundant from March to June. The 
pH value of the backwaters was found to be more or less constant 
at 8.0 in most of the months. The dissolved oxygen of the 
backwaters was low in February. In other months, it varied 
from 5.34 to 6.67 ml/1. The salinity was relatively high 
(30.95 - 32.81%) during June -July. In August low value 
was recorded and thereafter it gradually increased to reach 
26.4?^ in September, The commercial fish and prawn fauna of the 
backwaters included mullets (Liza macrolepis. Valamugil sp, 
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M. oeT^alus). Gterres sp . Therapon .jarbua, Ambassis sp . Chanoa chanos. 
P. indicus, M. dobsoni and M. monoceroa. Of these, mullets and prawns 
were dominant in the catches . Chanos chanos was encountered ra re ly . 
Wprk contemplated 
I t i s proposed to take up in tens i f ied research on the 
induced breeding of the milkfish (Ohanos chanos). Sand whiting (Sillago 
sihama) and mullets , Polyculture of compatiMe marine fishes and 
prawns wil l be undertaken to demonstrate the f e a s i b i l i t y of 
u t i l i z a t i o n of the en t i re ecosystem for obtaining increased production. 
Culture of eels ( F B / O J L / I .2) 
K. Borairaj , R. Soundararajan. 
Sal ient findings 
Pish Seed surveys of Hameswaram Is land , I ^ban and 
/were Mandapam a r e a s ^ o r locating e lve r concentration centres for 
condu- commercial explo i ta t ion . The survey has indicated tha t a good 
cted 
col lect ion of elvers can be made especially during rainy season 
for commercial purposes. 
About 20,000 elvers are being reared in the ee l culture 
labora tory . These are sor ted out into glass ee ls and the small 
e lvers and were i n i t i a l l y fed with minced earthworm, clam meat and 
t rash f i sh for about a month. The overal l increase of average 
weights in glass ee ls during six months period ranged between 
0.45g to 0.85g which works out to four to six times of the i n i t i a l 
body weight. With regard to small e lvers s ix months average increase 
in weight ranged from I.Og to 1.8g which works out to about 
three times of the i n i t i a l average body weight. 
Work contemplated 
Large scale col lect ion of the elvers from the 
potent ia l grounds and t h e i r culture on commercial scale wi l l be 
done. 
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CRUSTACEAN FISHERIES DIVISION 
Vailous aspects of the Crustacean Fisher ies of the 
country during 1977 were studied under seven reseaioh projec ts . 
Of these, four projects were re la ted t o capture f i sher ies and the 
r e s t deal t with the culture aspects* Three p ro jec t s , namely, "Status 
on prawn f i shery" , "DeTelopment of a r t i f i c i a l feed" and "Studies on the 
s a l i n i t y tolerance of penaeld prawns" w»re completed. 
The highlights of the research works carr ied out in the 
division during 1977* were, ( i ) the estimated prawn landingqibf 
the country during the year were less by 55fOOO tonnes over tha t 
of the l a s t year . However, the biological chacac te r i s t ics of the 
prawns supporting the fishery a t various regions did not show any 
s igni f icant va r ia t ions except at ^aklnada where the non-penaeid 
prawns dominated the pcawn landings, r e l . g a t i n g the penaeld prawn 
fishery t o a secondary s t a t u s j (2) the lobster f ishery on the north-
west coast of Inclia continued t o be be t te r than thab of the south-west 
coast , which t i l l recent ly contributed t o the bulk of the lobster 
landing3j (3) the gr»en tig«>r prawn, Penaeus semisuloatus, was 
successfully s^pawned and i t s larvae reared up t o the pos t la rva l 
stage under laboratory conditions for the f i r s t time; (4) a simple 
technique for combined cu l ture of ptiytoplankton and early penaeld 
larvae Ip p l a s t i c pools was developed; (5) under intensive culture 
i t was established tha t the p;awna such as , P. lndicus, P.monodon, 
anci MetapenaeuB dobsoni reach marketable s ize in 5-4 months; and 
(6) P.monodon could be advantageously cultured in the s a l t pan 
respTvoirs along with the manufacture of s a l t * 
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Asspssmpnt of Pcawn RPBOUICOS ( C F / R E / 1 » 1 ) 
S,Reanamuithy, M,S,Muthu, M.M.Kunju, M,M.Thomas, N.S.Kurup, 
N.N.Pil la i , C.Suspelan, M.Kathixvel, K.V.Geoige, lUN.R.Kaitha, 
K.N,Gopalakilshnan, J .P .Kaibhai i , S.Shanmugam, G.lfendalaimar, 
G.Sudhakaia Rao, '^.Balachandian, K.Koumudi Menon, M.Aiavlndakshan, 
K.K.Soicumaocan, P.^.Thonas, K.Y.Tplang, K.Devaiajan, P.E.Samson 
Manlkkam, K.N.RaJan and othezS. 
Salient findings 
Since the p»ak landings of 1975* the marine pcawn catch of the 
country was showing a declining tx«»nd, the d^crpase being to the tune 
of 12.39^ from 1975 to 1976^ 50.79^ from 1976 to 1977 and 36.4?^ from 
1975 to 1977. While no apprpclable var iat ions in the overall d i s t r i -
hutloii pattprn of thp species, the s i z e and spasonal abundance were 
observed, th is yea r ' s fishpry showed two noteworthy fea tu res , liamely, 
(1) thp pprcentagp contribution of P .s tyl i fpra in the fishery of the 
south-wpst coast incrpaspd s ign i f i can t ly and \2) the species composi-
t ion of the prawn fishpry at ^aklnada indicated higher percentage of 
small sized non-ppnaeid prawns in contras t to "the dominance of penaeld 
prawns in thp par l lpr ypars. The rpduction in mpsh s ize of the trawl 
npta op^ratpd in thisiipgion was found to be one of the important 
contributory rpasons for thp changing pattprn of the species composition 
of thp a rea . 
Work donp 
Thp marine prawn flshpxips of India declined during th i s year, 
the pstimated catch bping 1.40 lakh tonnes as compared t o I .95 lakh 
tonnes during 1976. Ppnaplds accountpd for S^•^'fc, Statewlse l and ing 
arp given in Table-"6. A hpavy dpcline in the catch was noticed in 
Andhra ^radesh, Maharashtra and Gujarat except in the case of non-
penaelds in Andhra Pradesh. 
The de t a i l s of the prawn f i shery at the various centres of 
observation axp givpn in Tablp-7« ^hp catch p r hour of trawling on 
thp wpst coast varipd from 6.2 kg a t %ngalore to 19,0 kg a t Cochin, 
,k' Provisional 
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wh«=a:pas on tho past coas t , i t vazipd from 1.0 kg a t Waltair to 15.5 kg 
a t Kakinada. Thp catch showpd an iraprovpment a t Goa, Calicut and 
Cochin, Thp l a s t c^ntrp witnpssed a two-fold incrpasp whidi was chiefly 
due to thp h-^vy landir^s of Parappnaeopsls s t y l i f p r a . Though there 
has bp^-n an overall dpclinp in thp catch of prawns at Mangaloie, the 
fishpxy fox Mptappnapus monocpxoa impro"VPd fuifchpi during th i s year. 
On thp oast coast , thp prawn catch ipgis tpiod a decline* at a l l the 
cpntxps pxoppt at Kakinada. A xpduction in thp cod-pnd mesh of the 
trawl not from 25 t o 10 mm was noticed at th i s cpntre during the 
l a t t o i half of the year . The prawn f i sh pry witnessed a double-fold 
increasp mainly dup t o small sizpd nonpenapids which formed 54»7?^ of the 
landings . 
At Bombay, M.affinis was the doninant species as in the e a r l i e i 
y a r s . At other c n t i p s on the wpst coast, P . s ty l i fp ra was the chief 
const i tuent . On the oast coast , Ppnapus semisulcatus formed the main-
stay of thp f ishery a t Mandapam. At Madras and Kakinada, Mjaobsoni 
was thp pr inc ipa l species, whprpas a t Waltair , i t was M.monoceros. 
Indigenous gears landed considprable quant i t i es of prawns 
at Bombay, Calicut and I\ari, though thp catch was jxsor compared to 
1976. P.stylifPTa closply followed by Acptes indicus predominated 
a t Bombay whilp P.indicus and P.mexguipnsis wpre important at Pur i . 
The catch of juvpnilp ppnapids in the backwaters/estuaries 
•varied only marginally as compaied to 1976. M.monoceros was pre-
dominant* a t Goa and Kakinada. At other centres on thp west coast , the 
chiejf species was M«dobsoni} at Bi r i , i t inas P.indicus. 
Better xpcruitment of pos t la rva l stages and juveni les , 
pa r t i cu la r ly of M.dobsoni in the estuary at Cal icu t , was ref lected in the 
improved landings of th is specios in the marine environnent of tha t 
rpgion during thp cuirpnt year . In thp Cochin backwaters, though the 
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rpcxuitni«>nt of postlaivap of M.dobsoni was pooi, t i y npt col lec t ions 
indicat^'d b'^tt*-! ippi«=s'^ntation of th*- juvpnilp population duiing 
thf f l i s t thrpp qua i t p i s . Th" marine fishoiy a t t h i s centre turned 
out to bp good principal ly b'-causp of P,s tyl i fpia« Thp f ishery for 
M.dobsoni in thp coming quart'-r (January - March 1978)» is l i ke ly 
to continue on a low IPVPI as indicated by poor reprpspntation of 
juvenile population during Octobpx-Docpmbpr 1977» 
Biological d e t a i l s 
P.indicus* This was thp chipf sppcips in th"=» inshore catches a t 
B i r i . Thp fishpxy sufferpd consid'-iablp decline during th i s year 
on thp southwpst coas t . Thp moan Ipngth for malps and females in 
the pxploitpd population at Mangalorp and Cal icut , showed reduction 
as compaipd t o that of thp pipvious year . The peak brpeding season 
was duiing '-'ctobpr-Dpc^mbpr at Puii and from January to March at 
Cal icut . Juvpnilps (63-1 "^ J nim) of thp sppcips formed a s izable 
fishpry in thp backwaters/pstuaries a t ^u i i during May-July» at 
Kakinada duiing Junp-August, afc Cochin duiing Pebiuaiy-Apnil, and 
a t Calicut during May-Junp« 
P.mpiguiensist Formpd onp of the impcr tant cors t i tupn t s in the 
inshoip catchps by the tndigpnous gpar at Pui i in Novembpi. Mature/ 
sppnt fpmalps wpip noticpd in moip numbpis during Octobpi-Decembei. 
Sizable quant i t ips WPIP, a l so landpd by the mpchanised fishing 
VPSSPIS at Croa during January-May and at Kakinada, during February-May. 
P.spmisulcatusi About sW" of the prawn landings by the mechanised 
f ishing VPSSPIS at Mandapam was constitutpd by t h i s species* 
The mpan Ipngth was pstimatpd t o bp 112.4 and 130.9 rm for males 
rnd fpmalps rpapocti-voly, Maturp/spent fpmales were common during 
Ppbiuaiy-March aid Spptpmbpi. 
"P.monodon; Apprpciablp quant i t ips of th i s sppcies wpre landed by 
thp trawlers at ^^akinada duiing Januaiy-^pi i l and a t Waltaii duiing 
January-March and August-Spptpmbpi. Young piawns (128-145 mm) 
wpip oncountpipd morp frpqupntly during Apiil-Auguat in the Chilka 
Tako and during Januaiy-Ppbruar y, July-August and Octobpr in the 
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'^stuaries at Kakinada* ^ e s i ze of juveniles a t the l i t t e r centre 
ranged from 55 mm to 133 mm* 
M.dobsonit A marked decline in the landings at Cochin and 
Mangalore was witnessed. At Cal icu t , the fishery improved th ree - fo ld . 
At Kakinada, i t was the chi»f pena^id species , ^he mean length of 
the population, during the current year, increased at Calicut, whereas 
a t Mangalore I t decr^aspd as given below. 
Male (mm) Female 
1977 1976 1977 1576 
Calicut 77.4 68,5 92.4 80.8 
Mangalore 71.9 79.2 82.6 92.2 
M.affinist This was commercially important at Sassoon Dock(Bombay). 
The f i sh -^ ry suff'-red a decline at Goa, Mangalore and Cochin, and 
was ac tual ly absent at Calicut. Percentage of mature females was 
high in January a t Goa, and during the l a t t e r hsif of the year at P u r i . 
M,monocerost This species ranked second in the penaeid poiawn 
landings at Mangalore and Kakinada. The mean length of the species 
a t Mangalore -was 113»9 mm for males and 131.6 mm for females, ^ a l l 
sized prawns (68-78 mm) constituted the mainstay of the fishery a t 
Kakinada during April-October. Recruitment of juvenile prawns into 
the f ishery at *^ngalore utas observed during February-March. 
P . s ty l i fg ra ; This was the pr incipal species exploited on the west coas t , 
brtweon Veraval and Cochin during the year. At Cochin, the 
landings were heavyj on the east coas t , i t was caught in fa i r 
quan t i t i e s at Kakinada in April . The mean length of both the sexes 
in the population exploited a t Calicut and Mangalore showed a 
decreasing t rend. 
Cali out 
Mangalore 
1977 
80.1 
77.8 
- 6 5 -
lible 
1976 
80.7 
82.2 
(mm) Ppmal© 
1977 1976 
85.0 86.1 
89.2 91.8 
Ripp fpmales wpiP mor^ during Januarj^-Apiil and Novembei-
D^crnVr. Rpcruitm«^nt of small sized prawn took placp during April-
May and Novrmbpr-Dpopmbor, Thp t o t a l instantanpous mortali ty for 
fpmalps was pstlmatpd t o bp 7,8 at Mangalorp. 
^ork contpmplatpd 
For morp pffpotivp monitoring of the pxplolted prawn % 
V 
re-sourcps of thp country, i t i s pa:opoapd to modify t h i s project 
into 3 comT)onpnts t o dpal sppaiatply with pe-naeid prawn resources, 
noti-ppnapid pcrawn ipsourcps and prawn resources in the nursery grounds, 
and to intpnaify the rpsparch a c t i v i t i e s , 
Asspssment of lobstpr and crab rpsources ( C F / R E / 1 . 3 ) 
M«S,ii(uthu, P.V.Kagwade, J .^ .Karbhar i , W#Venugopalan, 
M.Kathirvpl, S.Shanmugam, K,M,S,Amppr Hamsa, 
Saljpnt findings 
The northwpst coast (Saurashtra and Bombay) continued to be 
the major lobs t r r producing rpgion in thp country, ^he lobster 
fishpry of the southwpst and southpast coasts(except a t ^andapam 
area) fa i led t o a grpat pxtpnt during the yea r . ISfhile t h i s fa i lure 
might be dup to the na tu ra l f luctuations in the rpsouroes, the 
biological charact ' - r is t ics of the exploited population did not 
show any s ignif icant va r i a t ions from those of the prpvious yea r s . 
Kinulixus polyphagus was the dominant species supporting the 
fishery on the northwpst coast and P.homarus on the southwest and 
southeast c o a s t s . 
T A B L E - 6 
Statewise landings of Kravms (in tonnes) (figures for 1977 
only provisional) 
State 
wfest Bengal 
Orissa 
•Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
Kamataka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
Andaman 
Lacoadive 
Total 
Penaeid 
1977 
454 
788 
4,942 
8,196 
105 
40,149 
2,539 
1,436 
20,029 
6,850 
45 
-
:95,5?i 1 
1976 
2,139 
688 
8,833 
10,156 
93 
34,478 
2,594 
4,981 
40,772 
11,497 
39 
-
,16,270 
Non 
1977 
218 
13 
6,647 
159 
2 
174 
-
24 
45,920 
1,200 
-
-
54,357 
Penaeid 
1976 
1,708 
100 
2,275 
194 
-
55 
-
-
63,702 
7,778 
-
-
75.812. 
OFFSHDRB 
Catch in tonnes 
Effort hrs. 
Cpue in kg. 
Important 
species * 
Productive 
months ** 
IMSH)RE 
Catch in tonnes 
Cpue in kg. 
Important 
species * 
Productive 
months ** 
ESTUARINE 
Catch in tonnes 
Cpue in kg. 
Important 
Species 
Productive 
months ** 
T A B L E . ? 
Prawn fishery at different centres 
Veraval Bombay Goa Mangalore Calicut Cochin 
1596.7 2573.0 257.7 1283.4 
34075 208350 
7.6 6.2 
10,11 
b , i , c i ,afb i , c , a 
11,12 12,2,3 
392.1 
61386 
6.4 
i , a , c 
12,3 
1174.4 
(S.Dock) 
57.6 
CBoat day) 
l , k , b , l , j 
8,9,10 
14.5 55.1 
36,3 34.8 
(castnet) (Boat day) 
a .e 
8 
1.9 
c.a 
75.2 
0.05 13.3 
(stake net) 
a .e 
8,7 12,2 
a ,c ,e 
1,6,10 
5336,4 
280801 
19.0 
i , a , c 
8,9 
4.3 
e.a 
1426.9 
Orff C • 6 
2,3,4 
Contd . . . . 
Table 7 oontd. 
Tuticorln Mandapam Madras Kakinada Waltalr Purl 
OFFSHORE 
Catch in tonnes 
Effort hrs 
Cpue in kg. 
Important 
species * 
Productive 
months ** 
INSHOEB 
Catch in tonnes 
Cpue in kg. 
Important 
species * 
Productive 
months ** 
EST[JARINE 
Catch in tonnes 
Cpue in kg. 
Important 
Species * 
Productive 
months ** 
264.4 
2,22786 
1.2 
c ,h ,g ,h 
12.1 
4.0 
8v9 
197.7 412.8 
15941 1220,5 
(Boat days) 
12.4 5.4 
a ,e ,c 
5278.0 
540817 
15.'> 
k , l , a 
4 ,6 ,7 ,8 10,11,12 1,12,3 6,7,2 
2?5.7 
7.2 
(Drag Fet) 
(stake net) 
c ,d ,e 
1,8,10 
117.2 
112552 
1.0 
c ,g ,e 
8,10,11 
.^ 
110.5 
0.2/hr 
( g i l l Net) 
e , f ,h 
10,11,12 
10,8 
0.5/hr 
(drag net) 
e>g 
5.7 
a •• M.dobsoni 
b • M.affinis 
c - M.monooeros 
d - M*laig3il£0£2is 
e " P.indicus 
f " P.mergulensls 
g o P.monodon 
h = P.semisulcatus 
1 B P.styllfera 
i " ^ . sculptliiia 
k - A.indicus 
1 - P.tenuipcs 
** according to Calendax months Jan - Nov. +• Jan-Oct 
Thp crab fishery on the southeast coast was of s l i gh t ly lesser 
magnitude dur ing the ypax as compared to that of the provious year . 
Work done 
Lobst^'rs 
Lobstpr landii^s by trawlers at Sassoon Docks and Kasara Bundar 
were 146»7 tonn«»a durlrg the ypar as aga i te t 117«3 tonnes l a s t year. 
h^<» f ishery was good during "^anuary-Aixcil an4 Novembpr-Beoembpr, with 
ppak landings In Df»cemb«-r, Panullrus polyphagus was thp dominant 
species. P.homarus and ^henus o r i en ta l t s also occurred in anall 
quant i t ies in thp catch. 
P.^lyphaij^s ranged in t o t a l length fron 88 mm to 562 mm, but 
the majority were measuring bptw»en 15O mm and 30O mm. Recruitment 
d juveniles IPSS than 130 mm during Novembpr-January was very poor 
during the year as compared to that of the l a s t year . At ^asara Bunder, 
47*5 to 50»5?^ of females were berried dtlzlng Jamary-Fehruary and 
October. The sex r a t i o was equal . •'*' ' 
The bottom-set g i l l nets op-^rated for lobsters at Thikkodi 
landed 1.5 tonnes of l o b s t T s during the ypar as against I . 9 tonnes 
l a s t ypax« Thp average catch v^ uni t of pffort was 1.14 kg. Pishing 
for Ipbatfrs wprp susppndpd during thp monsoon months (June-Sept ember) 
and was affectpd by thp cyclonic conditions in November. The highest 
catch was rpcorded in Decembpr. P.homarys formed 89^ of the catch, 
while P.polyphaguB contributpd to the xps t . Compared to the l a s t 
ypar, th^x* was a rpductlon in the abundancp of P»polyphagus. 
The s i z e rangp of P.homarus was from 126 nm t o 265 mm; the 
ipajority of speclmpns mpasuxlng bptwppn 186 mm and I95 mm. In 
D'='C«>mb'^ r, smaller speclmpns wpr» obsprvpd. Females dominated in the 
catch pxc^pt in Dpcpmb-^r. 47 to 70 P^i e n * of femalps were found 
t o b» in bpxrled condition during the f i r s t qua r tp r . 
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P«polyphafflts rangpd in sizp from 161 mm to 255 mm. Females 
dominated thp catchps through out thp ppriod except in January. 
The lobat'^i fishery of Kanyakumaix D i s t r i c t showed a marked 
dpclittp as comparpd to that of thp las t ypar. Only 28.5 tonnes were 
landpd as against 59*7 tonnes l a s t year. Thp fishing season was 
from IfovpmVr to Apii i , with peak landirgs in Ifovember-December. 
P.homarufl (93?^) and P.ornatus JTf^) constituted the catch. The s ize 
range of P.homarus was from 81 Jo 265 mm. In males, the modal length 
shifted from 131-135 mm in January to 156-I6O mm in March. Recruit-
ment of sma l lT ap'^cimpns measuring 111-115 mm was observed in 
December. In females, the modal length shifted from 131-135 mm 
in January to 151-155 mm In March. Among males, 95?^  were one year 
old, wher'-as in females 599^  belonged t o 0-year class and 375^  to one-
year c l a s s . 
Larger f ishing vessels of the Integrated J^isheries ^ re jec t , 
Cochin, landed 12.38 tonnes of the deep-spa lobs ter I\ierulus s ewe 111 
during January-larch, the catch ra t e being 95 ^ S kg/hour. 
At Kayalpatnam (Tuticorin) 3.8 tonnes of lobs te rs were landed 
by bottom-set g i l l nets during August-December. The catch ra te was 
4*64 kg /un i t . P.homaruB formed SA»9fo of the catch. The size ranged 
from 135 to 232 mm in malps, and from I68 to 244 mm in females. The 
modal s i ze of males and females werp 183 mm and 188 mm respect ively. 
50?? of femalps were in V i r l e d condition. The sex r a t i o was in 
favour of the females. 
There was an improvpment in the lobster f i shery at Mandapam 
Camp during the year . T e^ g i l l nets landed 15.9 tonnes during the 
y-ajf as against 8.9 tonnes l a s t year . But the meohanised f ishing 
vessels landed only 1,1 tonnes of Thenus o r i en ta l i s during the year 
as against 5*4 tonnes las t year. The g i l l - ne t season was good 
during the year . P.ornatus, P.homarus, P.verslcolor and ^.longipes 
longipes were represented in the catches, P.ornatus bei i^ the 
dominant sppcies. 
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Crabs 
At Mandapam Camp, the g i l l nets landed 90.6 tonnes of 
crabs (Poitunus pelagicus) during the year as against 67.7 
tonnes las t year while the mechanised fishing vesse ls landed only 
47»9 tonnes as against 86*6 tonnes in the l a s t year . The modal 
s ize of P.pelagicus in g i l l not catches was 135-''59 mm and 140-144 nJin 
ftr femal'=e and males respect ive ly . In the \,rawl nets the modal 
s ize far females was at 145-149 mm and for males a t 150-154 nim. 
Bellied females were abundant during January-^pr i l . 
Prawn Fishrjy Atlas ( C F / R E / 1 . 4 ) 
E.G.Silas, M.S.Prabhu, S.K.Dharmaraja, K.Rengaiajan, 
I,David Raj and others . 
Work done 
Maps and char ts depicting the prawn resources and the i r 
f ishery were drawn and supplemented to the model copy prepared 
e a r l i e r . 
Work contemplated 
Additional drawings and a draft f i n a l copy w i l l be prepared. 
Status Report on Prawn Fi3heiy(CF/HB/l.5)(-Pinal Report) 
M.S.Muthu, C.Suseelan, M.Kathirvel. 
Salient findinfl3 
The marine prawn fishery of India for the period 1965 to 
1975 was reviewed. The t o t a l marine prawn production of the country 
showed a steady increase from 75»500 tonnes in I965 t o 2,20,751 
tonnes in 1975, r eg i s t e r ing about thiee-fold increase during the 
11- year period. The production f igure touched a l eve l of over one 
lakh tonnes in 1968 and two lakh tonnes after f ive y e a r s . 
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The s ignif icant Incipase of prawn catches fiom 1973 waa mainly 'due 
t o incr«aspd fishing pf fo t t whidi was estimated above 230,000 thousand 
man-houis ficm tha t y^ar onwaids. 
Th«> a v i a g p annual maiinp prawn production was of the order 
of 1,56,242 tonnes, forming 13% of the t o t a l marine f i sh production 
of the country. About 879^  of the prawn catches was landed in the 
wpst coas t . In terras of av<=»ragp annual catch, the state of Maharashtra 
ranked f i r s t , followed by Kerala, -^ndhia """radesh, ^arnataka, Tamil Ifedu, 
^ j a r a t and W^st Bpngal and Orissa. Howe"VP>r, the prawn catch of 
Mahaiashtra was chiefly compospd of hon-pena«id prawns. The highest 
catch of ppna^id prawns was obtainpd from Kerala. In recent years , 
thprp has bp'-n signif icant iwcipasp in the ppnaeid prawn landings 
in a l l thp Past coast stamps as wpll as in Gujarat, 
Thp ppnapid prawns which formpd 6 ^ of thp t o t a l prawn la id ings , 
occupipd thp dominant placp throughout the ppriod, except in 1971 
and 1972, whpn thp fiahpry showpd a doimward f luc tua t ion , par t icu la r ly 
on thp wpst coas t , Thp sppcies and i t s pprcpntage composition of the 
ovpral l ppnaeid prawn catch wpre P . s ty l i f e r a (28,55^), M.dobsoni (28.1?S), 
M. aCfinis (11.29^), P.indicus (7 .9^) , Solpnocera crass icornis(S. indica) 
(6.6%),P.mprguipnsi3 ( 5 . ^ ) , M.monocpros (2,95^), M.brevicorni3(2.4%)i 
P,spmisulcatus (2.1?^), P .3cu lp t i i i s ( l .59^) and P.roonodon(l.<l>^). 
P.stylif"^ra was caught mostly from Kpiala (66,69^) and Maharashtra 
(15.6?^), Th" major sourcp of M.dobsoni was Kerala (80.8?^) followed 
by Karnataka (7.6%).and ^ d h r a Pradesh (6.29^). M.affinis was 
prpdominantly exploited from Maharashtra (30.C^), Kerala (23.9^) and 
Gujarat (21.2%). Ovpr 6C% of the ca tch of P.indieus came frcni the 
Past coast par t icu la r ly from Tamil Nadu (36.7%) and West ^engal and 
Orissa (20.7%), In thp wpst coas t , Kpiala (34'S^) was the best producer 
of t h i s sppcips. S.crassicornis was caught predominantly from 
Maharashtra. Thp rpsourcps of P.mprguipnsis was mostly res t r i c t ed to the 
middlp and northprn spctors of 1iie wpst and east coas t s . The bulk of 
the catches having bppn larfed from Wpst Bpngal and Oiigga (66.4%), 
Karnataka (25,9^) and Goa. The maximum catches of M.monoceros (42.3/^01 
M.brpvicornis (60.2%) and P.monodon (70,6%) were recorded from Andhra. 
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P«hai(3wicki and P . scu lp t i l i s WPIP laigply cau^l^t f^ iom Maharashtra 
(90-100?^), whilp thp bulk of P .somisulcatus catch came from Tamil lfe.du< 
Thp catchps of non-ppnapid prawis wprp remarkably high in 1971 
and 1972i but fai lpd to maintain t h i s trend in the subsequent yea r s . 
Maharashtra contributed to 95•9% of the t o t a l non-penaeid ptawn 
catch of the country followed by Andhra (2.6^) , and Gujarat (1.I9S). 
In Maharashtra, the f i shTy was supported by Acetes indicas (535^) f 
Palaemon tenuipes (395^)» Hippolysmata e n s i r o s t r i s {^0) and 
P . s ty l i fp ius and oth'-rs(4>^). 
The period undei ipvlew witnessed progressive increase of 
small mpchanigpd fishing vesse ls year af te i year for prawn f i sh ing . 
In 1965* prawn catches by the mechanised f ishing vessels formed only 
39^  (25O8 tonnes) of the t o t a l marine prawn landings . But i t 
inorpaspd to IO.59J in 1975« The development of mechanised prawn 
fishery was r e l a t i ve ly fas tpr on the east coas t , where i t s contr ibu-
t ion Increaspd from less than 1% in I965 to 8.8^ in 197% The 
effect of cr^ncpntration of large number of mechanised f ishing 
vessels and t h e i i intensive f ishing on the prawn resources in cer ta in 
centrps along the coast was evaluated and discussed. 
The peiiod a l so witnessed the introduction of bottom-set g i l l 
ne t s to catch large sized prawns, pscctioularly on the southwest and 
east coasts . 
An appraisal of the marine piawn f i shery revealed t h a t (1) 
the f ishery was contributed by raulti species that co-ex is t in the 
f ishing grounds and (2) the different specips although occurred 
simultanpously in thp samp fishing ground showed great var ia t ion in 
seasonal and annual abundance. Consequently, wide f luc tuat ions in 
the yield of prawns were obsprved in th#» exploited f i shery of a l l 
the r eg ions . These f ea tu res , together with thei r explo i ta t ion in the 
es tuar ies aJid backisat"^-rs in the juvenile s tage , make the dynamics of 
the f ishery (par t i cu la r ly of penaeid prawns) more complex. However, 
the b io logica l featurps such as the capacity t o ptroduce Isrge number 
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of eggs, protracted breeding, fast ra te of growth, short l i f e span, 
and ab i l i t y t o withstand wide changes of the environment help to 
maintain th^ i r population and to the continued success of the prawn 
f i s h e i y . 
The review also helped t o ident ify cer ta in gaps in the present 
knowledge of the prawn resoinces of the country. These gaps are 
mainly related to the factors influencing recruitment, growth and 
su rv iva l , the i r behaviour and migrat ion, the s t r u c t u r e , charac te r i s t i c s 
and nature of the population or the s tock. I t was a lso observed 
that the information on the prawn resources beyond 40-50 ni was 
l imi ted , except for the occurrence of r ich co»3centration of deep-sea 
prawns at 300-375 m dppth zone off the southwest and southeast coasts* 
While a systwnatic and planned survey of the prawn resources in the 
outer half of the continental shelf waters and beyond had become 
an impf^rative need for further developments and expansion of the 
f i she ry , the effect of f ls ing on di f ferent species in different 
regions required continuous watching and evaluation in order to 
sus ta in the coastal prawn fishery. 
Work done 
Based on the data co l lec ted , analysed, and consolidated a 
draft report was pepa red . The project was completed during the year* 
Culture of CTawns and crabs (CF/CUI/1 .1) 
P.Vedavyasa Rao, M.S.Muthu, N.N.Pi l la i , S.Ramamurthi, 
K.A.Jferasimham, V.Sriramachandra Murthi, K.Dpvarajan, 
K.Y.Telang, G.Sudhakara Rao, J.Surmy Ifeyagam, M.lferayanan arfl 
Others. 
Sal ient findings 
The grpen t iger prawns, P.semisulcatus was successfully spawned 
and i t s eggs reared up t o the post larval stage under laboratory 
conditions for the f i r s t time in the country. Preliminary experiments 
on induced maturation and breeding of prawnsunder controlled 
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conditions sho»*»d t h a t the ovaiy of P.indicvis on cau te i i sa t ion of 
i t s eye atalkSf matured rapidly to l i pe condition within 9 days, 
tut thft prawn failed to lib<=iat*» viable eggs under the experimental 
condi t ions , A simple technique for combined culture of phytoplankters 
as w*>ll as the p^naeid prawn larvae in f e r t i l i z ed sea water in p las t i c 
pools was pvolved, Flpla expeiim<>nts on intensive cclt t i ie of prawns 
2 
indicated t h a t P.indicus stockp>d at a r a t e cf S A regis tered f a s t e r 
•~~~~~*~~" 2 2 2 
r a t e of growth than those stocked a t a l a t e of lO/m , 25/i|i and 50/m . 
In the low sal ine water conditions in the pond, iJie cultured prawns 
were formed to be susceptible to a bac te r i a l disease caused by Vibro sp . 
Experiments conducted on the cul ture of prawns in d i f ferent ecological 
systems revealed that the -prawns l i ke F,monodon could be advantageously 
oul-taired in the s a l t pan r*>sertoirs along with the manufacture of s a l t . 
Besides the above, developmental a c t i v i t i e s such as t ra in ing of 
research/developmental personnel in the modern techniques of marine 
ptrawn cul-fcure, and providing assistance t o entrepreneurs and prawn 
farm*'r8 t o establ ish intensive pcawn cul-faire enterpr ises were also 
undertaken. 
Work done 
The main emphases of researches carried out on prawn pulture 
during the year were ( l ) on the perfection of techniques for 
breeding aid r'^axing of larvae of selected species of pccawns to obtain 
increased survival ra te in connection with l a rge scale production of 
seed, and (2) on intensive cu l ture of prawns under f ie ld condi t ions . 
The developmental a c t i v i t i e s tak"»n up under the project re la ted to 
(1) t ra ining of research/developmental/technical/personnel on marine 
prawn cu l tu re , and (2) a s s i s t ing the entrepreneurs in the e s t ab l i sh -
ment of intensive prawn c u l t u r e . 
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Thp ipspaich a o t i v i t l p s on the cu l ture of prawns were mainly 
oarried out a t the I^awn Culture Laboratory a t Ifeiakkal, in the ^ield 
Laboratory a t Kovalam aid a t the Research Centres at Mangalore and 
Kaklnftda* 
^or the f i r s t time in the country, the gr-^en t iger prawn, 
Pgnaeus semiauloatua de Haan, was successfully spawned and the eggs 
reared upto th«> poatlarval stage tinder controlled conditions in the 
Field laboratory at Kovalam. Viable eggs of P.semisuloatus measured 
0.27 to 0,29 mm in diameter, the la rva l development of the species 
underwent through 6 naupl iar , 3 protozoeal, and 3 mysis s t a g e s , with 
an int*!>rmediate stage between the las t mysis and the f i r s t post larva. 
With t h i s spec ies , the oommproially Important p^naeid prawns which 
were spawned and thotr eggs reared t o the pos t la rva l stages under 
controllpd con3Iticns by the I n s t i t u t e , numbered seven, namely, 
M.dobsoni, M.aff inis , M.monocerost P. indicus , P.monodon, P.semisuloatus 
and P.s tyl i fpra» 
Experiments were performed t o induce adult females of 
P.indicus to a t t a i n maturity and breed under control led conditions* 
In t h i s connpctlon, el*>ctro~cautery of eye s ta lks was t r i e d . Although 
u n i l a t e r a l cauter i sa t ion found inef fec t ive , expiafetion of both the 
eye-s ta lks led to rapid development of the ovary, and the females 
became ful ly r ipe within 9 days. However, they fai led to spawn. 
Further pxp-^rim^nts on induced maturation and breeding of prawns are 
progressiT^» 
A s«^ries of breeding and rearing experiments were conducted 
at Iferakkal in an ^nd^avour to enhance survival r a t e of larvae in 
large scale seed production, and the following system gave b e t t e r 
r e s u l t s . 
A 1.8 m ( 6 ' ) diameter, p l a s t i c pool was set up , with 4 tube 
l i gh t s suspended from a wooden frame. This pool was f i l l e d up 
with 300 l i t r e s of f i l t e r e d sea water, which was f e r t i l i s e d with 
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Dltrat#, pho8|4lat^, ai l loato an3 EIXPA. Phytoplankteia such aa, 
• ^haftoo»»roa ap, , lV»ttaa«»lmia ap., Chloiplla ap, and Thallasaiosiia ap, 
nfxtf introduo*^ into th© systpm. In the mpanwhile, tiw apawnera were 
coH«»ot*»d fro« thfo 8«a and WPI»» to«>pt individually in 15 l i t r e capacity 
plaatlc baalna containing f ilt^ipd s^a wat*»i. By the time the 
apawnvrs liberated ^gga (which normally oocured on the same night of 
coU*>ctlon of apawnera), nauplii hatch*»d out, and metamorphosed into 
?n;oto»oap, T*iytoplankton culture In "toe plaaiic poola alao developed 
Into blooma, lh»» protozoae wpr*» th*»n oount*»d and introduced into 
tho plastic pools wh#»r*» th*>y gr^w rapidly feeding cai the phytoplankton. 
Far fppding of thp lat«» myala atagp l a v a e with adequate quantities of 
food, phytoplankton cultured in plaatlc baalna kept in open sunlight 
waa add«>d into th«> plastic poola. The late larval stages were fed 
with flnslj^ mino«>d squid m«>at« 
Thfl pprcpntagp of survival from nauplii to postlarvae of 
M«dobsoni r»ar^ u»d<»r the abovp syatem varied from 0.9 to 26.5 whea 
fed with Tetraaf|mis s&. and Chloyell^ 8p» and from 45»6 to 54»2 whsn 
fed with ThaHassioalra sp* and Chaetqoeros sp. These experimenta alao 
indicated that the la t t*r two phytoplankt*»r8 are better feeds than 
th*» f orfflpj ones. 
Fl«»ld eJcp«>rln«»nts on intensive culture of prawns were carried 
out in th*» braokishwat«r ponds at Cochin (ifeiakkaland Kannaxnaly), 
Mangalozp (tfulky) and In th^ sa l t pans at Kaklnada. At the Narakkal 
fl*»ld» JP.indioty (15-20 mm) w*»re gtocte»d at the stocking densities pf 
^/m f lO/m , 25/m and 30/^ and their growth was closely followed 
by mcsithly sawpling. As the pond waters were highly pocoductiya, no 
supplpffliontary fooi was glvon duxiag the culture operation. In 110 days 
af t«>r stookingt the jwawns stocked at the density rate of 5/9 
9 2 2 
10/ffl , 23/n p and 50/m attained respectively, a size of 128 ami 
108 om, 88 mm and $4 mm. The growth was relatively faster during the 
f i r s t 45 days and th^r^after I t a&owed down 00nalderably. The average 
growth rate of i^awna In the pond stocked at a density rate of 5/» 
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was 1,0 mm p<^ i dayt If the growth in the f i t s t 56 days was taken 
in to account, th«> growth was much faster* being 1.7 mm per day. 
Ihjring these pyp«^rim'-nt8 i t was a l so noticed tha t low sa l ine conditions 
affected the prawns and r e su l t s in large scale mor ta l i ty due t o a 
lHOt<=>rial (Vibrio) infect ion. 
To d*>monBtratp the economic f e a s i b i l i t y of intensive prawn 
culture involving cul ture of spl^cted specips such se P . indicus , 
a p^rpnnial farm with a water area of 0.23 hectare at Kannamaly, was 
splpctpd. The work was i n i t i a t e d in October with eradicat ion of 
undpsirablp fauna using Mahuwa o i l cake. Two velon screens 
wore f i t t ed to pach of the two sluice gates of the farm. The stocking 
of the farm wilh P.indicus was undertaken between 15th and 26th 
Nbvpmb^r, 1977* * t o t a l numbpx of 25000 prawn seed, const i tuted by 
95?^  P.indicus in the s izp xangp of 8»30 mm and % of M.diobsoni 
(8-10mm), wpre stockpd. The s^pd prawns were mainly obtained from 
thp backwatprs in the Vyppen Is land. Ihe water conditions as well 
as thp growth of stockpd prawns in the pond were regularly followed. 
!nie expf'rlmpnt has been progressing. 
At Kakinada, the pxperiments were conducted in a s a l t pan 
of 0.2 ha area located at Lakshmipatnam. Juveniles of P.monodon 
collectpd from B,V, Palera were transported over a distance of 4 km 
to thp farm s i tp and w^rp stockpd at a r a t e of 30,040/ha in December, 
1977* Thp avpragp s izp and weight of prawns at the time of stockitg 
wprp 54.2 mm and I.04 gm rpsppctivply. During the culture 
oppiat ion, the prawns wpre fpd with r i ce bran at arate of 12-16?S 
of the body weight of the stocked prawns. A t o t a l of 1175 kg.of 
r i c e bran was given as feed in 155 da^s. The temperature ani 
s a l i n i t y of the water during the experimental period varied from 25.5*C 
to 31.0"'C and 21.27^o to 45»599^o respec t ive ly . 
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The prawns w#>re harvested a f t e i 168 days . An estimated t o t a l 
number of 6192 prawns, weighing 67.5 kg were f ished. The suivival r a t e 
was 79 •J P^i c n t . 
Another exp«>iini''nt on polycultuie of P.monodon and the 
mllkfish, Chanos chanos, was initiat*»d in June, 1977 in a f i e l d 
of 0.3 ha a rea . 2197 fry anS f ingerlings of the milkfish were stocked 
in ttK* f ipld in Juno, and af ter two months, 1628 juveniles of P.monodon 
(42-106 mm) were introduced. Regulac data on the environmental 
condition of the field as well as growth of the milkfish and the prawns 
wprp being maintain*»d, 
Cultur** of Crabs 8 Experiments on liie cul ture of crabs were mainly 
carried out at Yeppalodal f i s h farm near Tutic,orin. Scylla s e r r a t a 
was the species Invo lvd . Young crabs collected from the neighbourhood 
of the Veppalodai f i sh farm were kept individually in baskets arranged 
in a row and suspended from a rope across the f i e ld . The s ize of crabs 
at the time of stocking ranged from 50 t o 80 mm in oaiapace width. 
A few larger crabs (100-120 mm) were a lso stocked. 
Based on the observations on 90 c r a b s , the ra te of growth 
was found to vary from 5 OKn to 52 mm per month, 30 percent of t he 
stocked crabs showing a growth r a t e of 11-15 mm carapace width per 
month, 27 percent , 5 ran/ month, 32 percent, l e s s than 5nHn/months and 
a few of the crabs 43-52 mm/month. Moulting per iodici ty was generally 
noticed between 28-50 days, 
Culture of lobstprs ; Live pueruli and postpueruli of the spiny 
lobs t e r s , Panulirus homarus^,P.ornatus and ^.polyphaCT-s were collected 
from the t i l e s used for the col lec t ion of mussel spats frcm the 
inshore wat'^rsof Madras and were reared in the 50 l i t r e capacity 
p las t i c basins containing f i l t e r e d sea water. Various types of 
food such as clam, mussel and t r a sh f i sh meat and compounded feed 
composed of f i s h meal, tapioca powder and r ice bran urere given to 
the larvae during the rea r i tg experiments. The growth ra te of 
pueruli of P.homarus In these experiments was found to be 7 "im per 
month. In a few specimens f a s t e r r a t e of growth than this was also 
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locoided. In Mae case of pueruli of ^ .ornatus , the growth ra t e 
rpgistei#d was 6 mm p<»r month and in that of P<polypbagus, $ mm per 
month. Breeding experiment on P.ornatus was conducted in May, 1977> 
when a berried specimen weighing 1.5 kg produced about 2.5 lakhs of 
Phylloaoma l a rvae . The larvae were reared for seven days under 
laboratory condi t ions . 
Training« To update the knowledge of teachers , research workers, 
mgnagerial/developm^ntal personnel in the modern technology of 
prawn cul ture , a Summer i n s t i t u t e was organised by ttie I n s t i t u t e 
during May-Junp, 1977 on "Breeding and Rearing of Marine Rcawns". 
Sixteen par t ic ipants from varions maritime S t a t e s , Universi t ies aid 
from the I n s t i t u t e participated in that course. The techniques 
developed by the Ins t i tu t e on var ious a s p o t s of prawn culture aid 
cognate f iplds were effectively transferred to the par t ic ipants 
during this t r a in ing course, 
Consultancy I Several privateand public sector entrepreneurs were 
givpn advises, suggesticn and guidance in marine prawn cu l tu re . 
Several specia l surveys were a lso conducted t o a s s i s t the entrepreneurs 
in establ ishing intensive prawn cul ture of which mention might be 
made about the survey c endue ted at the Man janakad-backwaters and 
the estuaries and backwateis of Pondicherry and Karikal . 
Wpik contemplated? Directed research wil l be carried out on 
( l ) problems relabing to mass production of prawn seed of selected 
speciesj (2) intensive culture of prawns in different ecosystem and 
(5) integrated cul ture of prawn/fish-l ivestock-crop. Suitable t r a i n -
ing courses on marine prawn cu l tu re w i l l be conducted. Per effect ive 
implem'-ntation, i t i s proposed to take up the a c t i v i t i e s under 
separate research projects . 
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DeVT l^opmpnt of a r t i f i c i a l f^^d for prawn larvae and .juveniles / 
(CP/aJl/l .2) (Final Report) 
Mjf.Thoaias, M^Vljayaicumaran, M.Kathirvel. 
This projpot was in i t i a t ed in 1973 with a view to formulate 
sui table a r t i f i c i a l f»»ds with cheap and readi ly available raw 
mat«»riala to feed the prawn postlarvae and juveniles in prawn culture 
practices} ( i l ) to d«»t*rminp th«»ir e f f ic iencies in promoting growth 
of prawnsi and ( i i i ) to «»stimat<» thp conversion ef f ic ienc ies of the 
fppds in diffpr^nt sp»cips. 
Salient findings 
Pending experiments with 19 different types of a r t i f i c i a l 
feeds ccmpounded using ingredients in different proportion of protein 
and carbolgrdrate contents indicated that the feed with the composition 
of 41*67^ by weight of fishmeal, 33.339^ of tapioca powder, 16.67^ of 
r i c e bran and 8.335^ of mineral supplement gave the best growth r a t e in 
the posta-larvae as well as juveniles of M.dobs on i and P«indicius» 
The assimilat ion efficiency of t h i s feed was 81?^  with gross and net 
conversion ef f ic iencies of 39»0> and 49«39^ resppc t ive ly . The intake 
of feed per day was 12.2?^ of body weight and the average growth per 
day was 8,55^ of the body weight. 
Work done 
Nineteen fpeds were compounded using wheat f l o u r , ground 
nut cake, coconut cake, r i c e bran, fishmeal, prawn meal and 
min'-ral supplements using agar-agar as binding agent- The pe l l e t s 
were fed to the postlarvae and juveniles of M.dobsoni and P.indicua 
Icppt in aquaria in Uie laboratory and the growth of pcawns were 
s tudied. Feeds with d i f fe ren t proportions of these ingredients 
were t r ied t o determine the optimum requirements of carbohydrate, 
protein, e t c . , and to find out the best feed for use in commercial 
prawn cul ture p rac t i ces . 
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I t was found that f*»«»d No.15 containing 4^•^^fo by weight of fishmeal 
(I^otPini 22.41^) 35.539^ of tapioca powdei ( s ta ich : 18,27?^) 16.67^ 
of l i c p bran and 8.331'S of minpral suppl'^ment (Pat: 0 .91^ , Ash:22.545^) 
with moistuxp content of 6»4^ gavp the best growth r a t e . 
^^ ^*clobsoni Juveniles the growth exhibited was 0,505 mm per day, 
while In P,indiou8 juv*>niles i t was 0,565 mm per day in aquarium tanks , 
Thp weight incrpasp in M.dobsoni was 0.05 gm per day f ac 60 days 
dura t ion , Thp cost of the b^st fe^d was leas than Rs.2.00 per kilogram 
which was cheap consideiing i t s energy convcraion ef f ic iency. 
In order t o dptprmin^ the influence of the s ize of the 
containpr in which they ytPXf r«»ared on -ttie growth r a t e , P.indious 
postlarvap wprp rpar«>d in glass aquarium tanks of s ize 60 x 30 x 30 cm 
containing 25 l i t r e s of spa watpx and in c i r c u l a r p las t ic pools of 
1 m diamptpr con ta in ingI50 l i t r e s of sea water . In these experiments, 
the postlarvae showpd a growth r a t e of O.5 mm per day in aquarium 
tank and 0,6 mm ppx day in p l a s t i c pool. 
The pnergy convprsion efficiency of the best feed(3b,15) 
was pstimatpd on M.dobsoni juveni les . Mean and gross conversion 
pfficipncies were 39,62^ and 49.34^ rpsppotively. The average 
assimilat ion pfficipnoy of the feed was 80,999^. The mean trophic 
oopfficlpnt was pstimated to be 2.5» The mean consumption ra te per 
<^ ay in pe-ropntagp body wpight was 12.16 with a mean growth r a t e per 
day In p^rcpntagp body weight of 8 ,51. The nitrogen budget was as 
follows J 
AsslmilatlonJ 80,18?^ 
Consumption} 
100.009^ 1 Faeces t 19.82% 
8 
-'l 
Growth 
Moult 
Metabolism 
t 38.79?^ 
J 00.609^ 0 
: 40.79?S 
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Investigatjqa on s a l i n i t y tolerance of- penaeid prawns (CF/CUL/I .3) 
(5'inal Eepoit) 
C.Suseelan. 
Salt content of the Tieter in which the penaeid prawns l ive 
plays an Important role in the d i s t r ibu t ion pattern and the i r various 
biological a c t i v i t i e s . Since information on the s a l i n i t y requirements 
of d i f ferent species of penaeid prawns of our country and on the extent 
to which they could t o l e r a t e -the changing sa l in i ty conditions is lacking, 
th is project was i n i t i a t e d in 1975 to study these aspects* 
Salient findinfiB 
Laboratory and fi^ld s tud ies on s a l i n i t y requirements for the 
Juvenilps of differ '-nt species of penaeid prawns indicated t h a t the 
minimum s a l i n i t y required for the t o t a l surviva l of P . s ty l i f e r a and 
M.aff in is was 25?^oand 149^ 0 respect ive ly . M.dobsoni showed a wide 
range of s a l in i ty tole iance, the percentage of survival being 36 at 
a sa l in i ty range of 2-3^o, 74 at 4-5^o, and 100 a t 1(>-11%o and above. 
In the s a l i n i t i e s below 4?io, higher ra te of ma t a l i t y wasobserved. 
Juveniles of P. lndicus , could although thr ive wel l in s a l i n i t i e s as 
low as 4-59^o» t o t a l survival was recorded a t a s a l i n i t y value of 
10-11/^, and above. 
Work done 
The s a l i n i t y tolerance of juveni le penaeid prawns was studied 
by a se r i e s of laboratory expeiiments and also by examining the d i s t r i -
bution of wild population in r e la t ion to di f ferent s a l i n i t y conditions 
of the Vembanad -^ake. In the laboratory, juveniles of J^»dobsoni, 
M.aff i n i s ^ P . s ty l i f e ra and P. ind Icua of almost the same s i z e , obtained 
from the Cochin backwaters and from the ^rawn Cultxire Laboratory a t 
ly iakka l , w>re reared in seven s a l i n i t y grades, namely, 2-3%o, 4-55^o, 
10-11^0, 14-159^0, 20-21?^o, 25-26^^0 and 3OU.519S0 a t temperature ranging 
from ?4.2'C to 27.5°C, The d i s t r ibu t ion of these prawns in re la t ion 
to s a l i n i t y in nature was studied on the basis of samples obtained by 
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thp tiy-ijpt oppiations at Hipvaia, Vaikom, Thanniimulcom and Pathixamanal 
in thp Vpmbanad akp. 
Ppicpntagp survival of piawns at diffpipnt s a l i n i t i e s in the 
pxppiim«^nts cari ipd out in thp laboiatoiy i s given in the following 
t a b l p . 
Table: Ppicpntage survival of penaeid T^awns a t 
different s a l i n i t y ^ a d p s . 
SpecipS 
Bprcpntagp survival at diffpxpnt s a l i n i t y grades (^o) 
2 - 5 4 - 5 1 0 - 1 1 1 4 - 1 5 2 0 - 2 1 2 5 - 2 6 5 0 - 3 2 
M.dobsoni 
M.affinis 
P .s tyl i fpra 
P.indicuB 
36 
0 
0 
0 
74 
0 
0 
65 
100 
50 
10 
100 
100 
100 
15 
X 
100 
X 
45 
X 
X 
X 
100 
X 
X 
X 
100 
X 
X Fxpr>rimpnts were not conducted at these s a l i n i t i e s 
M«dobBoni (l2-50 mm) showpd t o t a l survival a t sa l in i ty value of 
10-115^0 ax]d above, but in the lesser sa l inp waters than 1C?^ o, the i r 
survival ra tp gradually dpcreaspd. M.affinia(l5-38 mm) were fognd to 
thr ive well in the medium having a s a l i n i t y value of 14%o and above. 
In the case of P.3tylifpra(8-24nim) minlDium sa l in i ty requtced f orthe 
t o t a l survival was 259^0. Although thp juvenilps of P.indicus (l2-31 mm) 
would survivp the low s a l i n i t i e s as 4-5^o, the t o t a l survival was 
obtaittpd in the mpdium having a s a l i n i t y value of 10-119^o and above. 
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The d i s t r i bu t ion of diffor*ant sppcies of penaeid prawns in the 
Vpmbanad ake In re la t ion to s a l i n i t y during the period of study was as 
follows t 
Centre Sal ini ty ran^e (560) Species 
^ e v a r a 19.42 - 26.26 P.indicua 
P.semisulcatus 
P.monodon 
M.dobsoni 
M«af f i n i s 
M.monoceros 
- P 'Styl i fera 
M.dobsoni 
M«monoceros 
P«semisulcatuB 
M.dobsoni 
M«monoceroB 
Midobsoni 
Vaikom 
Thannirmukom 
Pathiiamanal 
3.e5 - 16.13 
2.76 - 14.45 
1.10 - 2.64 
^rom the above inves t iga t ions , i t was concluded t ha t among the 
penaeld piawno studied at present , M.dobsoni and M.monoceros were found 
t o be r e l a t i ve ly more euryhaline, followed P. indicus, "'^.semisulcatus, 
M.affinis and P . s t y l i f e r a . ^ e l a t t e r three species required a 
minitnum s a l i n i t y of IC^o for normal l i f e a c t i v i t i e s . 
Asspsamont of stomatopod resources 
^ b s t a n t i a l quant i t i es of stcmatopods are landed by the 
m»»chanis«»d fishing v p s s e l s . Although ttiey form a good raw material 
for reduction into f ish meal^ poultry feed an3 manure, the resouice is 
not ful ly u t i l i s e d at p resen t . To better t h e i r ccmniercial prospects 
through an assessm^^nt of the magnitude of the exploited resources and 
study of t he i r rplafcive abundances, biology and population charac ter i -
s t i c s , t h i s project was i n i t i a t ed in May, 1977* 
Work done 
Cochin and ^endakara wer« selected for co l lec t ing s t a t i s t i c a l 
data on stcmatopod landings an3 samples for b io log ica l s tud ies , .-^ 
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The estimated catch of stomatopods landed by the mechanised 
fishing vessels operating at Cochin and Neendakara during 
May - August was 66 and 85 tonnes respectively. There were 
no significant landings fran September to December. The 
fishing was constituted by a single species, Oratosquilla 
nepa. The size of the species ranged from 50 to 105 mm in 
the fishery at Cochin and from 61 to 100 mm in that at 
Neendakara, Larger specimens were caught mainly in May. 
Females dominated the catch in all these months. 
iffork contemplated> 
The pro;5ecta will be continued in 1978. 
MOLUIuCAH i'lotraapr. DIVISION 
II nil MWi»»»»ill»pJ ' A l l i u m — » n » ~ 'trmm*. »mm»nn<m N « M I » * M * ' » — • » • • • • ' « ' ' n. 
K.Nnpftppan K»yaT, !j.Mahaf!*»var!« K.Rar.adoea, C.T,i(ajnn» T^Aopa Rao» 
B.lkrayana Rjio, K.A.^raatTihaw, K.&atyRnaiHyana Hao, V.Siltamaohandra 
?.'urth.v, '/.At^nanna 3astxv, B.Sstv-san, i-'.^.i^tmcioxmn, P.V.Silnivaaan 
J'/.'.W'-lyamen, D.Slvallngam, P.NstaxajEn, V»V#nueopalan, A.A.Jayapxakaah, 
K,K,Aprn3'4it,ttp.n, P.o.KuilaKoa^, B,^ S^xfty«na Hac, K.Aahoti Kumax Unnlthan» 
>T,aundai8jt:, T.Prabhakaxan fell, Kadhakiishnan Nalr, and o the r s . 
jgall^rit flT^dlnf^ai 
^'•aouie-e 8urv»»y of cc-w"iclalXy important moXlusca 
alon^' t ' • ^aai and i»*at coasta of ^nt'la covrinE? a distance of ?6o tail. 
iraa coir:pl*t»<!. In aom- local i t i*B *8tuaxi«9 and backi»at»T.B *«<» nlsc 
suxvfy'd. Th* invest ipat ions hioufht to l iRht th»» #xlattnc# of 
•jft^nal-v* beds of £onax BPT>. in th"* oanHy Int ' - i t ldal region, P*Tna app. 
in th^ mcky in t ft t i d a l X'^^ton and ^"'•oifttix app. and Ka1ie.lyBia app. 
In ' S t u a x l ' a and backwaters. 
Vtoxk <!on'*« 
£ALI(^yi At Calicut, J5 km Btt«toh fiom Kapuafl to B»ypox« was 
auiv<»y»d, Tb- i n t ' r - t l d a l r<"Rlon heie la oharaoteziaei} by 8catt#i#d 
rooks t oo , ^'f^lbl* oysters (Oetx*a cucul leta and CxaesoBtx*» 
j j ^ r a s ^ n a l s ) w^x* •ncount«r*d from Korapusha to Hithlanpa. 
^Rula r obaexvptirti^ W T * mad* fox the est imation of 
th* i^X'^ n iruss*l3 eTplolt»d fxoj) th» natutal 8ubra*if»d mussel beds 
ftoir Calicut to Thlv^Vodl. ?stimat*d monthly lan<»ln^e of th« fitesn 
mu83<»l8 aTonp th* thx## important ?on»8, Oallcut to *^lath«i, Qullandy 
to Voodttdt and Nandl to %lkkodl showed that th» landinga were bettex 
duxlnf the months Januaxy to AT»11 and also ^-'ctob^r. 
Donax spp. w#»re uniformly dlatrlbuind along ttie aaody 
ahor* of tb« suxv»y#d zon*. Eioh b'-da of f«'*i<»tTix meri.trlx tn t t» 
• N W i * — i . » i i III WnmM run - " i • an iii i B I r I M 
Koxapiizha •atijarl^a Is an important observation. Thick b«de of mailnf 
mat fcrritTig mytilid WytilaetoXt ar*tiatu,la were noticed In Xoiapuzha 
oatuary. A f l s h ' t y for th-a* w<^ a"»lnf; ro\»Ba»l ex i s t s during Aptil .Juna 
period. 
•^Ighl.yijamt A coeat»l stretch 'sf 85 km f'tui^ .b«. lyu-^ .wiw, .,u 
Thumb* w«s conislttttd. Occurrencn of dttd »h§Us of D3£8x sp. 
Ptfni 8pp. Cfrdlyfi spp. Tfochus spp. Cypfta »pp« und Afehitgctonis 
spp, and their collection foe manafecturlng lime la a common 
feature along the coast. Dead ehella of pearl o/aters around 
Muttam area la 9n Important obaervatlon. The thick and extensive 
bads of Sangulnolarla elongata occur over five hundred metre area 
In the backwaters of fachallur Fozhl. 
A pralliilnary survey carried out In the Naendakara area 
revealed a good settlement of the green and brown mussel at the 
port area. At Oelavapuram a good bed of edible oyster wes 
noticed which Is being regularly exploited by local fishermen* 
Vlllarlta »rni Haratrlx bads vera noticed In Neendaksra backwetar 
ares* 
Tutlcortnt During the early part of the year the chain 
of coral Islands, In the Gulf of Mannar from Tutlcorln to Pamban 
were surveyed for edible and commercially Important molluscs. 
Of the 20 islanda aurveyed» Donex spp. population existed in the 
sandy beach of elmost all the Islands except one or two* Unlike 
the melnland it was vary sparse In distribution. But the most 
abundant clam was ^aodeawa glabraturn especially in the southern 
Islands. Gafferlum tumjdum was vary common In Menoli island 
while Pulll and Puliivasal Islands were characterised by axtenslvf 
beds of Area spp. Survey of Inter-tidal region from Tutlcorln 
to Keelakaral wes completed which brought to light the presence 
of extensive beds of Donax spp. (maxlaHM) of 552 nos. per m2) in 
Ihesandy beach of Mjndal eree. Vallnokksm beech is cheracterlsed 
by rocks. 2^^-?3^ H^^ ii^ •_*:*•• ^^^ "'^ ®* P*** »<?•«) along with the 
weaving mollusc Hodiolus spp. Is a common occurrence hare. 
With this the first phase of the rasourcea survey of 
commercially Important molluscs i.e. survey of Intertldal regioni 
of the aone Cepe Comorin to Keelakaraiy a coastal stretch of 
nearly 300 kma.» haa bean completed. 
Mandapam Caapt 
During the yedr ending December 1977 the edible molluscan 
resources in the surfece zone of Intertldal region at 79 
stations on Pslk Bay side from station 99 st Alagankulam to 
station 177 in the Gulf of Mennar aide from stetion 41 at Vedelal 
-•^•6 
upto stotlon 100 Bt Keelekeral Boat deity were surveyed. 
On Pilk Bey sid» th® alsm, Donex jncBrnetua was found in 
densities of 36 to 167 per aq«m. et station 99 to 109 end 111 to 
117« Sofld clsflia of the species wsro siso found in lergs numbers 
of 200 to 1600 per sq. it. st the ebove stetions. The species tfss 
found in snsU numbers of 12 to 24 per sq m. et stations 119 to 
123, 136., 139 end 140. Donex cunestus wes found in smell numbers 
st 137, 139, 140 end D.febs in stre/ numbers st station 139 to 
141. At stetions 129, 130, 132, to 136 end 138 to 143, Umbonium 
ysstieriuw were rscorded in good to huge densities of 502 to 
6600 per sq. M. From station 144 to 177 edible molluscs were not 
present. 
On the Gulf of Mennar aide Oonax faba was found in small 
to moderate denstities of 4 to 45 per sq. r., at stations 42 to 
52. Seed O.feba occurred sporadically at stations 44, 48 and 47, 
From station 57 at Saeniappadarga testation 180 at Keelakarai ^oat 
Jetty, the clems belonging to a single species D.cuneatus were 
found at a number of stetions in small densitites of 2 to 29 per 
sq. m. At station 155 near Ssthukarel the density of this species 
was 57 per sq m. Seed clams of 0.cunestus were also recorded in 
' tmm -r i-TH r m . ai-ir r — 
smell numbers alongwith adults In most of the stations. Umbonium 
"^ www I fill II iMim ml i>n»Miiii'« 
vsstierium was recorded only et station 48 in Gulfof ^annar at o 
density of 790 per sq. m. 
MAORASt 
The sandy intar*'tidal tfraa between Palevakkam and 
Puzhiuthivakkam was studied* OAnax cuneatus and Pephia textile 
ere the bivalves present in the aree. The bed of ponex cunaatuj 
occur throughout the coastline while Pap^ Utt texjtiXe was found 
very rarely and did not form beds in the intartldal area surveyed. 
The number of Oonax cuneatus and '^ ephla textile, present in 1 
sq* m, arae varied from 0-43 and 0-4 respectively. The average 
number of bivalve present in 1 sq. m, ^as noted end from this 
the existing populetion of bivalves In the 2one was estimated 
to be 569000 in number. 
.. H^-l-
Survay « f Ad»y»r estuaey wsi a lso An l tAatsd stmi i t 
re^^eeled th« pr«3«nc« o f on ly dead a h t i l s of c l nfru l i k e ESMIX^Ji l 
and H a r o t r i x and qostropoda l l k » SiS£i i ; l lMlf . '^ '^ '"^  ifsi^^JiiyS* 
At p resen t these ere o x p l o i t c J f o r the manufactura of l i n j s , 
KAKI^ NADA? 
The »i irv©/ o f wlndow-tjone oys te r resource*! ,H tha I fakinads 
Bay ves coap lo ted by Msrch 1977, The data wsra proc.saasd and the 
f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s were o b t a i n e d , 
1 , I t I s ffstlwited t h a t there let l i v e wlfidow-pane oys ter 
p o p u l a t i o n of 9945,3 tonnta In the b»y» 
2 , There are 43,347,f; tonnes of s r^c i is of f ^ .n lacs ' i t * In 
the bay , 
3 , The l i v e oya te r l a con f ined to the w«at«5rn and southern 
sldBB of the bay «Chlch «re known i© ba r cs l a l l ve l v («ore prod;j?ctlye 
w i t h the bottom boing f i n e c l a y , 
4 , Bpeclmens "^f P-SLi*?®.!!,^, woosuring l ess thitn 30 turn 
( s p s t ) were recorded from some no r the rn and wostern s t a t i o n s In 
the bay du r ing March-Mgy p e r i o d * 
5 , The a h e l i s of deed oys ter are spread a l l avisr the bay 
w i th ^ery l a rge concen t ra t i on on lh» eHslwrn a i d s . 
6 , I t i s es t imated th?jt abcut 51 lanneg o f U v e wJ.ndo'rf-
pano oys te r from Kakinsda ^ay would be necessary to y i e l d one 
k i l og ram of paar l s which are p r i c e d (st Rs, 51KX)/-*, 
T he f ishermen catch wlndow-panis nyst f j r ava l ls tb le on the 
southern snd western s ides du r i ng Janusry-f-le/ *ind ths cetchss 
era u t i l i z e d main ly f o r fnanufscturc of J Ime. I t Is augqested 
t h i t CKttnglon of f i s h i n g aeeaon alontj vfi.th ax lens lon o f f i s h i n g 
ground to the eas te rn and Cen t ra l p o r t i o n s of the bay w i l l r e s u l t 
i n g rea te r y i e l d of t h i s r e a j u r c e s . I t la a l so auggasted t ha t 
e x t r a c t i o n o f pea r l a and u t i l i z a t i o n of meat o f t h l a oys ter «s 
food would augment the Income of the f ishermen w i t h o u t In any 
way a f f e c t i n g the uaual p roduc t i on of l i m a . 
>)S. 
WALTAIRt Survey of 40 km s t re t ch from W-iltslr to Annavarsm 
was ctimplslecf In 1971, Sobmercjed rocky t r ee s were also surveyed 
which revealed the exiatcnce of Perna tflridis Meretrlx 3p, end 
ModjUua sp . Hock oysters (300 to 400 per »ii#a#) were encountered 
near Moalepelam- Ren^ugulltpelam area . Rack oysters and some 
gastropoda l ike Turba i n t e r c o a t l l i a i Cyprea app, e t c , vere 
noticed on the rocka of Vlahakipattlnam outer harbour. A few 
njmben of Ptnct«jJa sop, (P«GJ;iemnitzH) Perna v l r td lg and 
HodlUiai were setm on the rocks of Dolplfis-no3a(Y«rad») end 
Gangavarew co«9ts, Survey of 40 km, s t r e t c h Nagamayapslam backwate 
area revealed tiyta existence of Horetrlj^ beds. 
Survey on the seasonal abundance of the stocks of the back-
water clam fleretrlx casta^ «nd Kfllelysia 0£im^ in Voller cstuory 
was done In d e t a i l . The reaui tn showing the estimated stock In 
various months and d i s t r i b u t i o n s per hectare are given belowt 
Total fttock Dis t r ibut ion per 
In m, tonnes hectare in «n, tonnes 
H. caatB K.oplwB M^cestfi K. opime 
January No data 
rebruary lOm 103 20,14 0.30 
March b:i'5S S96 15,25 0,85 
April 1^0ii 163 3,43 0.47 
h>iny 1M<1 149 3,91 0,43 
Jam 20m 101 ' 5.93 0.^9 
July !''*T0 HB 5.17 O.EB 
Auqust HB87 12.1 0,20 0,3B 
September 3<-B7 r?04 9.91 0.58 
Octnber D Nu data could bd coUftctsd du« to th« 
Novewber 8 monsoon flood in the e^atuary 
Oocembsr Entire clam beds were washed away by the unprecedented 
flood In the estuary during the cyclone. 
•^ q 
other cheracterlatlcs of th« r«?30urce!i like length 
compoaltlon, maturity, sex ratio end parccntage edibility 
MBTR Blso studied In details. Environmental date like sellnlty 
end oxygen were tlso collected. 
The totttl landings of clams during the yeor was 5ea.Ht. 
The method of fishing was by hand picking. The catch rete w«s 
«uch bettor during the months July ta September. 
Investlgatl'ins on the Cephslopod R8so«jrce»(M0L/RE/1 ,H) 
E.G. Silas, M.V,Jadhav, Kuber VldyAsegary M.M.Melyappen, 
K.Prabhakaran Nslr» K.Satyanarayena Rao, P.V.Sreenlvasen, 
R.Sarveson, Y.Appanna Sastry, B.Nareyana Rao. 
Salient flndjngsx 
<W«»-HWO«IMWi i^ r^ WI ii»wWiiiiiaiini»p«i»iiiiiiHwii«iiJMiatii MW.iy 
An estimatad 9266 tonnes of Cephslopods were landed 
during 1977, mostly by shrlwp trawlers, Tho catch had decreased 
by about 14,4% over that of 1976, Kerala accounted for 53*75f 
foUowHd by Tamllnadu 14,SS, There WBS no orqanlsod fishery 
for Cephalopods except at VUhlnJam. The centrewlse investi-
gations on this resource are as follqwst 
VERAVELi 
Seple aculeata and Sepiel la Inerwls were the dominant 
species* though Sepia pharapnis« L^Liao duavaucel I , L.e^duHa 
•*"** Loliolus Inyes t lga tor la were present In l esse r q u a n t i t i e s . 
S.aculeataj S l ie ranga S1 to 175 mm. Tfe slxo a t woturlty 77min 
In females, 60 mm In males. S.inermlss SUc 6i? to 70 mm, Sl ie 
a t maturity 40 mm In fatnales and 33 mm In males. In both the 
spoclas the gut contont analysis showed the presence of f ish 
and crustacean remains. 
BOMBAYt 
•ail im- "K Mft' WWiM 
Estimated landings a t Kaaam Ounder 321 tonnes and »t 
Sasoon docks 173 tonnes. The dol net catches a t Varsova were 
very poor. The landings at Sasion docks ahowed a decrease of 
13.3% and a t Kasara Bundar an increase of 19,6% over tha t of 
197S. S.aculeate and t.duviiucel I ware tho dominant spec ies , 
S.BCuleatai Sl ie 41 to 214 mm l .duvauqell i 16 to 240 mm. 
Gut content s tudies showed tho presence of f i sh , crustiscean and 
ccphalopod remains. 
qc 
COCHINt 
Estlmoted landinys by shrimp trawlers at Fort Cochin landing 
centre 132.3 tonnes (8 0.47 kg/h). Peak catches were in October 
which accounted for 62.5% of the totei cepholopod landings. Cuttle 
fishes Bccounted for 56,2% end the rest by squids. Cuttle fishes 
eccoonted for 5B,2% and the rest by squids, S.pharaqnist 
26.6 tonnes. Peek in October. Size 94 to 173 mm, Hature gonads wen 
noticed in April. 72% males. S.aculeatai 12,3 tonnes. Size 90 to 
MM . I III I i i i i i i—-m umi-mtmm 
156 mm« 55% males. Hature gonads were n o t i c e d i n Jenuery. 
S . e l l i p t i c e t 18*3 tonnes , s ine 59 to 111 mm. 45% males. Mature 
goneda were no t i ced i n February* A p r i l t October end November. 
S . ine rmis t 17,0 tonnes Size 39 to 96 mm. 49K males. Matu r ing 
(Stege I I ) goneds were dominant. >-.duvaucel I t 58,0 tonnes . Size 
48 t o 198 mm. Males 53%, Mature gonads i n January, February , 
Merch end October . 
VIZHINJAMi 
Est imated land ings 146,3 tonnes - o f which 90% were 
by hooks end l i n e s and the r e s t by boat arid shore se ines . The 
ca tch showed about 36!o increase over t h a t of 1975, S.pheraonls 
^'^'^ t,«duy'^uce[,i^ were the dominent s t j ' tc ies. The peak catches were 
i n September, S.^hajraonjls^s Bl^t^ BO to 330 mm. About 10% were i n 
1 QO-250 mm renge. Males above 190 mm and fetnfjle;.! ©bove 215 mm 
were i n 180-250 mm ranye, f lH l rs above 1J^' mm and females ebovf; 
215 mm weremature. Gut con ten t ana l ys i s a''owed t h a t about 
50 of the con ten ts were of ariuld re 'nsln ' j . Thb, specie!, accountei^ 
f o r 7e.3?i or the la i td ings . l-._d«i¥au!:«f M' SU^Af^'aJes 30 to 330 mm 
Feraales 30 to 3flO mm. SiZ'? a t m a t u r i t y - f irduo - 130 to MOmm 
and females - 105 mm, FishMcmains were the domi?iii.nt food i t em . 
L . ^nohaJens ib r Size - Males 70 to 160 im and females 50 to 
110 mm. SlZlf a t m a t u r i t y Males - 90 mm and females 100 mm, 
PortonDvot 
IG.i^ tonnes by shrimp t r a w l e r s . Peak catch was i n Ju ly , 
S . lne rmis wis the dominant specl«iS» t t s s i ze ranged from 20 to 
90 mm vJuveniles were o c c u r r i n g i n the catches i n A n r l l . 
S.acul.eatat s i ze range 30 to 161 mm. 
-71 
85.7 tonnes by shri ip trawlers at Kagimode baae. Cpue 
3»53 kg/h. The catch showed a substantial decrease from 205 
tonnes of last, year. Peak c itch in May* Squids fwewed 56% of the 
catches. Biological observations were made on all ava labia specie: 
•Juring thl« year thera were andlnga by indigenous gear 'Thuri vala 
though in small quantities. 
<AK1NA0A» 
256»B tonnes by shri ip trawlers. This year a significant 
incraaae was noticed in effo't as well as catch. The catch increasi 
tfss about 25S over that of 1>3t year. Peak catches were in May 
5«iculeata was the dominant >peci«Scontributing 50.5% of the 
aphalopod catch- Its size 'snged from 15 to 165 mm. All the 
-pacimens ware in mature con fltlon in September to 'November period, 
l.duvauceli ranged from 35 t> 145 mm. Moat of the apeclmans 
were in maturing and mature :ondltion. S, inermia ranged from 15 to 
-15 mm. Mature specimens «e-e at large during Novombor -December 
qoriod. 
work cionet 
Catch, catch per unl . of effort-gearwiJio/monthwise/ 
tpscleawlsB were estimated a , a l l centres. B io log ica l character is t . 
-yf a l l Important species war* inves t iga ted, 
work cgntempIatedI Since the pro ject i s to be continued upto 
' 9a0 the work w i l l be cont in »ed on tha above l i n ^ s . 
InyesJ:-igatiqns ^on the .Pear l oysisrjj>l!yLv^]^t/1 ^^ 3^} I cuMi ch-Miks 
K, Nagiippan Neysr, S.HahjjcJevffin, K« RamadcsSi 
Pon S l ra imetan and A.Sreanivasan, K.SatysnarayaniW 
Reo» P.NatoraJafTi, Ashok Kumar Unrj i thaii DuSi^talinq&mf 
K,K,/<ppukutt«n, T.Pr tb l iakaran Neir,RadhakfIshnars and 
P.V, S r i n l v o s o n , 
Th« comtnepclal Ch«»ik f i s h a r y i n tho Gulf o f Mwonar 
was g r a a t i y a f f o c t s d because of the d i spu tes bettfeen tho d lve rss 
and the guverrmant. Whi le the aoHjthern a re * f rS« T u t l c o r i n to 
T l ruchendnf w«s l e f t u r texp lo i ted '^ir!dap«fl!-'*^eel0karal lone was 
f i s h e d by the Leeaee, The Pelk Bay f l a h l n g was c a r r i e d on n^ 
u s u a l . 
O l v l ng obaerva t lons wade f o r the presence of pea r l 
oys ter spat popu la t i on revea led t h a t spat f a i l had been pstchy 
Bmi more ev iden t on the Inner se r i es of pea r l banks, Durint j 
the year two aqualttngs and a few d i v i n g sccessor ias «i$re importfsd 
from Un i ted Kingdora, 
The salAent fe j i t u roa o f the work art, 3simi»«3rls»d bslow* 
TUTtCnRiNt 
(Pear l Oyaters) Extens ive aquslgng d i v i n g nnd sk in 
d i v i n g opera t ions were combined w i t h spec ia l i s i e n d ourvey work 
a l l a long the Ckilf o f ^"^onnaf cooa t . The aewward s ide of 50 ifUarids 
ware Inspecited to show the p e ' - a i b i l i t y o f apst s e t t ! .I,n',-j dowi and 
t h r i v i n g In the shwllow reef areas and ?»dj«»cent sesward rocky 
bo t tom. E-xcept f o r an occagionel spet of Pinciwde |ji;«££!:J. i''^ the 
four i s l a n d s i n the v i c i n i t y of T u t l c o r i n the r o s i of the BV^BB 
were found complete ly bar ren of oys ter s e t t l e m e n t , 
Tho rocky bottom of Valper a t l-^-tS mt , depth , represented 
by Devlpar , Pernandar paar, Cruxlan Pnair and Kara i Paar» shewed 
the presence o f oys te r spat p f tnu la t lon rencjtng i n dens i t y fro^a 5 to 
7 per s q , mt . The s i z e ranqe o f the spat was 26-40 mm. This rocky 
bottom between T u t l c o r l n to Pinnakrayai showed a a i m i l e r p o t t s r n so 
fa r as the inner se r i es was concerned. Those I v i n q at depth 
range ZO-2d mt , however, were most ly bar ren except Thoia i raw Paer 
area where oys te rs o f s i ze 35-45 mm were present i n s» t t l l 
numbers (1 -2 per s q . m t . ) 
Tbt competing feunfl namely Hg_((lolus^ species wss ev ident 
i n a l l srens e s p e c i a l l y on the Inner 8«r i«9 which d i d n a i msqur 
w « l l f o r the. hea l thy growth of the es f ls t lng oys te r ap»t i n these 
areas* 
Kartnirajapuram F H h c r y i The prev'ious chank f i s h e r y 
which commenced i n October 1STS w»*5 .on t inued t i l ! the end of 
vlenuary 1977„ Th« t o t a l l and ing* Qf- chalks by d i v i n g wsre 
ea t lwa tod to be 613143 dur ing the abave a e r i o d . The s i i a rsnga 
of chanks wss 91-205 mm* 
Tha present season cowr;enred on ly on I t t h ilf^.tiBinhiix '?'?, 
Dur ing tha yasr und^er rsfsort 1^B8,921 chtnks wesre landed 18,559 
chsnks were worrasd by Q^lofL?,* '^^^ ' '^ these warmed charjk^ 1352 
Wire wormed by tijyi£'Jlhig[u3 so* a l s o . Th« s i ze ranqe du r i na th« 
year wsa 95-205 mm., ths doroinfint gi i ,e ba ing 10B-13*f) rom, 'ilccom-
panylng tab le /shows chanklandi tv is &i d i f f e r e n t cer i t res* /{r>t(,/,, j^) 
KetLAKARAIi 
«|»iK<t«,> «.W:«H»'» 
The 9i-«:e v a r i e d from 36 mm to 258 mm, Tha fflrijority 
*'*si ^»2yXI^J!l£. SS i i l t * There wta "-m laff^dir-nji o f chanks thrnughout. 
thfl l a s t tvo months of jwisfc qua r te r . Mora Irandinga of ch-mksj 
w«re recorded du r ing the <=.econd qua r te r * CIicjna SP* and LithophsQa 
were the comraoni foui^ jp^ found In thn chnnka, 
Chenk f i s h i n g by d i v i n g vs3 ca; risBu out s t '-^.^^ftlj.! ftam 
Jfitnuary t n Juno 1977 Pitound riusal I s l and and Hanaui i l a l i i nd and 
a t o t a l of 678 chunks w«rs got In the pBricsd, 288 chsnks wsre 
obta ined hy d i ve rs in the quwrter July-Snpiamber Bnd c?:55 chanka 
i n DBcarnber. A l l the chanks belongod to the v a r i e t y acu ta* H 0 2 
r.hanks were landed a t vodai lai I n the y»flr« 
The chank f l a h s r y ccimmmicBd et !iQ!S.«»wai.£fi8 i " t h t f l r a t 
week of March ^977 and extended t i l l tha middle of May* 24,358 
chunks were got by dlvlntg i n the sseason a t Madu psar , Vasda psar* 
Kondffl pBBVt and Manalkadal by d i v e r s who came frDm Kwal8karai# 
Pe r l aps tna* and Vedala i» La te r i n the year chanka were got by 
d iv ing only l«» small niu«ibflfr» by flahcrman who irf«nt for f l»hln( | 
aea cucuwbtra, v l a l b U l t y be ing poor dua to twrbldXty* Th€ loi.t»l 
ch«nk ca t ch In 1977 I s of*ly ^"^4% of i n ? ! in p rev ious year which 
WB3 59 ,412 , This l5! due to thts sa« h«ing turblcJ i5\^ en a t ih« baglnn 
of the f i s h i n g 3e«son„ i s Mo.rcH"'A^>rll. Fup ther , lh«r^ w»s?t ?n? 
fiBhlMtj of chenks from Octobsr In middle of December d^jn to bi»n 
Imposed by Tadtli Nadu Rovernwent an fHh lngof chenka* 
Chank Umdlnga in 1977 wsd noer ly double the a u « n l l t y 
of ch3ri!<3 landRd dur ing 1S76 ©t Osvlp»tr>«im» 'he incrwaaa In thg 
catch dur ing 1377 was due to this I n t a n s l f i c e i l a n of <flvlng ops ra -
t l o n s by employing more canoes and d i v e r s * compared to the p r e -
ceding ynat* AneJyais of th» length frRQfiertcy d l a t r i b a t l a n of 
chunks In d e f e r e n t wontha shcswed i h s t dur ing Aprllf M'sy, C'une 
f!*nd July* 111-120 ir,^ wis the dominant g l^e group. Hurlng 
August ttind Soptsmber l O t - l t O snro was the dominant group, Chanks 
of the s lx« group 81-90 mm wei-e landed only riurlnq Hay snd 
5eDt8'^h»r« Chnnka be longing to this s l x e group 151'*160 mm Mntf^ 
r a r e and ^nte ptn^tsnl an ly in May 1977, 
Huillmiinai F l s h e r / t 
Eventhou'ljh the chank f i s h e r y commenced a e r l l o t j I t was 
sctlv(» from April 1*n7# Ourlnq the f i r s t quwrter^ the chanks 
CQUfjht In ' T h s l i M v e l a l ' wen the main source of chank Isnding* 
There was tjood landing of chanka in April as the %e» was very 
c l e a r and calm most sul t fsble fo r dSvlny, In May and June tho 
Irjndlnqs dwindled due t o turb id i ty* . The fl<thery dec l ined «jra-
d o s l l y fro« J u l y , I t wea a c t i v e upto August mnd dWlnq WBS 
l i m i t e d to » few days In September. Chsnks C8uc|ht in 'ThaUu-
va i l e i ' were landed in small numbers. The a l i e range WHS 90-200 
jnra, the dominant s i z e being 130-160 mm. In September talqqer 
chr?nk5 of 17D-30C'3 nun were doiainant . 
Kerenuad F l s h t r y j 
The f i s h e r y w»» slmllHr t o t h a t of h l l Umun.jl , During 
the f i r s t qufirter crab ne t and ' Thai l u v a l e l " iBnde.il chanka In 
small ni.i.nbera. The f i s h e r y wan good In April *ind the ch»nks i/er« 
caught by d iv ing* In the t h i r d q u a r t e r , a i l the d i v e r s went »i»t 
for ' T h a l i u v a l a l ' f i s h i n g . So chanks ^got en tang led In crsb 
n e t s ware lunded In small numbers* 
'!.:-
Thondit 
During th« period eniJia';j Oe-cs-tsbRr ' ?7 911c number of 
chanks w«r8 l«ndedj Th«s TAX9 f'-^ ngB v.srifsfj from 'iZ mm to iUSi mm. 
The majority was ) ,^ Py!'U'»! var sijlyfta, 
Seihubavachatirams 
The f i r s t quarter reglstgrftd th«s faaxliaum cetch of full 
s l i d chanka, Cl^ioga, sp -ind I^ HJ^ J^HSLHI®. *^ ' w«r« found to be 
cojwffion foulers i^ f thnrikg h-jrtded in a l l the three cen t r e s . 
Edible oyatftr gpats ^Bfc fouid "sttachecl in cer ta in ch»nk3 landed 
9t Thondi during the f l r g t qtjjsrlsr* 
VIZHIN.1AMt 
n a " "-I r--l I • • • - • — • — 
Oyster aurveyt 
— •liAw. *«*'-«*.L«»h.i«mM»»«i I'll .« in •*! m-Ammmf i 
Mulloor, Engy^m mnd Colffcngl ytre t:avarisd for Pearl 
Oyatar survey work* Th« reeky p stchrs 1-2 kus away from shore 
aroii 4^«re surveyed and I t was founs:; th6»t ^^p^^SliS!. £ii£2Jt9L ^^^ 
P^chomnitzl were avai lable in ths."?? a reas , Specimentg ranging 
26 to 121 «m «l3rj were c o l l e c t ^ j . At Huttooi arfjB f>lao th t r» 
w«9 good sottlement of Pearl Oysters , During Marc:h to *ipril 
sett lement of younc} penrl oysterst vas noticed at Viirhinjom bey. 
Ar t i f i c ia l 3e t t le rs< v U . , s p l i t ny-ltin ropes were used to study 
tho sattlewent fietterft* Ny,n(3er of oysters vere found attached to 
these s e t t l e r s ^ind ylsw in the jRuawel ropes suap«ndod in the 
r s f t a . In April there wiasi gaod »jetller(icnt of Peerl Oyster spats 
over the seaweeds of tho bsy araan 
Chenk fishery: 
Chenk landing gtirvey VTHS lUimi at selected centres v i z . 
r^jlltjo, Vark«li3, ViihU*jsmj KoMia.-tdl, Tn^ysimf ^oiiScheX end 
Kadiapattlnam, and p'lor during f'tihtuBty and '^'^ arch. During the 
l a s t quar ter the ch«nk landiniqa «tt Vizhinjam, Veli , VarMala* 
Eneyam, Colachel end ^»^sdlao3ti.in«m were hSgn, (during Occawber) 
since the weter w?«3 c l^ar for diving^ I t i s 
understood that ?.0-'2^% of cAmnk^ »r« e i t he r demsged or wormed* 
The percentage «f Ghernks were above 6th qroup was between 
30-40, They arc sold fnr Rs* 3 to Rs, 5 / - by fi?ahermen„ 
An approximate t o ' a l of ^5,030 to tB,OOD nos. wero landed during 
1977 a t a i l these cen t re s . At VIablnjaw, the hooks and l ine f ishint 
of chanks have nat s t a r t ed during December* 
PORjqNOVgt 
A tot». l of 40380 chsnks ¥^3 iendsd s t l^ortnovo by ns-^chanlae 
vessels du r i ru j the yonr 19Tt . Tnis M«a i i ior lh of Rs« 64128 ®t the 
loca l (Barksl* The waJ'-lmuns land ings vfere i n M»y when ^DoB5% of the 
t o t a l annual catch was landed, which was du« to the Increased 
f i s h i n g or«!»9ure# At Poptono>#«j the normal p r s c t j c o ia to 
re tu rn the und«rBi2»d (below SO mm dlaniflitei" cor-respondinq to 90 
mm leng th ) to tho sea ffQ'tt thet bont At«el.f^ but som?? fli^hej-wen 
b r i n g th«w to shore to s c H f o r making i i f n « , 
Tahle fc' 
OigiaUs^^_of^Chttnk^^ lend l t igs .at _^dlfferef?t^ccr8tra3 
Cani re 
Kfinnlr»j9pur»o> 
Kea l^kura l 
Oavipatnaw 
Hu l l Imunn i 
Knrangad 
Thtindi 
Sethubavn-
Chatrom 
Raweswaram 
Porto Novo 
V lxh in ja ia 
full niie 
160301 
6412 
14738 
1S951 
13545 
7419 
2476 
21949 
Undfjf a i J« 
% 1 1 
440 
108B 
1131 
1018 
090 
2534 
5 
706 
Wormsd 
1 3329 
83S 
esot 
tofla' 
1403 
437 
105 
COCC 
Tota l 
198927 
7488 
1 5824 
22583 
15^45 
S712 
3173 
14D,? 
25'277 
49380 
t moo 
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Pearl Oyster Atlas (M0L/RE/l,4) 
K. Nagappan Nayar, S, Mahadevan, and A.Bastin 
Fernando 
Cbllection of chronological details of Pearl 
Oyster beds inspection conducted in the Gulf of Mannar 
and Palk Bay was conpleted during the year and detailed 
tabulcir statement showing the history of each bed from 1847 
was completed. The structture and composition of the Oyster 
shQll and pearl, early history of pearl culture and 
experimants connected therewith together with the present 
day technological advances were gathered. Editing the 
above details into a durtmy to form the part III of the 
atlas is in progress. It is hoped that this would be 
conpleted by the middle of 1978, 
Based on the suggestion received towards the 
irtprovement of pictorial representations of the Part I and 
II of the dummy, alterations were made. 
Projjeot: M|L:ri£EiiiiLS. •*• !;l!dA.,^M£«,2ll..idlM:!lJ2^S-li!XS.-„^^ 
"» 
t*"; ,fc« '•'a,]f?.i>Br.>!6,i,f.a , C /I' *Ha;is,m, A^-Sreeni. v«satt, 
44©Uok KaiDar Unnithaw*, 
ivu:;'.lnfc 1977 fx?GiX'«s.l'»«> cul tui'P' of f*rtjj_s|iHtr«;ji 
raadraaensile wae usdartaken li'-! Xarau&d crt^ek a t 'iu.ticorlii; 
and Vaigiii feaiafetry aefer .f^ -andapaiia Gaicp,, thv- accen-t was on 
the col lec t ion of oyater apat froro natura l Tsecio by s e t t i r g 
up d i f fe ren t types of opat c o l l e c t o r i a t d i f fe ren t eeasone., 
'•^ he spat f a i l on \h<» cul^ii waa -very jpoor during the ytar* 
'i-h-ts waa suppllmeriteci by exteimivci col lect ion of £»p»t which 
had s e t t l e d d'.'wn oi?er the r^atural bed« al»o« The technique 
of apat coli^'ctj 0,0 wart 5uccyn»fully etancSariiSised »t t u t i eo r l n 
by eaiploylRft ll»'e-ooated «uid cemmt eoated t i l e s for c o l l e c t -
ion duiiijg \.y^tK'.r «pi*wnlrg pettaons^, 
G-rcmiiig oystfro by the rack cul ture isethod was. 
t r i e d a t Iv tJcorir*^ Js stu'ck of JO^OCO oyBter!^ of different 
8i«© groupy eoUse ted frt»i» the na tu ra l ground were grova3-> 
I'he growth t.'atts.t.'w of the culturtHS oyater iSpat appears to be 
influenced aaviir^ely by a i l t ing , overorowding and fouling.. 
The work at feigai <j8tua.ry near J-thsuikarai did nat meet with 
aauch euccfscs •tlufe to unexpectwd floods i« the eytuary duririg 
North—'^'aet laonjaoou period., 
Wo rk^__ Jowe^; 
'lb.':! cultured oys ters which wtre shifted from Vaigai 
*stuarj' a t ^thankaral in tw. l a s t ».|uarter of 1976 i\\m to 
prev&lenoe of low ^Elini ty condit ions in the estuary were 
reared in the inshore caaBtMl waters of Uulf of Mannar netur 
mim Je t ty • Maiidapaia ^mp t i l l March 1977« in the Inahur© 
coasta l waters the cultxired oys te rs showed a growth of only 
2 to 3 mm per month in the f i r e t quar ter of 1977. In .April 
-Vi 
th« cultured oysters were re - t r sna fe r red to the eetiiary on the 
e e l l n i t y reaching Z3fl>» A modul size of 65 nsin of Craeaoetrea 
roadra^ensiB 8#en in Karch, 1977 cJid not 8ho% « sahif t in Jane, 
<WM'tWin•w.-wmw-••mwMriinii miMwurm 
I'lie ffiaxiffluia sige of oystere Increased from 70 mm in i^ ecosibex^ 
1976 to 86 mi» In March 1977 tiid 96 mm in June 1977 * in March 
1977. three oyster cu l tu re racke were i n s t a l l e d in Vaigai 
fiatuary a t Atbanlcarttl and oioe hundred oyster col lected Xrom 
iUnchirangucli, Karangad and SunQarap«ndip«ttin«Bs were reared 
In Valgai itstuary in t r a y s . In adcit ion 7085 oyetere, 30"9CBam 
In alKe, were col lected froiji ^aigai ^^Btiiary ttJ'd reared in 
trays icapt on four ado i t ioaa l racks , Thtre were a t o t a l of 
90B5 oyeterB in the oyetar farm a t the end of ^une t977 and 
14i9'>0 oys te rs in the month of October 1977» Ihe oyatera 
were regular ly clcRnod ana fouling or^ t^mlBmB l ike Bponges, 
bamaolee, weaving mussela and algae were r'smo'ved* Ihe modal 
aijee which was a t 65 tm in June 1^77 Increased to 85 ram in 
-^tptemfeer' 1977e I'he maximum &i%e of cul tured oystere increae-
(?d from SB mm to 120 mm during the same period* Concrete 
p iece , t i l e and oyster Bhell cultch were kept in the eatuary 
for oe t t ing of oyster spa t , Spa t fa l l on cul tch was very 
poor durine the year . Ihere waa ae t t ing of one to three 
spat on the valves of some of the cultured oys t e r s . 
In the th i rd week of October, 1977 there were audden 
floods in ^aigal estuary following very heavy r a in s arid 
discharge of water from upper reaches of r i ve r end nuwous 
i r r i ga t ion tanks, ^e a consequence, low s a l i n i t y of 0»25^» 
to 0«46?i»» was observed continuoualy• ^ a o v a l of oyeters from 
the estuary was obstructed by ra in and swift flow of water. 
2500 oys ters could he saved from the t rays hy diving and 
these were reared in t rays on r-AC/'ifS in Inahore waters of 
^ulf of Mannar near C.M»F.tt.i» Jfcttye Between Novemher aiid 
December, 1977 the oysters friiowed a growth of 10 mm in s i z e . 
^'ata on increase in weight was recordedo "a ln fa l l and 
opening or closing of the f a r moutsi influenced the s a l i n i t y 
ofthe estuary* 
'•^ he hydrogen ion concentrat ion (pii) also showd 
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monthly -variation. '%e uiaximum values wers noticed during 
Mct-^eo. period and the asinimum value® were noticed in 
January and -^'ebruary. 
^ a l i t a t l f f t and quan t i t a t ive ©tudy of the stotnach 
contents of the oyatergwao carr ied out tvom Kay 1977 to 
•December 1977» '%« important food I t eae which were present 
in the stomach of the oystsK during the period of study 
included laxiS^A* SiJMSMa. ?Jiff.M^§^.«llft«....J:aaSift2.diJ.cM> 
^!il3aUaaa4£i&Sli|. ^^g9B^3.ei|ift, Hliaet0SS£0s e t c . , in the order 
of pr€ference„ 
^ a n t i t a t i v e etudy of the etoraach contents ehowed 
^^ la**^  yjtggohif const i tu ted the dominant food item in July, 
whereas Savicul^ showed dominance in June, ^ g u e t , September 
October and November* In May Pleuroaiaaa was the dominant 
food item, ^orcinodiecue formed the maximum percentag*? i« 
the atomach in the month of •'^ecember, during which period 
the oys te rs were reared in sea in the inshore region» 
Njtgschi^, Wavioul^* '-^h^llai9ffio1ft:|yij^. and ^oiScinodiscus were 
repi'eaented in the stomach contents during a l l the months 
under observationo 
^pifauna associated with the oysters in the cul ture 
trayo and na tu ra l beds included the barnacle B^lp^nugt hermit 
crabs , aphids* f^odiolus. (^hiton,. -^haia sp , Pglych^e^B. 
amphipods, sponges etc* Presence of Modiolu ,^^  and alphids 
WHS more in na tu ra l beds than in cu l tu re t r a y s , Large scale 
encrustrat ion of barnacle was noticed on the poles erected 
for holiUng the cul ture t r ays in the estuary« 
^pi f lora associated with the oys ters included 
''Mt:fc2Sl££eiLl. iiM2J?hc!Xfi. iferffidura, j^ olXffiRlTiOt^ ia. Ulvg 
ji,%ctuca e t c , * number of oysters transplanted from Kachi-
rankudi es tuary, which were grown to one and half years old 
were observed to have been infected by the boring sponge 
'^uticorin 
-Experiments on the large scale co l lec t ion of edible 
yi 
it 
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byater apat by erajtloying roufing t i l e s aa c o l l e c t o r s have been 
carr ied out during the period under r e p o r t . %e t i l e s used 
as spat ODllectora measired 18 x 10 an and are about 10 mm 
th ick . Both lime coated and cement coated t l l e e were ueed» 
lief ore lime coating, a l l the tileia were thoroughly 
brushed with sea water and dried In wind, <*• double coat of 
liaie was given to each t i l e so as to render easy scrapping 
of the epat l a t e r . 
uver and above the double coat of lime .thin coat of 
/A 
i cement v^ as given and the 30 tiXoe were branded as cement 
\ coated t l l e a . 
before pu t t ing out the* t i l e s they were stacked 
together in pa l ra in nylon-meohed i ron cages . 20 euch cages 
with 50 t i l e s each were placed on the rack erected in the 
iCarapad creek. 
•^Iring the month of July t o t a l l y 3000 t i l e e were l a i c 
• out for spat Fjettleinent of which 450 were cement coated. 
•••'roBi the month of *>eptetnber onwards 1000 lime coated t i l e s 
were l a i d out for spat se t t lement , ' i r e t set of spat s e t t l e -
ment, on the t i l e s was noticed on 23.8.1977. '^hereaftert 
almost in a l l the months spat set t lement on the t i l e s was 
not iced . However, the incidence of spat set t lement varied 
during the months., '-^ -'he average incidence of spat set t lement 
was found to be thf h i | J i« t t during September both in lime 
coated (34 noa) and cement coated (44 nos . ) t i l e s . 
^venthough an average of 34 and 44 spat were noticed 
on the lime and cement coated t i l e s respec t ive ly a maxiBum of 
62 on lime cuated t i l e e and 80 on cement coated t i l e s s e t t l e d 
during the month of "September 1977 i s qu i t e encouraging. %e 
concave side of the t i l e e favour good se t t ianento "^ettlers 
including foul ing organisms were p r a c t i c a l l y n i l on the 
convex s i d e . Based on the a'Verage incidence of spat sett lement 
i t has been estimated t h a t , a t present , t o t a l l y 54,500 spat 
are avai lable in the farm* 
:7> 
^crapjlUng of oyster spat from the t i l e co l l ec to r s was 
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reeorted to during the month of -^ecestber 1977. '-Vjrap-ed 
spat were segregated according tc the size raf^ge and. stocked 
in box type cages which were euspended froai the rack® in the 
open aea* 
t^bservations on the growth ra te of Bt'csd oyaters on 
the t i l e co l l ec to r s were also made once in a reonthi Length 
frequency s tud ies revealed tha t the average Boutbly growth 
r a t e of oys te rs in the farm area was 15 mna* '^ariaue fae tnrs 
seem to influence the growth pa t te rn of the ovsters Bpat on 
the t i l e s . •*'buling by barnacles and s i l t i n g were foimd to 
endanger the s e t t l e d spa t . 
Experiments were also conducted during the iftonih of 
*ugu8t 1977 by suspending s t r i n g s of cocoanut and oyster 
she l l s (^ultioh). '-^ he coconut she l l s were coated with liiae 
and suspended from a casuarina pole with a Borioa o£ 10 to 
12 s h e l l s leaving a gap of 7-10 cm. fc^^tween each ohe l l , '^sall 
wooden p ieces were used to hold the s h e l l s in proper places*. 
Both in coconut and oyster s t r i n g s t ha t were obsfirved daring 
the month of September 1977 the attachjoent of spat was very 
stray* 
•^ r lng the aionth of Uctober, a simple roethod of 
•preading the oyster s h e l l s over the rectangular cages was 
i n i t i a t e d . 3 to 26 spat with an average of 7 apats per 
she l l were noticed in these s h e l l s , '-^ he 6&a\& ioethod was 
followed, during Noverobe.c and December and avera^^e spat 2 and 
0.4 were noticed respect ively* 
%e oys te rs with the cul tch was allowed to grow in 
c l u s t e r s . Observations on the growth r a t e of aeed oysters 
on the oyster she l l co l l e c to r s were also made. %e average 
growth observed was 17.8 nus, 10.2 mm and 10*1 mjm for the 
months of Novemberf December and January 1970 respec t ive ly . 
•^ince the seed oys ters were allowed to grow in c l u s t e r s 
various f ac to r s such as foul ing , s i l t i n g i overcrowding were 
found to endanger the growth of oys t e r s . 
-firing the period under repor t i i nves t iga t ions on 
the biology of the oys t e r s in the farm were made, "^otal 
.. :c>> 
weight of the oy»t«rs, length , flf'sJi w i g h t eex and gonad 
QouAitlonn %ere recorc*.ed.. 
'•*<he f l e sh weight of the oyster^* moniMy change of 
the flesh weight, aodes occurring end aver&ge weight >vere 
recorded, ^rowth etudies on edible oyetere in the fara were 
continued, 
'%ough di f ferent i£«thad« of induoed breeding ot the 
oys te rs were t r i e d , only s t r ipp ing method was succeesfwl, 
'*!together ivif^nty ©tripping experiments were co*ic!uctedfl *%pe 
male and feroale oys te rs n^ere selected aa breeders from the 
neural bed mltwated in the Karapad creek* *%e eggs were 
Iso la ted and f e r t i l i s e d in separate con ta iners , '•'•he different 
dc?elapB3€jntal atafeee were observed and both photomicrograph 
and camera lucida drawin^^e v?ere iHadSo %e average ttiae taken 
by a f e r t i l i z e d egg to reach the d i f f e ren t de^elopniisntel 
s tages wao detcmlnedo **ince the developcit-nt of the larvae 
wfts much hindered by tlie prot-T^oane which multiply tt-euiendoualy 
in the cu l ture medluo a n t i b i o t i c s l i k e chlor^amx'henical, 
streptomycin eulphate and penc i l l ln were ueed. '^ he optimum 
concentration of the a n t i b i o t i c s re.:]ulred was found out , 
io boost the gi'owth of the larvae aiultl v i t t ^ i n s w«re used. 
'ietraseJjfflls was given as food for the l a rvae . '%« larvae 
which a t ta ined th« straiti^it hinge stage mTViv^:<& up to 13 days* 
•^tnce te t rasel inls alone was given ae food the lai-vae did not 
show amy appreciable growth In size,. 
Inves t iga t ions were conducted on the infection by 
p a r a s i t i c l a rva l ^^erceria in the edible oystert. '•^ 'he pa r a s i t e s 
wore i so l a t ed and identif ie-J , .^'he ef fect of the pa ras i t e on 
the host especia l ly on i t s s t e r i l i t y and cnange in f iesh 
weight were observed. 
Wi{-
S.Mahadevtfi, K.^^engarajan, P.S.kuriakose 
and K«K«A|ipukuttan. 
^ft3,len1, fliidini^; 
•'^easibiXity of culturlng green musBQl and brown 
mussel was established in 1976 at S l i c u t and ^izhinjaai 
research centres respectively, ^'his work wea further inten-
sified in 1977 With ^he object of standftrdising the techniques 
of culture and studying the economic feas ib i l i ty of open sea 
musuel cul ture . %e outstanding feature of th i s year ' s work 
has been l^e success in growing green mussels at ^aliout 
where i t has been shown that i t i s possible to piroduce 426 
tonnss/hectsre of grsm mussels within a short period of 180 
days, '^his i s thrice the yield reported from foreign countries 
l ike Spain, ^ t ^itdiiniam also observation's have proved that 
the brown nussels can grow four time a i t s weight within a 
period of 563 days with a reasonably ^ast growth r a t e , ^ke 
investigation on opes ^ea sussel culture have shown that i t i s 
possible to grow the mussels to marketable siee during the 
Pre and Post monsoon seasons and abundant collection of seeds 
can be laade by laying special spat collectorso 
•ork done; 
liaJTge scale culture of the green mussel (Pema v i r id i s ) 
was carried out in the open sea at ^aliout and significant 
resul ts were achieved, i'en ra f t s each of size 7 x 6,5 metres 
were floated in the open sea in the l a s t week of October 1976, 
with a view to studying the production rate» economic feas i -
b i l i t y and perfection of the techniqueso 
*%e raf ts were constructed using teaHwood and bamboo 
ipoles and were mounted over o i l barrels of 200 l i t r e s cajwity 
lis barrels for one r a f t ) . %e area covered was 450 square 
liietreB at 9 metres depth, situated 4 kilometres away from the 
^ore* •*aming winkers" were instal led on the raf t s to 
I OS' 
deoarcate the farm area in the sea agains t poselble mviga t ion 
haea: 
•ted 
0.69 
d t . 
*»eed museels for the cul ture work were col lected from 
the ijiatural muaael beds near ^lathuro ^'^verage length ot the 
a t the t ine of t ransp lan ta t ion was 21.1 mn. weighing 
gfi* *>eedB were oXtaned properly to rcaove fouling 
o r g a ^ i n s before t ranaplon ta t ion . ''^our kilograms of such 
seeds were securely wrapped round each rope of 8 metres length 
suspended from the r a f t s about one metre apart* Both 
nyloja and co i r ropes of H mm* and 20 mm, respect ively were 
usedj for seeding the mussel spat* Altogether 333 ropes 
seeded with juveni le mussels were suspended from the r a f t s . 
^W Issedlng p a r t of the cu l tu re work took two months time 
(November and December). 
'•^ he growth of the seed mussels on suspended ropes in 
the farm was very rapid« i^ ieed mussels having an average 
length of 21,7 mm. weighing 0»69 gn>* t ransplanted In the f i r s t 
week of November 1976 grew to a sisse 89i.22 mm. weighing 
30.03 gn. in the f i r s t week of May 1977. '•^ 'he average growth 
r a t e was about 12 mm. per month* <*-verage meat-weight of the 
seed was 0,27 gm. (forming 39<.13 percent of the t o t a l l i v e 
weight) which increased to 15.73 gin. a t the time of the 
harvest in May 1977, r e g i s t e r i n g 52,2B percent of the t o t a l 
l ivo weight, '"'•'he growth r a t e ofthe seeds in the na tu ra l 
bed was noticed to be slow,(8.1 mm. per month). Meat y ie ld 
frora the na tu ra l bed mussels in May 1977 was only 39.6 percent 
of the t o t a l l i ve weight. 
One i n t e r e s t i n g observation made in the present study 
r e l a t e s to the early development of the gonads in ease of 
cul tured mussels, "^eed mussels t ransplanted from the 
na t a r a l beds to the cul ture farm showed signs of gonad develop-
ment within a period of 30 days, '•ithijj 60 days, the gonads 
of a l l the mussels in the farm had a t ta ined sexual matur i ty . 
**paKi«iing s tar ted a f t e r 90 days and over 50 percent of the 
mussels was found to have spawned before March 1977. Heavy 
set t lement of the spat was noticed a l l over the suspended 
\0b 
ropes. In the case of muoeelo in the na tu ra l bed, gonad 
development commenced only In May 1S77 and epawnint; xaa not 
observed t i l l the aecond week of ^ugruot. 
Harveet was begun on 30th * p r i l and completed on 15th 
May 1977. ^ii to strong windo and wave ac t ion , on 16th *^pril 
6 r a f t s were damaged 357 ropet ouspended from these r a f t i 
were completely l o s t In the sea. ^ ia i t ing the farm s i t e for 
7 days wae not possible to t ry harves t ing the musaels from 
the damaged r a f t s , '-^ he remaining 176 ropes harvested from 
4 r a f t s yielded 6164 Kg, of mussels, *^  p a r t of the harvested 
ausse l s were sold to loca l merchants a t the r a t e of Rs* 3 0 / -
per gunny bag (about 100 kg«} and the remaining to a loca l 
canning factory a t the r a t e of At* ? / - for 100 musselSf t o t a l -
l i n g an amount of As* 1447/» for the whole harvest* 
I t i s obaerved tha t 4 kga of mussel seeds t ransplanted 
on 8 metres length rope in Hovember 1976 produced 35 kg. of 
mussels within 6 months, '-^his showed tha t one metre length 
of rope can produce 4«4 kg, of musselse %U8 i t i s c lear 
tha t 1 kg, of mussel seed can be grown to more than 8 kg, of 
mussels within a period of s ix months* '%e percentage meat 
y ie ld of cultured mussels being 52.58, the average meat 
y ie ld from OB« metre length of rope within s ix months i s 
about 2,4 kg, Calculating on t h i s r a t e of production the 
y ie ld from one hectare by suspended cu l tu re method in the 
open sea for a period of s ix months amounts to 428 tonnea 
!l^ here were 117 ropes of d i f fe ren t length, both coi r 
and nylon, suspended fmro 3 r a f t s , '•%« number of rouaeel 
s e t t l ed over a un i t area in the I'ope wao studied by taking 
samples from unifoim length of ropes regularly« I t was found 
tha t the niuaber of mussels per i metre length rtmged from 
7a-204» "^ "he cultmred musBelB reached harveetable s i se by 
May (55-59 mm) and they s t a r t ed spawnint; from June., A r t i -
f i c i a l cultchee made of ooconut s h e l l , t i l e s and bamboo s p l i t s 
were released in June, '-^ he set t lement of mussel spat over 
theee oul tchei were very pooro ^ s noticed in th t na tura l bed 
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there was a heavy spat f a l l of Modiolus gp in the area a l s o , 
*ight from •^'eptsmber seeding work was i n i t i a t e d . Young 
mussels ranging from 15-25 mm were collected and 18 ropes 
were released during t h i s per iod. 
<Kie to unfavourable weather conditions seeding work 
could not proceed during October. By the teginnlng of 
Kovember 25 ropes were also seeded, '-^ he seeds used per meter 
varied from 1 . 5 - 2 kg. '• '^his year there was heavy r a i n f a l l 
during October and November and there was heavy influx of 
freshwater in the bay. Mae to sudden change in environmental 
condition the seeds in the ropes s t a r t ed f a l l i n g off from the 
rope €uid young mussels attached to the seeded ropes died 
showing heavy m o r t a l i t y . In a l l the A'} ropes set t lement was 
very poor. Most of the ropes were taken out and seeded again. 
I n i t i a l works an open sea mussel cu l ture was s t a r t ed 
by October, '^ wo reifta of 6 x 6 m diamension were fabricated* 
'•^ •'he r a f t s were anchored 2.5 km. away» opposite to the 
inspection bungalow a t a depth of 20 met res . 36 ropes were 
suspended in these r a f t s , '-^ he rope length ranged from 7-9 
me t r e s . 
'ihe a v a i l a b i l i t y of seed mussel was much leasf since 
the set t lement in the ftatural bed wee very poor. Of the old 
stock of cultured mussels 40 ropes were u t i l i s e d for b io logica l 
s tud ies , ' ' ix ropes were used for various exhibi t ions loca l ly 
as well as a t ^ochln. * f t e r June the mussels s tar ted f a l l i n g 
from the ropes due to heavy weight, '•^ 'he remaining mussels 
were estimated approximately a t 1500 kg. '-^ ho average weight 
of mussel per meter var ies from 12-15 kg. 
Biological s tud ies of cultured brown mussels were 
taken from ropes regular ly to study the growth r a t e of 
mussels in the bay. '•'•he s tudies showed tha t the species had 
gro*m 35 mro during, 12 months period with an average growth 
of 2.9 mm per month. Analysis of the complete growth data 
of the year showed that top port ion of the ropes recorded 
higher eijse and f lesh weigl-it as noticed in the previous year , 
'"^ he maximum perc»:ntage of f lesh weight was in July (47.!?8'^). 
^ corrcsponcing change in the condition index also was noticed 
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with the minimuffli In ^ugiiat and maxlmuw in Ju ly , 
Mature opecimeno of mutiaels (60-70 mm elce) s t a r t ed 
spaMiin^i in laboratory condition during June and tiie spaviailng 
las ted t i l l the end of <^uguBt. '"^ 'he mature epeciraene l ibe ra ted 
«ggs by giving ' o t r e a a ' and the egga were mixed with aperm 
in f i l t e r e d aea water, -"ree swimming ^e l lger larvae were 
tranBfei*red ttj big ^^uarium tanks with fresh oea water. 
•^Vequent chan^ ^^ e of water and constant aera t ion were t r ied to 
el iminate f i l i a t e attack* attempts to r ea r the larvft^ 
beyond ^ei iger stage did not succeed. In the natural bed 
the s p e t f a l l s t a r ted by i^ugust, % i s year the sett lement was 
very poor and i t was I n t e r e s t i n g to note t ha t Kodioluig sp 
spat have s e t t l e d throughout the na tu ra l bed from June. 
Musael f ishery around ?lje*»injam area was very poor 
t h i s year with an eetlinated t o t a l of 39.7 tonnes, ••'"rom 
January to March and September to -December there was mussel 
f i sh ing around t h i s a rea . -Kiring »>eptenjber fishermen s ta r ted 
exploi t ing mussels ranging 35-59 nm» Poor set t lement and 
depletion Df the stock by indiscr iminate explo i ta t ion has 
resul ted in much lower production th i s year . Maximum fishing 
e f fo r t and catch were recorded during December. 
Madras 
Hiring the year the work on the cu l ture of green 
mussels in the open sea was continued a t Kovalam. ^du l t 
mussels were col lected from -^inore and suspended from the 
r a f t s to fonn the spawning stock, •'pat f a l l of mussels on 
a small scale was observed on the t i l e s suspended from the 
r a f t by the end of March 1977 and tht? spa t s measured about 
5 mm in l eng th . Heavy spawning of mussels was observed by 
the end of ^ r i l 1977 and numerous spats measuring 5 mm in 
length were observed on the t i l e s by th-s middle of May 1977. 
Abundant seeds measuring 15-20 rain in length were avai lable 
for seeding during June 1977. ^oir ropea were used for 
seeding as b e t t e r attachment by young mu8se?,a was noticed on 
them than on nylon ropes . Miring July 1977 t h i r t y five ropes 
were seeded with mussel spats weighing 4 i - 6 kg. per i^ipe. 
' loq-
'•^ he growth of the muBBelB in the farm area was qui te good 
and an average growth r a t e of 12 nun per month was noticed* 
By the end of *»epteniber 1977» the aea became rough and in 
view of the North-east monsoon in October the r a f t s were 
dismantled, '-^ 'wo or three fold increase in weight of the 
seeded mussels was aot iced in about 70-74 Oaysc '•'^ he t o t a l 
weight of seeds used In the experiment was IS'j kg» and they 
had grown to a weight of 320 kg. '•^ he length of the apat a t 
the time of seeding ta r i ed from 15*20 mm and at the end of 
the oeason a f t e r 45 days varied from 40-45 mnu 
-•Experiments to continue the »U80el cul ture during 
North-east monsoon months were unsuccessful due to severe 
cyclone during October 1977» 
'^he rooks a t Kovalam have been succeasfully 
colonised by the green mussels affording an abundant supply 
of seeds for seeding the ropes during 1978, 
l ie • 
Mpr lcu l tu re - Cul ture of Mollugca clamg and ^ocklea(MaL/CUL/1.3) 
K.A, Naraaimham, X, •'^ppanna •^aetry ana P.Vo 
•^r tenivaaan. 
*ork: on ^nad&ra fi;ron9.Bf waa cont inued based on 
fo r tn i , 5h t ly c o l l e c t i o n a made from the Kaklnada Bay* '%c s i z e 
range of the cooklee in commercial ca toheo va r i ed from 15-71 mm 
and mo.lal l e n g t h ranged from 25-59 nan. % e monthly d l e t r i -
but lon was u s u a l l y unlmodal ; the 29-59 mm modal l e n g t h s 
domina ing the c a t c h e s . I'he average cond i t i on index based 
t o t a l weight of the cockle v a r i e d from 14.5 - 2 0 , 6 . '- '^hia 
condl t on index was g e n e r a l l y high In ^ p r i l and "^^ugust to 
f i r s t f o r t n i g h t of November, '-^ -'he cond i t ion index baeed on 
s h e l l ve lgh t var ied from 20-9 - 32 .0 and followed the same 
pat terr , a s the cond i t ion index based on we igh t , '-^here was 
cons ide rab le v a r i a t i o n of cond i t ion index between the i n d i -
viduale c o l l e c t e d on the same d a t e , 'i'he pe rcen tage of ao l ida 
in wet meat weight var ied from 16.5 to 25.2 and gene ra l ly 
high dur ing * p r i l - September. Examination of gonad miieara 
showed the ouckles in spawning condi t ion th rou^hsu t the study 
per iod (**pril~'^ecefflber). '^he tewpt ' rature of the waterf over 
the c o c t l e bed va r i eo i-.com 24.5°G to 32.0*C, B a l i n i t y from 
Oo52 to 31.92:*» and the d ioaulved oxygen from 2,66 to 10,23 
ffll/1, ^'hree days a f t e r the cyclone (23-11-77) the s a l i n i t y 
touched a low 0,5256* due to heavy f reah water i n f l u x . 
*ork was i n i t i a t e d on the biology of Mere t r i x r^,ip« 
from a snai l bed n e a r Kakinada flay, -"^rins * p r i l Mere t r ix 
§22* me iBured 44-61 mm and in * p r i l 44-75 mm, •''rom June 
onwards, samples were not a v a i l a b l e a s the clams bRCsBne 
s c a r c e , '•^ he gonadial cond i t i ons r evea l ed t h a t clams Wore 
p a r t l y upawned and spen t cond i t ion dur ing ^ p r i l and May, 
In t ens ive search continu«d f o r the c o l l e c t i o n of the above 
spec iee ahd only Ujn^oniurn smi ^erethium^ epp; *nadara 
fi£aho,sa; SUSlaa egp; £liVii £.ljbbo«^, ' ^u r r i i ^a ig aop, 
1(1 
f lac^nta ; plHcen%§; fee ten craes ic tntuB; and j'j,p4,ti.g spp 
e tc were encjunttred In 8maT3 nuioberB. 
£orto Novo 
^ i l ture experinients on thp beiolcwater clania Meretrlx 
Cfigta end K.^telyaic^ Qpltnti^  were cuntinued, •''•xperlfncnte on 
li» Cftslr^ for the l a s t one year proved tha t thlB opecies can 
be cultui*ed Jn new places where there wert^  no clams e a r l i e r 
by providing, HUi table subejtretumo Baaed on the r e s u l t s 
obtained, an i n t e r t i d e l pond was excavated Iri tJie ^e l l a r 
estuary and t h i s spcclee along with a l imited numbers of 
K.oplma were introduced during; the aionth of September 1977. 
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FISHERY ENVIROMEHTAL DIVISION 
OCEANDGRAPHY" 
Environmental studies » Physical and Chemical aspects 
(MBO/ES/1,1) 
A.V.S. Murty, C.P. Ramamirtham, D. Sadananda Rao, 
N.S. Radhakrishnan, G.G. Annigerl, R, Marichamy, 
V.S.K. Chenrrubhotla, S, Muthusamy, P. Mojumder 
and others. 
Salient findings; 
Detailed hydrographlc investigation of the south eastern 
Arabian Sea within the latitudes of 8° E during winter revealed 
many interesting features of distribution of temperature, salinity, 
and dissolved oxygen of the waters. The thermal field revealed 
that the stratification of the thermocline was much stronger in 
the westernmost part off Cochin, off Calicut, off Mangalore and 
off Karwar, The mostly isotheimal mixed layer was again more 
clearly evident in the western regions. But in the section off 
Cape Comorin the thennooline was weaker. In the zonal section 
along the 14 N paradlel, the thermocline was obseirved to start at 
about 40 m in the offshore region, whereas in the near coastal area 
the same was observed at about 80 m. depth. Thus a gradual sinking 
of isotherms could be inferred towards east, 
A salinity maximum with a core value of 36,5^ was observed 
In the offshore regions, with a well developed tongue of high salinity 
which was observed to sink towards east. Over the continental shelf 
and the slope, the salinity values were ihhoh-lawer and within a 
distance of 15~25 km from the coast, the salinity values were as 
low as 31»6^» Below a depth of about 150 m, the distribution of 
salinity values ranged from 54,89^ to 35«25fo, 
The distribution of dissolved oxygen in the mixed layer 
did not reveal ariy marked spaoial difference, the values ranging 
between 4*5 ml/l and 5 nil/l. The oxygen deficit layer was evident 
In almost all the sections from 100 m to 1000 m depth, .'.^  
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values being invariably between 0,5 ml/l and 1,0 ml/j. The vertical 
extent of the oxygen deficit layer was lesser in the northern region 
than in the southern one. 
The regional characteristics of sea water were also studied 
at different centres along the coast of India and the salient find-
ings are as follows: 
Bombay 
The temperatures of air and sea surface water" showed double 
maximum the peaks occurring during May and October, Salinity ranged 
from 30.69^ (June) to 36.0^ (October), Dissolved oxygen values 
were between 4 ml/l and 5 ml/l except during June when it was only 
3.4 ml/l. 
Mangalore 
Gradual increase in surface temperature was observed during 
January-March period. The maximnam temperature of 32,0^0 was recorded 
in the f i r s t week of April ; thereaf ter temperature s tar ted declining. 
The lowest temperature of 23,5 C was observed in the fourth week 
of September and a r i s i n g trend was noticed in October-November 
period followed by a s l igh t decline in December, The maximum sa l i n i t y 
value of 36.049^ was recorded in the l a s t week of April and the 
lowest value of 3.595^ was in the fi3?st weekof August, The minimum 
and maximum s a l i n i t y values recorded during the previous year were 
17«77 and 34.61?^ respect ive ly . The oxygen values were general ly 
h i ^ e r in January-February period and also in August, The range of 
oxygen values was from 5.42 to 5.70 m l / l . The inorganic phosphate 
values were higher in January-April and August-October period. The 
minimum and maximum phosphate values recorded were 0.09 an^ 1.07 ug 
a t / l respect ive ly , 
Karwar 
The annual variationsof temperature, salinity and dissolved 
oxygen off the waters off Karwar are presented in the fl^ jure. 
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The temperature showed double maximum, with peak values in 
April and October/November, Due to monsoon rains, the surface water 
salinity dropped drastically during July/August (less than &^) while 
the bottom water salinity was above 30foo, Dissolved oxygen of the 
surface waters was between 4 ml/l and 5 ml/t during most of the months 
and the value was never less than 3»5 ml/j. The bottom waters were 
depleted from oxygen (less than 1 ml/j) during July is to September 
(Southwest monsoon) period. The inorganic phosphate in the surface 
waters was generally 0,15 ug at/^ while its value in the bottom waters 
was 0,25 ug at/1., The'^H value of the surface waters was 7»8 during 
July and August but it was never less than 8 during rest of the months 
of the year, 
Madras 
During most of the months of the year, the salinity value of the 
waters of$kadras ranged from 3 2 ^ to 349^» However, the salinity values 
were lower (between 25^ to 26^ at the surface and between 26?fc)to 3 0 ^ 
at the bottom) during the period of October to December, Dissolved 
oxygen in the waters (including bottom waters) was never less than 
4 ml/j. 
Progress of work 
The southeastern Arabian sea was studied in its water character-
istics, Oceanographic conditions were monitored from variougi)lace3 
like Bombay, Karwar, Mangalore, Calicut, Mandapam Camp, Tuticorin, 
Madras and Waltair. 
Work contemplated 
Monitoring would be continued for oceanographic parameters 
such as temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, hydrogen ion 
concentration and nutrients from various research centres along 
the west coast as well as east coast of India, Regular observations 
could be carried out and various charts would be prepared to analyse 
tbe data. 
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Investigations on the ecological conditions of the Vembanad Lake 
(MBO/ES/1.2^ 
A.V.S. Murty, V, Kunjukrishna Filial, R, Vasanthakumar, 
A, Regunathan, 
Salient findings 
During the year under report, the Thannermukkom bund remained 
closed for five months (January to May) and the area south of the 
bxMd remained practically cut-off from the rest of the lake system 
during this period, ^-drological parameters recorded did not show 
any significant changes in the environment. 
It was observed that there is a newly formed clam bed 
(Villoritta sp.) located a little north of Vaikom, About fifty 
country boats were engaged In fishing for the clams. On an average 
each boat fished about I50 to 200 kg, each day. This is the first 
time such a clam bed is observed in this area. It is quite possible 
that the formation of this clam bed might have resulted due to the 
change in the circulation pattern of the lake due to the closure of 
the bund. 
Progress of work 
Regular sampling programme from six selected stations in 
between Pathlramanal and Cochin were carried out. Samples were 
collected for hydrography, primary production, zooplankton and the 
fishery resources. 
Work contonplated 
The changes would be studied in the faunal, floral, ecological 
and biological environments as well as fisheries of the Vembanad Lake 
consequent on the construction of the Thanneermukkom Bund with a 
view to suggest oonservational measures for the living resources 
of the lake. 
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Circulation and related phenomenon » Circulat ion pat tern 
in the region south of Cochin along the south west coast 
of India (mO/ES/2.1) 
C.P. Bamamirthan, B.S. Bao and others. 
Salient findings 
During prennonsoon period lateral movements were negligible 
in the mixed layer. In the Quilon bank area weak southward drifts 
could be inferred at the top of the thermocline around 75 metre 
depths. The weak southward drifts observed during April get inten-
sified during May and off Quilon these movements appear to have 
deformed into a cyclonic gyre in the Quilon bank area. Such diver-
gence zones can be preliminarily considered as a prelude to the 
large scale divergence phenomenon occurring in the Arabian Sea 
during active monsoon period. 
Progress of work 
The final processing of the data for this region is being 
continued. 
Work contemplated 
A paper dealing with the above aspect is under preparation. 
Circulation and related Phenomenon - Circulation pattern 
in the region north of Cochin along the Southwest coast 
of India (MBO/ES/2.2) 
D.S. Rao, C.P, Ramamirtham, R. Vasanthakumar, P.M. Aboobaker, 
K.P. Viswanathan, 
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Salient findings 
Sinking of offshore waters at the top of the thermocline 
over the shelf was observed in the sections off Calicut, off 
Mangalore,off Karwar, along 14 N and 16 N latitudes, during the 
month of December, The intensity of the sinking phenomenon was 
noticed to increase in the northern sections. In the section off 
Karwar an antioyclonic eddy of nearly 100 miles width was observed 
at the top of the thermocline revealing the presence of the 
convergence phenomenon in the region during the winter, A weak 
northward flow was also observed within the thermocline during 
the winter period along the coast in the northern regions. 
Progress of work 
The vertical distribution charts of various parameters such 
as temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen have been prepared 
in all the sections and interpretation of the charts have been 
done in terms of circulation. 
Work contemplated» 
A detailed paper on the above study is under preparation for 
publication. The circulation patterns in this region during other 
seasons will be studied in detail. 
Preparation of Fishery Oceanographio Atlas (MBO/ES/3) 
A.T.S, Murty, C.P. Ramamirtham, D.S. Rao. 
Progress of work 
Charts pertaining to temperature, salinity and dissolved 
oxygen distribution patterns in the vertical and along the zonal 
sections^ - off the west coast of India were prepared. 
Work oontempj.ated 
The distribution patterns in the lateral planes of the 
essential oceanographio properties would be drawn. 
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Mub banks of the Kerala coast and tiieir influence 
on fisheries (MBO/to/1.1) 
A.V.S, Murty, D.S. Rao, K.J. Mathew, C.P* Gopinathan, 
A. Regunathan, V.K, Balachandran and C. Thankappan Plllai. 
Salient findings 
The observations conducted so far indicated that the formation 
of the mud banks during 1977 was not so good as in previous years. 
Complete calmness of the areas were located only In rare cases. 
Progress of woric 
During the year, observations were continued at Various mud 
bank regions especially at Ambalapuzha-Purakkad-Thottappilli region 
and the region between Vjrpeen Munambam. 
Work contemplated 
Particle size analysis and mineral analysis of the mud sanples 
would be carried out. The bulletin on the mud banks would be 
completed. 
Ecological Energetics (MB0/ES/1.2) 
C.P. Ramamirtham and others. 
Salient findings 
During late sinking season in the region off Cochin in 
January the surface and bottom salinity values in the near shore 
regions were low between 32 and 32»5^. Gradual increase in 
temperature was noticed by progress of season and in March the 
range was from 30 to 32 C. Dissolved 03 
metre depth was between 4 and 4«5 ml/jl. 
ojcygen contents upto 20 
During monsoon the surface salinity value decreased to 
about 1 2 ^ due to rain and fresh water influx and the oxygen 
contents at 10 & 20 metre *ep-bho w«3?» ninch lower than summer, 
values as low as 2,5 ml/l being observed. 
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The CI4 technique indicated that the r a t e of production at 
surface and bottom during the f i r s t quarter were moderate and a 
s l igh t increase was observed in the second quarter and th rou^ou t 
the year the benthic productivity r a t e s were very low. 
Progress of work 
The periodical investigation of the hydrographlc features 
in the Cochin region is being continued. 
Work contemplated 
More detailed Investigations in the region with reduced 
time Isigs, especially during the monsoon season are to be carried 
out. 
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MARINE BIOLOGY 
( MBO/PP/1.1 )bive3tif;ations on phytoplankton and primary productivity 
of the ahelf and adjacent waters. 
P.V.BanaohandraA Nair, M.MJose, R.S.I^nde^ 
flachael Cheriyan, Aravinda Hebbar, G. Regothaman, 
C.P.Gopinathan, V.K.Balachandran, K.G.Girija-
vallabhan, C.V.Mathew, 
Salj.e;it f^nd^nffl 
For the first time regular observations have been made 
on productivity and related parameters off Visakhapatnam in the 
enclosed area of the outer harbour and in the open sea. The mean 
rate of production varied between 5 and 39 mgC/m^/hr in the 
backwaters} 2 and 18 mgO/m^/hr in the open sea outside the 
harbour; and between 0.5 and 1? mgC/m^/hr in the enolosed area of 
the harbour. Low oxygen values are observed in April at all the 
stations with a sharp increase of oxygen towards May. The 
phosphate content is relatively higher at the outer harbour area. 
'Biese would serve as baseline data for evaluating the ecological 
changes that would be brought about with the commencement of 
production in the proposed steel complex. 
Work in Tarogress 
At Cochin» IXuring the year 7 cruises on board 
'Cadalmin* ware undertaken to measure the rate of productivity 
in the fishing grounds of Cochin. In addition diurnal variations 
of production and other relevant parameters were measured for a 
continuous period of % hours to evaluate the magnitude of 
variation resulting from changes in sampling time. The results 
indicate a definite diurnal rhythm with the maximum during the 
preceding hours before nocn. Data have not been processed due 
to the defect in counting system which has since been rectified. 
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At Vlsakhapatnamt Wojric waa started in April 1977 at 
the outer harbour area, open sea and in the bade waters of 
%imilipatlnam and Nagamayapalam. Rate of organic production* 
as jaee^ured by oxygen teohniciue, has not been following any 
regular pattern either at the mouth of Bhimili backwaters or at the 
outer harbour area. The raiaa rate of produotion varied between 
39 and 3 mgO/n /^^ our at the aouth of Bhimili baedcwatera, between 
18 and 2 agC/m /^hr at the outer harbour area and the open eea and 
between 17 and 0,5 tagC/n^/tix at the enclosed area. In May 
higher rates of produBtion were observed at al l the three regieats. 
At Madras and Calicut though a few observations 
have been taken data could not be processed due to the failure 
of the counting system. 
fforl^ (yonteaplatedt 
Intensification of observations at a l l centres and a 
detailed study of the perennial and seasonal prawn fields in the 
ad;iaoent areas of the Cochin backwater system for evaluating 
ti» potential for stocking of prawn seeds. 
Cultuye of economically imooirtant seaweeds (MB0/SW/l,2) 
V.S.K.Chennnbhotla, S. Kalimuthu, P. Badhakrishnan, 
Q. iiagothaman. 
Work; <^ one 
During the period raider review culture of economically 
important agaropl^tes and alginoj^iytes was carried out in Palk Bay 
(fish farm area), Gulf of Ifeuinar (CUFRI jetty and Hare island), 
and in Vizhinjam Bay, 
Graoilaria edul,i9 introduced in I^lk Bay waters showed 
good growth but heavy grazing by some of the fishes like ^^radon» 
Siganus. Bsamnoperoa etc. has hampered further growth. Bfenoing 
of the culture site with a nylon net of 1" mesh size was of no 
avail. 
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In Gulf of Mannar seventeen coir rope ne ts of the 
s ize 2 X 5 n» eaoh with £ . edulis as seed material introduced 
near C.M.P.fi.I. j e t t y has shown good growth. Eight coir 
nets introduced with G.edulis as seed material in Hare Island 
had a very luxuriant growth. 
In Vizhinjam, f i e l d and laboratory cul ture experiments 
on Graoilarja port l o a f were carried out . 
Laboratoiy cul ture experimsnts on germination of 
carpos pores of G.edulis were continued. Ejcperin»nts with G.edulis 
fragments in enriched seawater medium were carried out . P las t ic ra f t 
Pools with coral stones and running seawater were s e t up with 
carposporic plants spread over the stones to enable the spores to 
s e t t l e on the substratum soon af ter l iberat icm. 
An assessment of Sargassum resources exploited from 
Mandapam area for Indust r ia l purposes, and i t s effect on the stock 
was made. 
Work contemplate^ 
Demonstration project a t Bare I s land; Survey of 
Seaweed resources along the Kerala coast and Andaman i s l ands . 
Secondary production of the shelf and adjacent waters 
(MB0/H./1.1) 
KJ.Mathsw, K.fiengarajan, C.Y.Mathiew, K.G.Girlja-
vallabhan, S.Muthusany, S.Krishna P i l l a i , 
R. Marichany, Pon.Slraimeetan, C.M.AUikunju. 
Sal ient fjjidings* 
Pour species of sijiionophores, namely Frillaealma 
v i t y a a i . Mairrus orthooannoudes. AmTahiearyon TOltifera and 
A.ernesti, were recorded for the f i r s t t ine from the Indian 
waters . The jresenoe of four meso- and batlyrpelagi-c species 
in the eplpelagic zone of the south west coast of India has been 
a t t r i bu ted to the process of upwelling in t h i s region. 
At Bombay, 31 juveniles of mackerel ranging in s ize between \ . 
\ 
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75-87 mm (T.L.) have been caught from the area 17-72/2A during 
November. At Madras, the biomass of zooplankton showed wide 
f luctuat ions from 1.5 ml in September to 55 ml in January per 
15 minutes haul . At Tuticorin the range of f luctuation was 
between 5.0 and 28.7 ml per ' -^  10 minutes haul . However, a t 
Mangalore i t was noticed t h a t , in general, the zooplankton 
biomass evinced high values in 1977 when compared with the 
previous year . At Calicut, the biomass was comparatively r i cher 
a t the 25 m. zone than a t the 15 m. zone. 
Work donet 
COCflIN; Studies on the siphonophoires of the west coast of 
India and the Lakshadweep Sea were continued. Based on the 
d i s t r ibu t ion pat tern the species are broadly c l a s s i f i ed into 
n e r i t i c forms, oceanic forms and those common to both the realms. 
Pour species have been recorded for the f i r s t time from the 
Indian waters. The presence of some meso- and bathypelagic 
species of siphonophores in the epipelagio zone has been 
considered as due to the process of upwelling along the 
south-west coast of Ind ia . 
BOMBAYt At Bombay, the zooplankton biomass ranged between 
1.1 ml i n August and 14«2 ml. in October, per ten minutes h a u l . 
Gopepods were the dominant groups in a l l the months; t he i r peak 
occurrence wer^ recorded in April and November. Salps were 
abundant from October to December while the chaetognaths were 
cha rac te r i s t i c during November and December. 51 juveniles of 
fiastrellJA^Bi:' kana^urta were caught in the trawl net from the 
area 17-72/2A in November, In December, 20 adul t speciraens were 
a lso caught from the area 18-72/2A. 
MANGALORE: ftegular planktcn samples were col lected from the 
1.5 and 2.5 m. s t a t ions off Mangalore Coast. Pluctuaticais in 
the plankton biomass showed a range between 1.00 and 25•85 ml 
a t the shallower staticm while i t was between 12.00 and 20.75 ml 
a t the deeper s t a t i o n . 
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CALICUT» Begular investigations on the zooplankton biomass, 
species composition and hydrography were carried out off the 
coast of Calicut at 15 a and 25 m stations. Biomass of 
zooplankton was comparatively richer at the 25 m station than 
at the 15 m station. Copepods were the dominant groups 
followed by medusae, chaetognatha, decapod larvae, amphipods, 
salps etc. 
TUTIOOHIH t Plankton sampling was done at the fishing grounds off 
Tuticorin between the depth rauige 4 and 28 m. Zooplanktcai 
biomass varied from 5*0 "to 26,7 nil per 10 minutes surface haul, 
the highest values being obtained during November and December. 
The percentage contribution of fish eggs and larvae were high 
during January-February and August-October. 
MADRAS: Standing crop of zooplanktcaa showed wide fluctuations, 
the variations being at the range I.5 ml (September) and 35*0 ml 
(January) per I5 minutes haul. Copepods were abundant in 
August, and from October to December. Maximum number of 
carnivorous forms, namely decapod larvae and chaetognaths 
occurred during Januaxy* Pish eggs occurred in large numbers 
during all the months with a peak in October. Pish larvae 
were poorly represented in the samples. 
tfork contemplated» 
Apart from the routine pIaaktonol6gioal observations 
which are being carried out at different centres, more 
emi*iasis will be given to study the relationship between 
the secondary production and the regional fisheries. 
Booiogioal energetics |.n cultivable marine organisms. 
(MBO/BE/1.1) 
\ P.V. fiamaohandran Nair , D.C.V. Easterson, ^ 
C.V.lfe.thew and M.Vijayakumaran. "^  
Salient f ind ings ; 
The conversion efficiency and the nitrogen budget 
for M. dobs on i using a r t i f i c i a l feed was found to be 39'62?S (gross) " C'. 
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and A9*3% (Net;f) and nitrogen budget was found to be fo r growth 
38.7^, moult 0.60^ and for metaboliam 40.79?S making up a t o t a l of 
60.8^ ass imilate and the r e s t faeces . 
Feeding response of Crasaostrea madrasensis cultured 
a t Tutioorin to l ive jAjytoplankters was invest igated using 
Tetyaselmis. Osoi l la tor ta and Aqphora. The response was found 
to be negative. 
Work done* 
<^  Tti6 conversion efficiency and nitrogen budget of 
Metapenaeua dobsoni using a r t i f i c i a l feed wew f ina l ly 
determined and are as followst 
Gross conversion efficiency (K1) - 59.62?^ 
Netj^ conversion efficiency (K2) - 49«54^ 
Nitrogen budget 
Consumption 
100^ 
Assimilation 
80.18^ 
Faeces 
19.82?fi 
Growth 38.79 
Moult O.6O9S 
Metabolism 40*799^ 
The invest igat ion on the edible oyster , Crassostrea 
madrasensis i s being continued. The problem of proper algaeas 
food and the maintenance of the oyster for a prolonged duration 
under laboratory conditions i s being studied. The response in 
feeding with cul tures of Tetraselmis and a few other algae was 
a lso being studied, in order to locate sui table species for 
feeding the oysters in the laboratory. 
At Calicut feeding experiments were conducted with 
mussels. But no s ignif icant r e s u l t s were obtained. 
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Marine Pollution in re la t ion to the TH?otection of l iv ing 
resources (MBO/MP/I.I) 
P.V.Ramachandran Nair, V.Ghandrika, M.V.Pai, 
G.G.Annigeri, V.S.K.Chennubhotla, M.S.Rajagopalan, 
V.Kunjukrishna P i l l a i , C.P.Gopinathan and 
G. Thankappan P i l l a i . 
Sal ient f indings! 
Water pollution monitoring was carried out a t Cochin, 
Calicut, Karwar and Tuticorin. At Cochin bacter iological studies 
by the use of faecal index reveal that in the es tuar ine areas 
the pollution from human waste i s more compaired to animal sources. 
At Karwar no further f ish mortality was reported. At Tuticorin 
an inventory wais prepared on the various indus t r ia l establishments 
and the nature and concentration of pol lutants in t he i r e f f luents , 
in order to carry on an effect ive monitoring programme. 
fork done: 
At Cochin: flegular monitoring of bacterial pollution in the 
Cochin backwater was carried out. It was observed that microbial 
flora of the Cochin backwater is dominated by organisms of 
polltttional, fresh water and soil origin. Seasonal sampling showed 
that the dominating interesting groups here are actually tl|e 
fermentative, polar flagellated (isromonas vibrio) ones which may 
be of pollutional origin. Also, the abundance of indicator 
bacteria was noted in places neax' the sewage effluents. Distal 
areas near the sea remain more or less free from pollution of this 
organisms owing to the dilution of open sea water especially 
during high tide. Source and nature of pollution was determined 
by constructing faecal index. 
Laboratory experiments were conducted on selected 
marine animals to determine the LCcg values for pesticides such a& 
hexadrin and endrin. Sasponse in tbe i^ iotosynthetic behaviour 
of selected phytoplankters and natural populations was measured 
by C ^  uptake in Rresonoe or the above pesticides. 
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: . At Calicut 8 Observations were taken up on the extent of 
water pollution from the inshore areas of Beypore Bay apto the 
Mavoor industrial area, where extensive mass fish mortality was 
reported during March/April 1977« A monitoring ptrogranme on the 
BOD and other relevant parameters is being continued. 
At Karwar: In the Binage Bay, where earlier mass fish 
mortality was reported when residual chlorine from the effluents 
of M/s.Ballarpur Industries exceeded 1 pjan, monitoring was 
continued. The residual chlorine was always less than 1 ppm level. 
At Tuticorin: An inventory was prepared on the various 
industrial establishments and their marketing products, nature 
and concentration of pollutant, locations where the pollutants are 
discharged, and pre-treatment arrangements for evaluating the 
impact of the pollutants and for planning of Remedial measures 
to be taken. 
<ifork contemplated t 
Intensification of monitoring programmes at various 
centres to collect more data on various parameters such as BOD, 
specific pollutants etc. 
Benthos of the fishing grounds off Cochin. (MBO/BF/l.1) ' 
V.Kunjukrlshna Pillai, C.P.Gopinathan, 
A. Regunathan. 
Salient f indini9;s t 
The data collected so far Indicate that the benthlo 
region In the depth range of 10 to 20 m. was observed to be 
comparatively abundant as far as the benthlc fauna are concerned. 
Prom the overall picture obtained by the observations, the fishing 
ground at 20 m. depth appeared to be more productive when 
compared to other areas investigated in the inshore region. 
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Progress of work: 
Under this programme, regular collections were taken 
from the fishing grounds off Cochin. Samples were collected and 
analysed from 10, 20, 30 and 40 m. depths for hydrography, primary 
production, zooplsmktcaa and benthos. 
Sta t ions . 
Temp.^C 
Sa l in i ty ?fc 
D. oxygen ml/L 
pH 
I 
29.50 
28.95 
4.18 
7.25 
I I 
29.25 
30.15 
4.06 
8.71 
I I I 
50.00 
52.59 
5.62 
8.62 
IV 
29.80 
50.25 
3.56 
8.40 
V 
50.25 
50.79 
5.86 
8.00 
VI 
28.70 
52.67 
5.45 
8.10 
In the first quarter the rate of primary production 
at the surface sind bottom was moderate (5 to 10 mg C/m*/hr.) But the 
benthic production estimated on mud samples indicated very low 
production rate (O.I to O.4 mg C/m^/hr). The values for the second 
half revealed slight increase especially at the surface. The rate 
of benthic productivity did not show any significant variations in 
the remaining period. 
The data collected indicate that the area from 10 to 20 m. 
appears to be more productive in the inshore region as far as the 
benthic fauna are concerned. Molluscs dominated the faunal 
representation both in quantity as well as quality. However, 
echinoderms were abundant at 20 m. during the month of May. The 
fish catch obtained by trawling indicated an abundance around 20 m, 
iffork contemplated: 
The project is reoriented to give more emjAiasis on the ' 
effect of weed deposits in the fishing grounds and their 
possible offficts on tho fishery resources of this region. 
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Investigations on the coral reef resources (MBO/Cr/l.l) 
C.S. Gopinatha Pillai 
Salient findings; 
The fringing reefs of Karachalli and Hare Islands 
in Tuticorin was surveyed at low tide. The distribution, 
abundance and coral faunal assemblage were studied. The major 
reef associate animals on these reefs weire also qualitatively 
studied. - > 
The fringing reefs of Tuticorin were compared with 
those of Rameswaram Island. 
The formation and species diversity of the south 
Indian reefs were explained. They are formed on the edges of 
parts of mainland cut away due to a wide subsidence in ij»cent 
time. 
Part of the work on the coral fauna of the Indian 
Ocean was carried out. Four hundred and forty species of corals 
were found to occur in the Indian Ocesm including the Red Sea. 
Works contemplatedt 
The work on the coral fauna of the Indian Ocean will 
be completed. The taxonomio history, affinities, distribution 
and their characters will be discussed for each species. 
Studies on the fringing reefs of Gulf of Kutch 
will be undertaken with special reference to their ecology 
and resources. 
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Investigation on useful and harmful sponges 
Pro.lect Code No. MBO/SP/1.1 
.-It nT.P,Aa Thomas, K. Ramadoss. 
Salient finding^ s 
Finalized a report on the Dermospongiae of the Minicoy 
Island. This account deals with 41 species referrable to 32 
genera and 23 families. Also, 20 species of sponges from Papua-
New Guinea Area were identified. 
Detailed investigations were conducted on the boring sponges 
which pose a threat to the rock oyster fishery in the estuarine 
areas of Goa. In the light of studies conducted so far, it is 
concluded that Cliona vastifioa ia the only adapted species to 
theeatuarine conditions and it can even pose a serious threat to 
the rich oyster populations in the estuary. 
Progress of workt 
Investigations were conducted on the sponges of the Goa 
Coast. Of a total of 13 species identified so far, 4 species belong 
to the boring forms. Of the four boring forms * one species i..£», 
Cliona vastifica Hancock by virtue of its tolerance to low salinity 
has gained considerable access to the estuarine regions and its main 
target is the shells of gregarious molluscs such as Crasaostrea 
cucullata found in abundance in these regions. 
Regarding the incidence of boring sponges in the estuaries 
of Goa, it ia estimated that about 6-9^ of the Crassoatrea population 
were infested with G.vaatifica. But in the case of window pane 
oysters the percentage of incidence noted ia as high as 62,9^. 
Racial studies pertaining to C.vaatifica is in progress. Technical 
helps were rendered to many Indian scientists as well as to many 
foreign Institutions, 
Works contemplatedt 
More emphasis will be given to study the economic importance 
of the incidence of sponges on the window pane oysters. Also, 
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the sponges associated with molluscs cultured in different centres 
will be studied in detail. 
The eggs and larvae of commercially important fishes from the shelf 
and ad.lacent yat^re. (MBO/FEL/I .1 ) 
CMukundaa, K..a0n^rajan, I.l&vid Raj, G.S.D.Selvaraj, S.Krishna Pillai, 
K.G.Girijavallabhan, M.Bajagopalan and Pon.Siraimeetan. 
Salient findings; 
Pish eggs and larvae were collected from the fishing grounds 
off Bombay, Cochin, Tuticorin and Madras, At Bombay, fish eggs were 
abundant in November while fish larvae were recorded in high numbers 
in April and December. At Cochin backwaters, Anohoviella eggs and 
Ambassis eggs were found to be abundant. Availability of fish eggs 
and larvae was high in the waters of Pinnakayal trench (Tuticorin), 
Spic Coast and in the area 8-78 during January - February and July-
October. At Madras, fish eggs and larvae were found to be abundant 
during October. Anohoviella eggs were the commonest at Madras 
during October, 
Progress of worki 
Bombay8 Fish eggs and larvae from the fishing grounds off Bombay were 
studied and the pattern of availability showed that fish eggs were 
more abundant in November and fish larvae in April and December. 
Cochint Observations on the fish eggs and larvae of the Cochin 
backwater plankton showed that Anohoviella eggs and Ambassis 
eggs were abundant in the area, 
Tuticorins 
Samples for the study were collected from the fishing grounds 
of Pinnakayal trench, Spic coast and the area 8-78. The availabi-
lity of fish eggs and larvae were greater in January-February and 
in July - OctoberI their part in the sample composition went up 
to pearly 29?^ . 
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Madras; Plankton collections made on board the EPP vessels opera-
ting off Madras were analysed for the study. Fish eggs were found 
to be most abundant In October, Anchoviella eggs were the commonest. 
Works contemplated? 
Estimation of total fish eggs and larvae in plankton samples 
and their relative abundance in space ancl time will be continued. 
Further emphasis will be given to study the spawning grounds and 
spawning periods of important species. 
Ecological studies of mangrove swamps (MB0/^S/1.1) 
M.S. Rajagopalan, C.S. Gopinadha Pillai, G.P. Gopinathan, 
G.S, Daniel Selvaraj, P.M. Aboobaker, A. Bastlan Fernando 
and A, Kanagam. 
Ecological studies of the mangrove swampq around Cochin and 
Tuticorin were continued during the year. Routine data on the 
water temperature, salinity, oxygen content, primary productivity 
etc. were collected during the months when boat facilities were 
available. 
At Cochin, the survey was extended to a group of small reclaimed 
islands In the harbour area where typical mangrove conditions 
prevail. The vegetation is not much different from those in the 
other stations around Perumbalam In the Cochin backwaters. 
The resident fauna of the reclaimed islands is characterised 
ty the presence of Cerethidium in large numbers in the lower muddy 
regions} different species of hermit crabs and other crabs in the 
higher levels and the presence of juveniles of Therapon. Haplocheilus. 
Etroplus and prawns in the creeWand ponds. The salinity and tempe-
rature in the ponds and creeks are subjected to wide fluctuations 
due to tidal Influence, 
A marked decrease in the salinity was noticed in the stations 
around Perumbalam during the monsoon months. But the usual 
compliment of juveniles of fishes and prawns were available in 
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good numbers. In the small ponds at station 4 of Perumbalam 
Btroplus could grow to good size and breed also. 
At Tuticorin; No marked change was noticed in the vegetation, the 
predominant species being Avlcenia bordering the hedges of Salioomla. 
The population density of Cerethidium varied from 5OO-470/Sq, 
metre and that of crabs from 10-12/sq. metre. Among fish seeds, 
mullets and Haplooheilus were abundant but Sillago sihama was totally 
absent, Chanos fry were also less abundant. There are indications 
that the prawn juveniles were declining in numbers over the past 
few yoars. The causes for these fluctuations are being investigated* 
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INTER " DIVISIOITAL PB3JBCT5 
Suirvey of Molluao (blvalvea) . prawn and f ish aeed reaourcea 
CMPRT/lDP/1. 
E.G. Si laa , K. Rangarajan, M. 2aJagopalan, K.S. Sundaram, 
K.M. Ameer Hsunaa, P. Namalwax, R. Thiagarajan, C, Nandakumar, 
S. Sharaau^am, Baatin Fernando, K. Prabhakaran Nalr, 
S. Lazarua, K.J. Mathew, G.S.D. Selvaraj , K.N. Gopalakrlahnan, 
Nalr, N. Goplnatha Menon, P. Ramadoas and K. Nandalramaran. 
COCHDJ; 
The data collected during 1976 have been analyaed and the 
highlighta of the flndinga are given below. 
Of all the aeeda the prawn aeeda were the most abundant 
In the surf area. These showed a region-wise and aeaaonHvlae 
variation (fig, ), The aeeds of three species of prawns namely 
Penaeua indlcua. Metapenaeuq dobaonl and M, monooeroa were obtained. 
The maximum abundance of prawn seeds was noticed during the May-
Auguat period. 
The fish seeds were represented mostly by the larvae of 
Ambasaia, mulleta, thew^ppnlda, Chanos and some olupelds. The 
south west monsoon months were the lean period for the fish e^ga 
and larvae. 
The mussel spats of the genus Pejma were found to settle 
on to the groynes by J^ly. The spat settlement used to be very 
heavy that there ia hardly any ©pace available for -tiie growth c£ 
the animals to any appreciable size. 3y the end of -ttie winter 
moat of them perish due to deposition of sand over them. 
Edible oysters were found to occur in email quantities 
at the mouths of rivers and estuaries and also sane distance 
inaide. 
During 1977 six cycles of seed surveys were undertaken 
and 195 stations have been covered for the collection of various 
samples. 
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VIZHINJM 
Regular aui^eys were conducted from Neendakara to Manakkudi 
Lake. Mullet fry were found to be the most abundant resources at 
almost all centres. Bulk of the fiy was below 20 mm size* It has 
been observed that at those centres where the mullet fry were rich 
in 'I976, they were scarce during 1977« It was obseirved that very 
shallow and flat bottoms with medium and fine sand offered suitable 
grounds for the mullet fry. 
Some juveniles of Chanos were collected from the marshy areas 
at Adimalathura during first half of the year. 
Post IsLTvae and Juveniles of P.indicus and M.dobsonl were 
quite abundant in Manakkudi Lake and Paravoor Lake respectively. 
Clam beds were noticed at Thengapattlnam and -^11 Lake, 
MANDAPM 
Eighty • five field trips have been conducted during the year. 
The f ingerllngs of mullets were present throu^out the year at all 
the places visited, Chanos fry showed two periods of occurrence in 
the Pamban waters; one during April to July and the other fi^ sm 
October to December, The Mugil flngerlings have been estimated to 
be 4,62,000 per hectare in June and Chanos at the rate of 15»730 
per hectare in April, Larvae of P.lndicus were present at the 
rate 15»750 per hectare at Muthupet and 3,00,000 per hectare in 
Palk Bay in August. 
The edible oyster occur close to the mouth of Athankarai 
estuary and the backwaters of Kanchlragudl, Clams of the species 
Merltrix casta are thickly populated in some of the areas in 
Athankarai estuary. Observations on various species of sea weeds 
were also conducted. 
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Fish and shell fish diseases ((MFRl/lDP/2) 
S. Mahadevan, G.S.D. Selvaraj, M. Kathirvel, C, Thankappan 
Pillai and others. 
During the period, the aetiological agents for the diseases 
'Pseudomonasis' and 'Vibriosis' were Identified as Pseudomonas 
fluorescans and Vibrio anguillarum respectively. The detailed 
characteristics of the organisms were also studied. 
In addition to this, bacteriological survey has also been 
carried out at Vizhinjam in mussels in the raft culture as well 
as from the natural beds. The water samples were also examined. 
The investigation proved that the mussels in the raft culture were 
comparatively more polluted with enteric bacterial forms than that 
in the mussels from the natural beds. The water samples were also 
found containing these bacteria. 
National Programne of tagging oil sardine, mackerel and prawns 
(CMFRI/lDP/3^ 
P. Vijayaraghavan, A, Noble, M.M. Thomas P. Saa Bennet 
and others 
Salient findings 
A total of 4268 oil sardines, 312 mackerel and 4128 prawns 
belonging to species Penaeus indicus. Metapenaeus dobsoni. M.affinis 
and Parapenaeopais stylifera w©»e tagged and released in the sea off 
Cochin during this yeai'. In the back waters 7794 Prawns of species 
P.indicus. P.semisulcatus. P.monodon. Metapenaeus dobsoni. M.affinis. 
M.monoceros and Parapenaeopsis stylifera were tagged. 
At Cochin 
Taxrgdrui- operations at seat 
In the first quarter 8 trips were undertaken during which 
32I8 prawns were marked and released at 15-20 meter depths off 
Cochin. During these trips 8 sardines and 2 mackerel which came 
in the trawl catches were also marked and let off. 
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Reooweries were limited to 40 prawns. Most of these were recovered 
within ten days of release while 7 prawns were recaptured between 2 - 5 
weeks after their release. All the recoveries were from the same 
area of release except one prawn which was caught 20 km north after the 
lapse of one week. 
The sea trips which had to be suspended during the 2nd quarter 
due to non-availability of launch or due to bad weather, were resramed 
in the third quarter during September, 507 mackerel and 57 oil sardine 
were tagged and released diiring this quarter. 
In the last quarter 4203 oil sardine and 910 prawns were 
tagged and released. 
Tagging operations in back waters; 
44 tagging trips were undertaken during which 5135» "^Q* 
1620 and I7I juvenile prawns were tagged during the first, second, 
third and fourth quarters respectively. The prawns belonged to 
the species F.indicus. P,semiguloatus. P.monodon, M.dobsoni. M,affinis. 
M.monoceroa and P.stylifera. Of these, 2092 were marked and released 
In an experinental pond in the back water were to make direct growth 
studies, and rest were released in the open lake. The recoveries 
of the latter were within the first week of release and were within 
3 km from the place of release. 
A preliminary examination of results obtained from periodic 
examination of marked prawns in the experimental pond indicated the 
following growth rates in the species given belows-
P.indieusQjB mm to 1,6 mm per day in the 45 - 58 mm size group, 
P,3tyliferat an average of .53 iwi per day in the 51-55 mm size -
group, 
M.dobsoni; ,2 mm to .7 mm per day in the 45 - 58 nrai size group. 
At Tuticorin; The tagging programme of sardines which was initiated 
in November, 1976 at Tuticorin was wound up in August 1977* 
During the period of e'udy^ oil sardine from shore seine were 
tagged and released off Tuticorin. There has been no recovery. 
Tagged and untagged oil sardines kept in cages suspended in sea 
were examined periodically. It was observed that ttie species could 
. live in cage for atleast 8 months. There was a h i ^ rate of eh9Q€«> 
iiig of taggs frcHu the impounded fidi. 
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.Shit S. K. Dliitiin.iiaja 
Shri J. C. (iitaiuirniillii 
Shri V. N, ll.imk-
Dr r, Appa Raci 
Shri ( i . <.(. ,\niii);in' 
Shri S. R i i t i v n 
D I M . M Ifwnias 
Slid K. S. 1 al Mohan 
Dr C. S. (iiipiiiatha I'illai 
Shri K. iJoiaita] 
Shri M. Kuniarati 
Sticntisls ill S -2 f^.nvAi: 
1. Dr. (i Sc\happa 
2. Shri K. II. Miihaii«>l 
1. Dr A, V. S. Mtinv 
4. Shri T, 't hi>ta\ilinj!am 
5. r)r M. S, I'tahhii 
SciCHliMs in S —3 grade 
1. l>t y. <i. .Silas 
2. Dr K. V. Sckharan 
Direct RccniifMicnt to the 
S-l Grade IhronuJi AvSRll 
Shii <i. Smlhakaia Rao, 
22l2-7fi 
Shri .Alcxamtor Kiirivan, 
|K-I2-7h 
Di V. Sniamawhamhii Miirly, 
22l2-7f. 
Shii I'. V. Siwiiivasan. 22-12 7ti 
Shri (i . Miuhiah. 5-1-77 
Shri A. f h c l b m . 22-12-7(> 
Mivs R. I'aitfliini. 16-12-76 
Shri r, V. R.nHuikiishiian, 
21-l2-7t> 
MtsN (iracy Mnihcw, 2,1 12-76 
Shri i i . tiiipaklunar, .1(»-12-76 
MIS'! Maiy K. Manisscri. 4-1-77 
D I li. Vivckunamlan, 2'M2 76 
Shii M. Rajamani, 10 12-76 
Slul Ciiinti)!iti)(iii Syila Rao. 
.5-1-77 
Shri K.iknti Viihaf Siinkariiio, 
7-1-77 
Shri V. Thiinjiiuaj Siibrainaniati, 
J 5-1-77 
•-i*BBttipi"l™ 
Shri A. LnhAminnriiyano, 
10.1-77 
I Jhri K MiitM«h. lM-77 
f Shri N. Ra^whamlran. 12-1'77 
/ WktH SmlwMa Kumar Cbakr*. 
^ bony, 14^1^77 
Shri MaAmi4^alitui. IM-77 
Shri OiariiMMikli Viiwy Dutln-
trayu, l7-i-77 
Ur S. Ktttioiekjra Pandian. 
29-1-77 ; 
Shri U. MaNm<ii. 29l>77 
ttnct Rfcn^tmciit to 
Dr S. V. Bftpii). S I , »s S-2 at 
Bombay. J7I2-76 
Shri I t . Venkaliiraman. S I . a% 
S'2 ul Mundapitm Ctinp. 
2(VI2-7h 
Shri K. Naeappnn Nayar, S-l,. 
m S-2 at Tuticwrin. 22-i2-7fi 
Of P. V. Ramavhamlran NaIr, 
S-l . n S 2 al Cochin. 18-12-76 
Or P. Vctlrtvyaia Rao. S-l. us 
S-2 ai Ctichin. 2<l-12-76 
Dr K. AlHi^ruia. S-l. av S-2 at 
Cochin. 30.12-76 
A|ipoiiitiMiMa id connect km 
wttli rcwwiMMtioa of 
TccMcil S r^vlecs 
Shri P. Kanmnknran Nair, Rc-
warcJi Amistant, as Sr. 'I'tvhnical 
Assislani ( M l 
Shri K. V. <Jcor|». Rcsearth 
Awti.vtani. as Sr Tcchnlc.il Awts-
iant (T-4) 
Shri (>, Hatakrishmin, Rcwarch 
Assisianl. as Sr Technical Assix-
litnl <T-4) 
Shri Varujihcso Philiiwsc, Re-
search Assistant, as Technical As-
sistant (T 11-3) 
Shri T. Pr»bhakaran Nair, Rc-
warch Assistant, as Technical As-
nkim (T I I .3) 
; j; i i j |«^:' ' iMciaiiutt 
Nliii-; Rc-
technical As-
Shr! b . M. Kiilkarni. Rc-sciiich 
AMbtant, as Technical Assistant 
(T n-3) 
Shri W. V«Rugot>!ilan. Rcse.iich 
Assistant, ns Technical Assistant 
(T I M ) 
•Shri S. Si|iniva.sarenriin, Rc-
scirch .Assistant, ns Tcehnk-nf As-
sistant (T 11-3) 
Slid K. i^MmitriiuiJian S»lr, 
JSA, as Technical Assistant 
I T I I-3) 
Shri S. Kandnsami. JSA. as Te-
chnical Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri A. C. Sekhar. JSA, as Te-
chnical AMistnnt (T 11-3) 
Shri P. Sadasiva Sarma, JSA, as 
Technical Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri P. Karunakaran Nair. JSA, 
as Technical Amistant {T JI-3) 
Shri P. K. Mahadcvun Pillui, 
JSA. as Technical Assistant 
(T 11-1) 
.Shri K.N. RasuthiiiHlra Kariha. 
ISA, m Technical As.fistanl 
(T 11-3) 
Shri R. Rcghti. JSA. as Icchni 
till Assistant (1 ll-.^l 
Shri K. Raniakristinan Nair, 
JSA. as Tcchi»icit| Assistant 
I T II 3) 
Shri R. Bh«sk.tran Achaii, JSA, 
:is technical Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri N, Rctnasamy. JSA, as 
Technical Assistant I T 11-31 
Shri A.A.P. Muttaliar. JSA. .is 
Technical Ass'siant (T 11-3) 
Shri K. <•. V»hannan, JSA. .ts 
i'eclMiicat Assistant ( I 11-31 
Shri r. lilrijavallalihan. JSA. as 
Tecbflical Awtistanl fT II-3» 
.Shri R. (inriwwami. JSA. as 
Technical Assistant «T 11-3) 
Shri M, Babn Philip. JSA, ;« 
TechniCMl Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri A.A. Thimkappan. JSA. as 
Icdmical AxaislatH IT 11-3) 
Shri K. Nandakumaran. JSA. as 
Technical Assislanl (T l l-J) 
Shri N. P. Kunhikrishikin. JSA, 
as Iccbnical Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri R. (innaimthi, JSA, as Te-
chnical Assistant ( I 11-3) 
SIni P. AnaiHia Rao. JSA. as 
lechnicia AssistaiH (T 11-3) 
Shri A. <TwHuin. JSA. as Je-
chnical Assiistanl (T 11-3) 
Shri M. V. Somuraju. JSA, as 
technical Assistant (T 11-3) 
air i M. Ay-y.ippiin Pillai, JSA. 
ns Technical Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri M. Barudccn. JSA. as Te-
chnical Aitsistant f f 11-3) 
Shri V. K. ttalachnmlran. ISA. 
ta Technical Assistant (1 ' 11-3) 
Shri M. Mohamed Stdtan, JSA, 
as Technical Assistant 11 11-3) 
Sliri T. «i, Vijaya Wairicr. JSA, 
as Technical Assistant I T 11-3) 
Shri J.J. Joel, JSA, as Technical 
Assistant (T I I-3) 
Shri A. Hanumantha Rao. JSA, 
as Technical Asslslant IT' 11-3) 
Shri A. n;ixlin fcrnnndo. JSA, 
as I'cchnical Assistant i T 11-3) 
Shri C. V. .SeshaRiri Rao. JSA. 
as Technical Assistant (T 11-3) 
.Shri V. tiandhi. J.SA, m Ic-
chnical Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri S, ( i . Vincent. JSA, as Te-
chnical AtniKtani I T 11-3) 
Shri K. K. Italusiibrahmiininn. 
JSA, as Technical Assistant 
I T II 3) 
Shri S. Palanichsmy, LFA, aa 
Ir. Technicil Assistant (T-2) 
Shri M. Ooiwitt Prabhii, LFA, 
•s Jr. Techni«^l Assistant (T'-2} 
Shri S. Seetha Raman. LFA, aa 
Jr. Technical Assistant (T-2) 
Shri M . Jayacbandran, LFA. a> 
Jr, Technical Assistant (T-2) 
Miss K, Ufnakumari, LFA. as 
Jr. Technical Assistant (T-2) 
Shri N. S. Viswanath, LFA, u 
Jr. Technical Assistant (T-2) 
\ ^ r i Stipim Kumar Ghosh. LFA, 
as Jr. Tecbnicnl As.sistant (T-2) 
Shri ilameed Batcha. LFA, m 
Ir. Technical Assistant (T-2) 
Shri G, Sur«ndranath, LFA. as 
Jr. Technical Assistant (T-2) 
Shri S. Sttbramani, LFA, at Ir. 
Technical AsnistaM (T-2) 
Shri N. Thiruprakasam. Packi*-
rai, LFA, as Jr. Technical Asrfi-
tant (T-2) 
Shri K.L.K. Kesavan. Artist, as 
Artist (T.2> 
«tf i K. Muniyandl, Artist, as 
Artist ( T - l ) 
Shri M. A. Vincent. I I Oam 
Driver, as Driver (Boat) (T - l ) 
Shri M. MwthalTn, Serang. aa 
Driver (Boat) (T-2) 
Shri A, Pathrose, Serang, as 
Driver (Boat) (T-2) 
Shri S.Q. Kalfutkar, S^ang, as 
Driver (Boat) (T-2) 
Shri S. Mohammed ShaflTee, 
Bosun, as Bosun (T 1-3) 
Shri P. Ferottkhan, Bosun, as 
Bosun (T t-3) 
Shri K. K. Prabhakaran, Cook 
(Boot), as Cook (Boat) (T - l ) 
Shri B. Sivanandam, Cook 
(Boat), as Cook (Boat) (T - l ) 
Shri C. K. Oandupani, Serjng. 
as Scrang ( T - l ) 
Shri C M . Jainulabdeen. Sctang, 
as Serang ( T - l ) 
Shtl K. Kanakasabhapathi, Sr. 
Library Assiatant. as Sr. l ibrary^ 
Assistant (T 11-3) 
Shri F.. Johnson, Jr. Library 
Assistant, as Sr. library A.ssistaiit 
(T 11-3) 
Miss S; Cjirija Kuinari. Jr. Li-
brary Assistant, as Jr. Library 
Aitsistant (T-2) 
ShtV M. Alagarsaniy, Motor 
Driver, as Motor Driver (T-2> 
.Shri K. Karuppaiah, Motor 
Driver, as Motor Driver (T-2) 
Shri P. C. AppukuUan. Motor 
Driver, as Motor Driver (T-2) 
iSliri A. tCondan C'heltiar. Motor 
Driver, as Motor Driver (T-2) 
^ 
